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Worth Its Wait In Gold.
For Harrison
Reliability
Sure, Harrison has waited to enter
the U.S. broadcast market. When
you're a stickler for precise engi-
neering and a perfectionist when it
comes to quality performance -
you've got to take your time to get
it right. Get it just right for you.

No Compromises
It can be tough getting the right con-
sole to match your specifications.
About as easy as fitting a square peg
in a round hole, right? Harrison Sys-
tems has anticipated your need for
versatility. A good deal of time and
research goes into our consoles in
order to bring you the smartest, most
efficient technology and service.
We've got the system that fits the
size and scope of your
needs, whether it be:

 Teleproduction
 Video Sweet-

ening and Post -
Production

 Video Edit Suite
 Film Sound

Post -
Production

 On -Air Broadcasting
 Broadcast Production
 Live Sound Reinforcement
 Music Recording and Scoring

At Harrison Systems, we give you
choices- not excuses or unnecessary
fluff. Our systems are designed to
bring you long-lasting, clean per-
formance and reliability.
Harrison Puts You In Good
Company
Organizations like Swiss Broadcast-
ing and Belgian Radio and Televi-
sion have believed in the superior
quality of Harrison Stereo Broadcast
Audio Consoles for years and have
chosen Harrison for multiple broad-
cast installations. Swedish Televi-
sion has selected 8 TV -3 consoles
and has committed to several more.
This year's Winter Olympics in Yu-
goslavia received the main audio feed
from a TV -3.

At Last
At Harrison, we take the time to lis-
ten to your needs. We design our
consoles with the flexibility to fit your
operation. And although our stand-
ards may be high for our consoles -
our prices are very, very reasonable.
We think you'll find it's been worth
the wait - in golden, Harrison -true
performance. Call us for a demon-
stration and see for yourself.

For Harrison Innovation
Introducing Harrison's TV -3,
PRO -7 and TV -4, the broadcast
consoles you've been waiting for:

TV -3 For large scale TV audio,
remote production, studio pro-
duction, post -production and
sweetening  Adapts to wide
range of tasks  Available in a va-
riety of configurations for cus-
tomization  Plus many options.

PRO -7 De-
signed for com-
prehensive use in
broadcast, live sound,

Now Available
AIR -7 For on -air

stereo radio
broadcasting,

combining
sophisticated

technology with
simple operation.

motion picture teleproduc-
tion  Two major configura-
tions  Simple to operate  Cost-effective  Independent mix deci-
sion capability  Long-term performance achieved through thick -
film laser -trimmed resistor networks  Plus many options.

TV -4 For medium scale on -air
production, remote production;
studio production, sweetening
and post -production  Three
major, simplified configura-
tions  Easy to install  High-
speed, low noise, low distor-
tion amplifiers allow for best
possible electronic perform-
ance  Plus many options.
Harrison's new VSI Fader Section, which
allows for simultaneous interface with auto-
mation and video editor/switcher, is avail-
able for TV -4 and PRO -7 consoles.

Why wait any longer? Call
or write Harrison Systems,
Inc., P.O. Box 22964,
Nashville, TN 37202;
(615) 834-1184, Telex 555133.
Circle (1) on Reply Card
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When
yougettheDPS-103

TBC
youget

more
than

youthink
You

get more
de-

pendability

because
of the engineering

expertise
of oneof thebiggest

names
in

the industry.
You

get more
flexibility.

The DPS-103
isdesigned

tohandle
vir-

tually
any heterodyne

VTR.
You

get

more
quality.

The
DPS-103

boasts
a

long
list of features

that
ensure

con-

summate
quality

under
anycondition.

These
include:

Picture
lock

through
40x in forward

and reverse.

Color
lock through

10xnormal
speed.

Line
by line velocity

compensation.

16-line
correction

window.

Automatic
color

framing.

Cycle
hopelimination.

RS-170A
output.

Built
in color

bar and calibration

generator.
Heterodyne

option
available.

Circle (3)

So a DPS-103
gives

you more.
But at

Midwest
yougetit for less. Asoneofthe

largest
equipment

distributors

in the

country
Midwest

deals
involume.

So we

can charge
less perunit.

h this case.

'4995
Price

good

until
1/31/85

asavings
ofalmost

$3000
from

thereg-

ularprice
of$7950.

Andsince
we main-

tain an in-depth
inventory

of DPS-103

TBCs,
we canshipyour

order
assoon

as

wereceive
it.Quantity

discounts
arealso

available.
So ifyouwant

togetmore
than

youpay for
in a TBC,

contact
Midwest

today.
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BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY FORECAST. 1985
Technology is pushing the broadcast industry ahead in ways that would have

been considered only science fiction a few years ago. Our Technology Forecast
for 1985 examines the road we have taken, and where we are likely to venture in
the coming year.

20 Editorial: Technology: Creating Tomorrow From Today

22 The Hardware That Drives Technology
By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor
A journey into the world of microelectronics: how integrated circuits are
made and how they are used in broadcast equipment. Our examination of
this topic will also include the following specialized areas:
 Wafer -Scale Integration: The Problems, the Promises
 New Techniques in VLSI Development

In the Chips
 Microelectronics Glossary
 Smaller ICs?

36 The View From Washington: FCC Actions During 1984
By Harry C. Martin, legal consultant
Among the commission's actions were major changes in FM allocations,
TV stereo and power allocations for Class IV stations.

42 Whether a Storm?
By Rhonda L. Wickham, managing editor
Feast or famine? The state of commercial radio and TV and their future is
unclear.

OTHER FEATURES
48 BE Proof, Part 5: Making the Measurements

By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor
The recommended testing procedures for the BE FM audio proof and
details of how to participate in our voluntary certification program.

The Effects of ac Line Disturbances, Part 4
By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor
How discrete transient suppression devices can protect your station.

IBC '84 in Review
By John Battison, antennas/radiation consultant, and Carl Bentz,
television editor
New equipment shown and important technical papers delivered at the
Brighton, England, conference.

DEPARTMENTS
2 Business
6 FCC Update

10 Strictly TV
12 AM Stereo Update
14 Satellite Update
20 Editorial
86 Troubleshooting
97 1985 Calendar

105 New Products
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THE COVER this month shows two
semiconductor wafers-one that is
three inches in diameter and the other
five inches-from which integrated cir-
cuits will be made. Few industries have
affected the equipment that broad-
casters use every day more than the
semiconductor industry. "The Hardware
That Drives Technology," a series of
reports, begins on page 22. (Cover
courtesy of National Semiconductor.)

Coming events
A listing of 1985 shows begins on
page 97.

NEXT MONTH
 Remote broadcast/production vans
and trucks
 RENG equipment interconnection
 ENG/EFP cameras and recorders
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ITACHI INV TS
THE FIRST 1" VTR

THAT WATCHES ITSELF
SO YOU DON'T AVE TO.

The revolutionary Hitachi
HR -2301" VTR has the
most advanced real-time,
self -diagnostic capabilities
ever perfected.

In either the record or
playback mode, a computer
inside the HR -230 monitors
49 different performance param-
eters second by second. Aid
stores this information wi:hi
the memory for recall at a lat
time-not just with numbers
and symbols, but in words.

This means no more error
slip by when your operator is
there. And there's no more ne
for hit-or-miss spot checking,

The Hitachi HR -230 has a -

unique quirk -threading tale
path, incorporating retract-
ing entrance and exit guiths,
main erase head, as well zs
a scanner air system that
protects tapes.

It recues a 30 -second seg-
ment in 3.5 seconds. It ha a

1111111::41. VIM 1111111111

I

I

fast/slow motion range
that provides real-time
reverse and field/frame
.3 till motion. Plus pro-
grammable time corn-

ression up to 20%, with
0J% accuracy.
A Imique, concealed fold-

.. out control panel groups edit-
ng functions and separates edit
controls from the main control
panel.

In sEort, it's the ultimate 1"
for networks, affiliates or tele-
production companies. I )on't
consider your next 1" pur-

base without looking into
it. Contact Hitachi Denshi
America, Ltd., Broadcast

and ?rofessional
175 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797. (516)
921-7200 or (800) 645-7510.
Hitachi Denshi, Ltd. (Canada).
65 Melford Drive, Scarbor-
ough. Ontario M1B 2G6.
(416) 299-5900.



business
In the Buyers' Guide of the September
issue, Ampex was left out of the sup-
pliers for video production services
switchers section. Ampex is recog-
nized for their 4100 series and AVC
series switchers, which are used in
broadcast, production and post -pro-
duction facilities.

The Successor Corporation has form-
ed a new division: Eltrex Interna-
tional Corporation. Eltrex will pro-
duce and sell Comex Systems digital
voice and paging products to non-
federal government customers.

Fleehart & Sullivan has been ap-
pointed representative of the Pacific
Northwest region for nova systems,
Avon, CT. This territory includes
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana
and Alaska. Representing the Califor-
nia region will be Lyle Bailey of ESP.
This territory includes New Mexico,
Nevada, Colorado and California.

Marconi Communications Systems
Ltd. announces the appointment of
Comark Communications, South-
wick, MA, and Colmar, PA, as the sole
distributor for MCSL broadcasting
transmitter products in the United

States, Central and South America.
According to the agreement, Comark
will distribute MCSL UHF exciters,
VHF, AM, FM and HF transmitters
from low power to 250kW output
power. Also included under the agree-
ment is the newly announced 7500
series of highband VHF TV trans-
mitters.

Broadcast Electronics, Quincy, IL,
has completed shipment of a 30kW
FM broadcast transmission system to
WPLJ, flagship FM station for ABC
Radio, New York. The $200,000
system includes two FM -30s, 1 -tube
30kW FM transmitters for main/alter-
nate service and custom -designed out-
put switching equipment for main/
standby antenna systems. The new
equipment is to be installed in the Em-
pire State Building.

Comsearch, Reston, VA, has an-
nounced a new service to protect
cable TV systems from interference
caused by low power television
(LPTV). The service, called CLIP (for
CATV/LPTV Interference Protection),
uses a computerized data base to iden-
tify potential interference cases from
among the thousands of LPTV ap-

plications being processed by the
FCC.

The U.S. Information Agency has
awarded a contract to Shook Elec-
tronic Enterprises, San Antonio, TX,
to manufacture a radio van for Voice
of America, Washington, DC. The
facility will serve as a mobile studio
and will be touring the United States
to cover news events and human in-
terest stories for overseas broadcast.

Calvert Electronics, East Rutherford,
NJ, has taken delivery on a transmitter
purchased from WCTT in Corbin, KY.

Richardson Electronics, Franklin
Park, IL, announces the ability for its
customers to call toll free
1-800-323-1770 from all provinces of
Canada. This announcement by Ian
Stewart, sales manager, corresponds
with the corporate expansion of the
company's present capabilities to ship
all orders the same day they are
received. This service gives Canadian
customers the ability of direct access
to sales personnel for inquiries on
pricing, stock position and placing
orders.

BROaDCaST
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MANUFACTURERS SUGGESTED LIST PRICE

LBO -518 emerges as the proven 100-MHz standard.
Hundreds of companies
have proven it.
A year ago, we predicted that
the Leader LBO -518 would replace
the TEK 465 as the new industry
standard. Now, there is no doubt
about it. Hundreds of companies
have evaluated and purchased the
LBO -518, some in very large
quantities. And new orders are
pouring in.

The LBO -518 beats TEK
465 & 2235.
Although the LBO -518 costs
$1090* less than did the TEK 465,
this versatile 4 -channel alternate
time base scope provides superior
performance and features. It has a
faster, brighter, higher voltage CRT;
ten times greater maximum vertical

'Based on price & specs published in 1983 Tektronix
catalog. TEK is a registered trademark of Tektronix.

sensitivity; an extra calibrated input;
and it's compact enough to fit under
most airline seats. Of course, the
LBO -518 beats the TEK 2235, since
that's not even in the same league
as the 465.

Your company will love it.
Try one Leader LBO -518. You'll
be impressed with its amaz ng
versatility, performance, accuracy
and ease -of -use. Compare this
cost-effective, feature -packed
oscilloscope to any on the
market. Once you do, we're sure
the LBO -518 will become your
company's new 100 -MHz standard.

Two-year warranty.
Our two-year warranty, including the
CRT, is backed by factory service
depots on both coasts.

Circle (51 for Product Demonstration
Circle ,:6) for Product Information

Call toll -free

(800) 645.5104
In New York State

(516) 231-6900
Ask for an evaluation unit, catalog,
and the name of your nearest
"Select" Leader distributor.

Forprofessionals
who

know
the
difference.

380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788

Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta.

Los Angeles, Boston
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd.

(514) 337-9500

LEADER
Instruments Corporation
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FCC update
By Harry C. Martin, partner, Reddy, Begley & Martin, Washington, DC

LPTV window processing
To streamline and expedite process-

ing of LPTV and TV translator ap-
plications, the FCC has adopted win-
dow filing procedures to replace its
current filing rules.

With the new rules, a series of filing
windows will open at least 30 days
after public notice of the window.
New applicants will have a limited
time after the notice period expires,
probably five days, in which to file
complete applications.

Applications filed during the win-
dow would either be placed on a pro-
posed grant list or grouped for a lot-
tery with other mutually exclusive ap-
plications filed during the window
period.

Because LPTV allocations are made
on an interference basis rather than a
predetermined table of community al-
locations, it will not be possible to
open filing windows on a market -by -
market basis. It is expected that the
first filing window for LPTV applica-
tions will involve every frequency still
available at any location.

The commission is in the process of
reducing its backlog of LPTV applica-
tions through lotteries and dismissing
defective proposals. By July 1985, the
FCC expects to have made substantial
progress in clearing its data base,
eliminating the preclusive effect of
many now -pending but ungrantable
proposals. Once the data base is
unclogged, the commission plans to
open its national LPTV filing window.

Those wishing to file LPTV applica-
tions when the window opens may
wish to determine now if there is a fre-
quency available for a particular com-
munity. While the FCC's data base still
is crowded with unacceptable and
mutually exclusive applications, a
channel available now still would be
available when the window opens
next year.

In connection with adopting win-
dow filing procedures, the commis-
sion also has eliminated the require-
ment for filing financial certifications
with LPTV applications but has in-
stituted a new requirement that ap-
plicants certify they have reasonable
assurance of the availability of their
transmitter sites. The commission

also refused to create a priority or
separate processing class for TV
translators.

Issues/programs list retained
The FCC has decided to retain the

requirement that commercial radio
licensees compile and make available
in their public files issues/programs
lists. Since July 1, radio stations have
had to place such listings in their
public files on a quarterly basis.

When the FCC deregulated commer-
cial radio in 1981, it deleted process-
ing guidelines regarding non -enter-
tainment programming and commer-
cial levels and removed ascertainment
and program log requirements.
However, radio stations still were
obligated to provide programming
responsive to community issues and
to prepare an annual issues/programs
list documenting their service.

The U.S. Court of Appeals remand-
ed the FCC's deregulation order, ques-
tioning the sufficiency of the annual
issues/programs list as a means to
gauge service in the public interest. In
response to the remand, the commis-
sion sought comments on various
record -keeping options. At the conclu-
sion of its proceeding the agency
modified the list requirement, remov-
ing the 10 -issue limit established in
1981 and requiring the list to be
prepared and made available quarter-
ly rather than annually.

The National Radio Broadcasters
Association sought reconsideration of
the ruling, arguing that quarterly
issues/programs lists are unnecessary.
The commission disagreed, saying it
had properly balanced the public's
need for information against the bur-
dens involved in a quarterly listing re-
quirement.

The FCC's rule, Section
73.3526(a)(10), describes the listing
that must be maintained as follows:

For AM and FM broadcast sta-
tions every three months a list of
at least five to 10 community
issues addressed by the station's
programming during the
3 -month period. The list is to be
filed the first day of each calen-
dar quarter (e.g., July 1, October

1, January 1 and April 1). The
list shall include a brief nar-
rative describing how each issue
was treated, i.e., public service
announcements or programs,
giving the description of the
program including time, date
and duration of each program.
These lists are to be retained for
the entire license renewal
period.

On reconsideration, the FCC
granted a 10 -day grace period (i.e., to
July 10, October 10, January 10 and
April 10) for filing of the described
listings.

Interference standards for
Channel 6/educational FM

The FCC has adopted new rules
designed to minimize the interference
caused by noncommercial educa-
tional FM stations to the reception of
Channel 6 TV stations.

The commission decided that the
most desirable option is co -location of
FM stations with TV -6 transmitting
antennas. The commission said it
would permit educational FM stations
to operate with high power in co -
location situations, which it defined
as locations within 1/4 -mile of the
Channel 6 transmitter.

Educational stations not in this zone
would be restricted in power based on
their frequencies and the Channel 6
station's signal strength. The restric-
tion zone would end 140 miles from
the nearest Channel 6 station.

Under the new rules, a noncommer-
cial FM permittee would have a
choice between two power levels, a
recommended level (level 1) and a
maximum level (level 2). The recom-
mended powers are based on three
square miles of effective interference
within the Grade B contour of the
Channel 6 service area. Noncommer-
cial FMs choosing the higher power
would assume full financial respon-
sibility for eliminating interference.

Elimination could be accomplished
through traps and filters, using of ver-
tical polarization of the FM antenna,
installing a TV translator, or by pru-

Continued on page 98
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Would You
Turn Trader

For $500?

If you're among the thousands who
have a 900 Series single or dual sync

generator system, it could be worth $500
or more.

For a limited time, we'll buy back your
single 900 Series system for $500 when
you order our 3252A Master sync gener-
ator. And if you choose to purchase a
3252A -SG1 or -SG2 dual system, we'll
buy back your dual 900 Series system
for $1000.

You've never seen an offer like this
before. Chances are you won't see one
again. And you've only got between
now and April 1, 1985 to take advantage
of this unusual deal.

I

Your 900 Series sync generator has
already paid for itself several times over.
Now make it pay off one more time by
stepping up to the best designed, best
built and most dependable sync genera-
tor made.

Our Grass Valley Group regional rep-
resentatives have the details and are wait-
ing to hear from you. Call today. Tell them
you're a trader at heart and ready to cash in
on the hottest sync generator deal going.

Grass Valley Group®V
A IIKI RONIX COWAN 1
P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 273-8421 TRT: 160432

OFFICES: Edison, NJ (201) 549-9600; Atlanta, GA (404) 321-4318; Elkhart, IN (219) 264-0931; Arden Hills, MN (612)483-2594;
Fort Worth, TX (817) 921-9411; Woodland Hills, CA (818) 999-2303; Palo Alto, CA (415) 968-6680.

Circle (100) on Reply Card
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Midwest
puts on a
great show
because it
uses the best
components
One of the reasons that the
Midwest M-40 Series is the
most advanced class of large
mobile teleproduction units
available today is our policy of
only using the finest compon-
ents. This "no compromise"
design philosophy ensures a
system of superior quality and
reliability. Our M-40 units give
you up to 47 feet of unparal-
leled technical and creative
capacity. Because we only use
the best components ... from
companies like Ikegami.

Ikegami HK -322
automatic color
cameras make

Midwest
picture perfect

In the M-40, we wanted the ability to
produce the best possible pictures.

So we selected the HK -322 as a
basic building block of the system.

When the position as the world's
most popular field camera passes
from the Ikegami HK -357A, it will

be to the HK -322. This fully
automatic color camera sets the new

standard for picture resolution,
signal-to-noise ratio and registration
accuracy. Standard computer set-up
takes much of the hassle out of pre-

paring for remote telecasts. With the
Ikegami HK -322, the Midwest
M-40 delivers perfect pictures

everytime.

Ikegami HL -79E
Series plays
dual role for

Midwest units
The Ikegami HL -79E Series camera

was selected for use aboard the
Midwest M-40 because it can

handle two separate functions with
superlative results. Although it's

renowned as the perfect hand-held
camera, the HL -79E Series can eas-
ily be converted into a field camera

that produces higher quality images
than many other manufacturers'

top -of -the -line studio models.
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Ikegami 9 -Series
color monitors
give Midwest

"true to life" pictures
Ikegami 9 -Series Color Monitors are

standard in the Midwest M-40 mobile
unit because of their superb resolution
and ability to reproduce colors that are
amazingly life -like. This performance
is unmatched by any other monitor in
the world. Since the 9 -Series monitors

use In -Line Gun CRTs, they provide
more than excellent colorimetry and

A 11 016
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fantastic resolution. They also offer
high stability, unit interchangeability,
low power consumption, and conve-
nient pull-out circuit panels. By using
the Ikegami 9 -Series, the Midwest
M-40 can reproduce colors that are
true to life.

This exceptionally fine performance
is due to Ikegami's painstaking

attention to detail. Designed to meet
the most rigorous performance stan-
dards, the HL -79E Series also offers
optional automatic set-up, either via
its own set-up computer or by inter-

face into the HK -322 set-up com-
puter for total system integration.

With the HL -79E Series, Midwest's
M-40 offers you the versatility

required to produce network quality
productions in any circumstances.

For more information on how
Midwest and Ikegami can deliver
world class performance for your
company. contact any Midwest
office in the U.S. or call toll free
(800) 543-1584.

Circle (101) on Reply Card

MIDWEST
Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017
800-543-1584

Cincinnati. OH Grand Rapids. MI Atlanta, GA
6136-331-8990 616-796-5238 404-875-3753

Columbus, OH Louisville. KY Virginia Beach. VA
614-476-2800 502-491-2888 804-464-6256

Dayton, OH Lexington, KY Charlotte, NC
513-298-0421 606-277-4994 704-399-6336
Cleveland, OH Charleston, WV Richmond, VA
216-447-9745 304-722-2921 804-262-5788

Pittsburgh, PA Nashville, TN Washington. DC
412-364-6780 615-331-5791 301-577-4903

Indianapolis, IN Bristol,TN Miami, FL
317-872-2327 615-968-2289 305-592-5355

Letroit, MI St. Louis. MO Tampa, FL
313-689-9730 314-225-4655 813-885-9308
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by Carl Bentz, television editor

Psychoacoustics
and spectral processing

for stereo TV
Stereo sound adds a new vocabulary

to the world of television. Among the
new words, spectral processing and
psychoacoustics need to be explained.

Compatibility with today's mon-
aural TV receivers was a key require-
ment in the design of a stereo
transmission system. In the Zenith ap-
proach, the sum of left plus right
(L + R) replaces the normal monaural
signal. To add stereo, a difference of
left minus right (L - R) is transmitted
on a subcarrier at 31.468kHz (twice
the video H -rate) that FM modulates
the main aural carrier.

FM systems characteristically have
more noise at higher modulation fre-
quencies. The L + R covers 0 through
15kHz in the TV aural spectrum, but
L -R extends from 17kHz to 46kHz.
When demodulated, the L -R infor-
mation will contain a larger measure
of noise than a L + R adding to the
overall received audio.

Increasing the L -R subcarrier
modulation level is one way around
the noise problem, but the Zenith ap-
proach allows only 6dB more modula-
tion with L -R than with L + R. A
greater amount would risk introduc-
ing interference. And if a complete
Zenith channel is used, i.e., with SAP
and engineering channels on top of
stereo, the noise becomes an even
greater factor.

The best solution is noise reduction,
or psychoacoustic masking. By mak-
ing the program material loud enough
and spectrally broad, the ear is cap-
tured by the desired signal rather than
by system noise (Figures 1 and 2).
Most noise reduction systems operate
on this principle.

An encoder compresses the audio to
mask the noise of the channel during
transmission. In the receiver, expan-
sion or decoding recovers the original
audio while, it is hoped, eliminating
all possible noise and introducing a
minimum of distortion.

Working with FM
Noise increases with modulating

frequency. In the L -R subcarrier,
white noise with a 3dB/octave rising

AMPLITUDE

SOURCE SIGNAL SPECTRUM
(SINE WAVE)

MASKING
REGION

rA&
NOISE

FREQUENCY

Figure 1. Masking of noise by a low fre-
quency tone.

AMPLITUDE

SOURCE SIGNAL SPECTRUM
(GUITAR)

/7/7
REGI N
AS

N

FREQUENCY

Figure 2. Masking of noise by a broad
spectrum signal.
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Figure 3. Frequency response range of
spectral compressor and fixed pre -
emphasis.

characteristic is found. For the SAP
subcarrier, the characteristic is found
to be 9dB/octave. To mask out these
white noise (hiss) components, the
desired signal must contain substan-
tial high frequency content. Normal
program material typically lacks the
required higher frequencies.

In FM and TV broadcasting, pre -
emphasis increases the content of
highs, relative to low frequencies.
Essentially, pre -emphasis involves a
high-pass filter with a time constant of
75µs. In the receiver, a complemen-
ting low-pass filter with a matching
time constant of 75µs de-emphasizes
the signal, recovering the proper spec-
tral balance.

Stereo TV processing with dbx uses
two such pre -/de -emphasis circuits.
For the L -R channel, 72.2µs pre -
emphasis is used. In the SAP channel,
the value is 390µs. The decoder de-
emphasizes at the 72.2µs and 390As
values, restoring tonal balance and
reducing hiss that originates in the
transmission channel.

Adaptive spectral companding
Typical program audio is inconsis-

tent in tonal balance and level. Fixed
pre -emphasis ignores the precarious
possibility that a signal with pre-
dominating high frequencies will
cause overmodulation, because of
lack of headroom. At other times, in-
sufficient level and reduced highs
does not mask channel noise.

Spectral companding helps avoid
both problems. Within the encoder,
tonal balance of the input is assessed.
If large amounts of high frequencies
are present, then less pre -emphasis is
required.

Conversely, more pre -emphasis is
used if the highs content is low. To
provide varying control, a VCR ele-
ment in the frequency selective net-
work of the encoder is gain -controlled

Continued on page 100
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For the high-pressure demands of their Olympic
Games broadcasts, major world broadcasters
chose VPR-3s from Ampex. For many good rea-
sons. The VPR-3 handles tape more gently and
with greater speed thar any other VTR in the
world. It responds to :he touch of chamaion
editors with effortless efficiency. It communi-
cates intelligently with the most advanced produc-
tion and post-productior systems, yet it is simple
and logical to operate. Most importantly. its
performance pays off with superior video and
audio results.

When your challenges require a VTR of world -
class caliber, the VIR-3 is the top qualifier. And
like all our pro:luck, it's backed by Ampex service
and support, unequalled anywhere.

Call your Ampex AVM ) sales engineer lUr full
details on the remarkable VPR-3.

AmI,.. .014)01411011  Ono. nI III.

AlLwla 404/491-1112  Chicago 312/593-6000  Dallas 214/
960-1162  1ms Aiigeles 818/240-5000  New York/New Jersey
201/H25-9600  ti.m handset. 415/367-2296  Washioglon,
D.C. 301/530-88110



By Bob Streeter,
AM Stereo, Inc., Fort Wayne, IN

Editor's note:
This is the third article of a series on converting an

AM station to stereo. This month's article discusses
the requirements of the studio -to -transmitter link
(STL), using either a radio system or telephone com
pany loops. The information in the article appears
courtesy of Continental Electronics.

The STL carries the program audio
material from the studio to the trans-
mitter for broadcast, and so the
characteristics of the system are
critical to an AM station's overall
stereophonic performance. The STL
may consist of a matched pair of
telephone lines, as many FM stereo
stations use, or a microwave radio
relay system.

The microwave system may use 2

different frequencies, or a single fre-
quency on which a composite (FM
stereo) signal is relayed. The com-
posite signal must be encoded at the
studio and decoded into the left and
right audio channels at the transmit-
ter. There is no such thing as a com-
posite AM stereo audio signal, as there
is for FM stereo.

Any STL system must be closely
matched between left and right audio
channels in both amplitude and phase
(transmission time delay) for satisfac-
tory crosstalk performance between
the sum (L + R) and the difference
(L - R) channels. If this crosstalk is
high enough, frequency response
holes in monophonic and stereo-
phonic programming will occur.

It has been assumed that an AM sta-
tion would choose to transmit left and
right channel audio between the
studio and the transmitter. Stations
also can relay the sum and difference
(matrix) information, however. Using
a matrix system would appear to be
more technically hazardous, though,
in that a serious mismatch between
the sum and difference channels will
destroy stereophonic separation. Mis-
matches between left and right audio
channels, on the other hand, will
cause the center image of the
stereophonic sound field to be slightly

offset, but will not significantly affect
the system's separation.

The primary hazard of separate left
and right program audio transmission
is the possibilitity of frequency re-
sponse holes in the L + R and L -R
signals, which would affect the
listenability of the station. Generally,
however, these problems should be
easier to deal with than the difficulties
that would be encountered in main-
taining accurate L + R and L -R
amplitude and phase coherence, nec-
essary for good separation.

Figure 1 shows the phase and am-
plitude coherence between L + R and
L -R that is required for various
degrees of stereo separation. The
graph is actually a set of parametric
curves that may be applied to any
matrixing operation, encoding or
decoding. It is applicable to the in-
vestigation of response and time delay
accuracy required in the L + R and
L -R signals for a given channel
separation, or for the coherence re-
quired of the left and right channels
for a given amount of crosstalk be-
tween L + R and L - R.

0°

1

2°

3°

4°

5°

6°

7°

8°

9°

10°

11°

12°

How good is good?
Generally, it is possible to control

studio equipment performance and
STL characteristics so there is no
significant stereophonic degredation
with a normal installation.

As a check, measure the audio out-
put of the studio and STL system at
the transmitter input for distortion,
noise, crosstalk, frequency response
and phase coherence, through each
piece of equipment that may be used
for on -air programming.

It might be useful to consider a
special set of performance measure-
ments on an overall basis of the studio
and STL equipment at the transmitter
input. These checks would fall into
four general categories: left channel,
right channel, combined L + R and
combined L - R. The acceptable level
of performance for a particular station
is a decision that is based upon
tradeoffs between performance and
expense. Every station will have its
own set of performance goals, but
some general guidelines are in order.

For the left and right audio chan-
Continued on page 99
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Figure 1 A graphical representation of the influence that amplitude and phase
coherence have on stereo separation. The curves of constant separation are given
for 7 levels of stereo separation (20dB to 50dB).
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WE'RE FLATTERED
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The Most Imitated AM Stereo
Processor On The Market

We're flattered that America's

stereo broadcasters have made the

SMP 900 AM Stereo Processor a

best seller. There is no need to com-

promise the quality of their mono

sound for the sake of stereo. With

CRL you get BOTH ... outstanding

stereo AND improved mono. There

is no loss of coverage.

The SMP 900 typically provides 50

db of separation with 30 db or bet-

ter at 10kHz. CRL developed the

stereo enhance control to increase

the apparent separation another

6 db. It has been copied by our

competitors . .. We're flattered.

CRL has a patent pending on our

single channel negative limiter that

prevents single channel informa-

tion (one channel dead) from creat-

ing distortion in the receiver. One
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of our competitors has copied this

idea, but their method produces

an instantaneous switch to mono

under single channel conditions.
This produces a strange "swim-

ming" effect that may upset your

stereo listeners.
Another important CRL feature

is the continuously variable pre -

emphasis control that lets you "fine

tune" your sound from the front

panel. No plug in modules to fool

with. With CRL you cecide how

you want to sound aid adjust
accordingly. The decision is yours;

not ours.
Call now for more information.
Find out whyCRL is the processor

that the others TRY to copy. Don't

just optimize ... MAXIMIZE

with CRL.

i TI Stereo MairiH Processor
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Satellite
update

2 -degree spacing
technical parameters

The brave new world of 2 -degree spac-
ing is approaching rapidly, with the
first phase already in effect. Two pairs
of satellites are now assigned by the
FCC to operate closely spaced in the
C -band:
 Spacenet 1 (120 w.l.) and Westar 5
(122.5 w.l.)
 Satcom 2R (72 w.1.) and Galaxy 2
(74 w.1.)

As satellites with C -band
transponders are added to the orbital
arc, true 2 -degree spacing will
gradually become a reality. The key
technical parameters involved in in-
terference from adjacent satellite
systems spaced 2° apart are sum-
marized in the following tables.

PRIMARY SATELLITE

PA

HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION

PC PB

VERTICAL POLARIZATION

ADJACENT SATELLITE

AC AB

HOR ZONTAL POLARIZATION

I I

AA

VERTICAL POLARIZATION

Figure 1 Typical adjacent satellites fre-
quency/polarization plans.

Note: DA is primary satellite transponder
with center frequency A. PA receives in-
terfereence from adjacent satellite
transponders AA (30dB isolation) and
AC + AB (25dB total isolation).

By John Kinik, satellite correspondent

 Geocentric Spacing -2° (nominal)
- 1.8° (worst -case, with worst -case

satellite orbit position errors)

 Topocentric Spacing -2.1° (nominal satellite spacing)
-1.9° (worst case satellite spacing)

Note: Geocentric spacing is measured from the center of the earth. Topocentric spacing is measured
from the surface of the earth. (Figures for topocentric spacing are for typical worst -case combinationof

a receive earth station located in the western United States, looking at Satcom 2R or Galaxy 2.)

Table 1. Satellite spacing geometric parameters.

 Frequency plans - Transponder center frequencies are interleaved
to achieve frequency reuse with orthogonal
polarizations. This provides approximately
25dB of isolation between TV signals with
equal EIRPs in overlapping frequency
bands.

Polarization - 30dB (typical) of isolation is provided between TV sig.
nals with equal EIRPs because of orthogonal
polarization of transponders with identical
center frequencies on the adjacent satellite.

 Saturating flux density- Transponder SFD can be set over a typical
range of up to 9dB by switching attenua-
tors in or out in the satellite receiver by
command from the satellite control cen-
ter. A mismatch of up to ± 9dB can exist
between uplink TV signal EIRPs on adja-
cent satellite systems.

Table 2. Typical satellite parameters.

 FCC sidelobe levels = (29 - 25 log 0) dBi - maximum
tropic gain allowed
= 22.0dBi (for 0 = 1.9°)

 Receive antenna sidelobe isolation* (3m)
(from adjacent satellite) = 39.8 - 22.0 = 17.8dB

(5m) = 44.2 - 22.0 = 22.2dB
Interfering transmit antenna sidelobe isolation*(5m)

(into adjacent satellite) = 47.6 - 22.0 = 25.6dB
(10m) = 53.6 - 22.0 = 31.6dB

Receive antenna cross -polarization isolation-
Two factors can reduce the isolation from orthogonally
polarized signals in the desired satellite as well as from
adjacent satellites.

1) Feed polarization setting error-initial setup error.
2) Pointing error-null of the cross -polarized pattern

occurs at center axis of main beam.
*Assuming FCC sidelobe requirements are met and pointing error is zero.

(Note: 3 factors can reduce the isolation in receiving antennas:
1) Initial setup alignment error for 3m antennas.
2) Long term sag-for fiberglass antennas in 5m class.
3) Sidelobe patterns vary with frequency and polarization so that the ex

pected isolation exhibited on a single pattern may be misleading.

iso-
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Table 3. Typical earth station antenna parameters.



Nick N.
Mishi

president

A letter from the President of Ikegami

(2011 368-9171

Dear Ikegarni111,-19
Camera Customer:

On behalf of Ikegami,
I want to express

our grateful appreciation
for your support

and patronage
which

enabled us to achieve
4.11 sale of our ,000th 111,-79

series

camera as of September
1984. We believe

Oat this is an unprecedented
quantity for

such a sophisticated
camera

in this product category.

This great success
is due to the fact that the 111.-79 series cameras

are made to meet

our custom
needs and are

designed for
reliability rather than are

Both high reW----DiVity
of roCiets

and prcd"..4
appro_e*-1°n

by ci_AStorners
are

mandatory
for us, along

with the cornpanr's
unchangeable

motto inherited
from the

founder
of Ikegami

We also
want to as

you of our ongoing
efforts to develop and manufacture

.ven

better products
in the future

which we .:eel will
meet with your satisfation,

and

sincerely
ask for your continued

patnnage
of Ikegarni

and its ?roducts.

Through
the press I wish to thank

0.1 our customers
for using over 5,000 sets of the

IIL:19 series cameras

THE 5000"s
kegami HL -79 series camera.
Purchased in 1984 by WLS-TV.

re,gami Electronics (U.S.t,.), Inc., 37 BrOok Aver ue, Maywood, NJ 07607
Circle (a) on Reply Card



 Adjacent satellite transmit earth station into primary satellite

Transmit antenna isolation (5m)

Uplink EIRP mismatch (typical)

Net uplink interference isolation

Satellite polarization isolation

Satellite frequency isolation

Total isolation -satellite output -- Cross polarization

frequency isolation
(44.4dB combined)

Total interference isolation - 44.4 -3 = 41.4dB
(two adjacent satellites) (negligible interference)

 Adjacent satellite into receive antenna

Receive antenna isolation

Second adjacent satellite

Net isolation

Net isolation with EIRP mismatch 0dB

3dB

5dB

- 3dB

- 5dB

25.6dB

- 5dB

20.6dB

30dB

25dB

50.6c B

45.6cB

3m 5m

17.8dB 22.2dB

- 3dB - 3dB

14.8dB 19.2dB

14.8dB 19.2dB

17.8dB 22.2dB

19.8dB 24.2dB

11.8dB 16.2dB

9.8dB 14.2dB

Table 4. Typical system interference parameters.

1 it
Joining the Spacenet system in
November was the GTE Spacenet 2
satellite by RCA, shown in final testing.

Table 4 illustrates the relative im-
portance of interference received as a
result of receive antenna sidelobe iso-
lation compared with other sources in
the system. It is imperative in the new
2 -degree spacing environment that
receive antenna pointing be optimized
and that pointing errors caused by
weather (wind, ice and snow) be
minimized to maximize sidelobe isola-
tion from adjacent satellites in the
event that EIRP mismatches between
the desired and interfering signals oc-
cur in typical operating situations. It
is also important to have complete
data on sidelobe patterns (all frequen-
cies, both polarizations) to avoid
potential problems. I :14111

A component for ev y camera. A tube for every transmitter.

Our purpose is clear: to provide the ultimate source for all broadcast related tubes and
components. We've geared our entire distribution system to ship virtually every order the

same day. Our highly personalized service and technical inowledge is legendary in the industry.
Best of all, because of our large volume buying, Calvert has the lowest pr ces - and cannot be undersold.

PRODUCTS: Cathode Ray Tubes  Diodes  Klystrons  Mon tor Tubes  Plumicons  Receiving Tubes
RF Ceramic Capacitors  RF Transistors - Saticons  Solid State Repluements Transmitter/Power
Tubes  Tube Sockets, Accessories  TV Linear Devices  Vacuum Cap3citors  Vidicons Vistacons

MANUFACTURERS: Acrian  Anperex  Cetron  EEV  Eimac  GE  Hitachi  ITT  ITT Jennings
Machlett  National  Philips  RCA  Raytheon  Thomson-CSF  Varian  Westinghouse

Call our Toll Free number now and start saving. 800-526-6362

CALVERT ELECTRONICS, INC.
One Branca Road, East Rutherord. NJ 07073  201-460 8800  Telex 423205 CALV  TWX 710-989-0116

Circle 19) on Rep'y Card



FULL COV

Service Electric Cable TV
of Allentown, Pa.
provides full live

news coverage
to its subscribers...

AGE

and the Lerro Organization
has provided the equipment,
engineering and irstallation
to make it possible.
Contact us so we can provide
the same full cove -age for you.

CORPORATION
3125 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19132

Ask for Fred Dorn
(215) 223-8200

Vans  Studios  Post Production Facilities  Master Controls  Microwave & Fiber Optics System
Serving the Continental USA



Video sequence produced for the new
motion picture, '2010 Odyssey ir," with
the Sony BVH-2500.



"IF YOU'RE NOT
USING SONY, YOU'RE

NOT USING
YOUR IMAGINATION7

At Sony, we believe the cre-
ative process shouldn't be short-
circuited by the limitations of your
video equipment. Which is why we
created the BVH Series.

It's the most complete line of
1 -inch videotape recorders in
existence. And the only videotape
recorders designed to let your
imagination run wild.

INSPIRATION ENOUGH
FOR AN ENTIRE FAMILY

OF VTRS.
As you'll realize from the ex-

amples mentioned below, the Sony
BVH Series is equipped to answer
everyone's creative needs.

Yet each recorder, from the
three-hour BVH-2180 to the High
Definition Recorder HDV-1000, is
based on the same piece of Sony
ingenuity: the BVH-2000. It's the
backbone and the workhorse of the
industry. And has brought inno-
vations such as extended dynamic
tracking, advanced onboard
diagnostics and utter reliability to
1 -inch videotape recording.

It's also made the following
possible.

THE REAL WINNER OF
THE 1984 SUMMER GAMES:

THE BVH-2700.
The single most amazing thing

about the Games wasn't the U.S.
Gymnastics Team victory or the
first women's marathon, but the
Super Slow Motion replays brought
to you by Sony.

This unprecedented Super
Slow Mo system did more than de-
liver a flawless performance day in
and day out, for two solid weeks,
covering over 180 hours of pro-
gramming. It completely redefined
slow motion.

Slow motion replays have nev-
er appeared with so much defini-
tion. Undoubtedly, the Sony Super
Slow Mo system will change the
way the world sees sports forever.

THE BVH-2500.
WITHOUT IT, THERE

WOULDN'T BE
A "2010 ODYSSEY II."

Even for MGM, the creation
of complex, animated action se-
quences seen simultaneously on 80
video monitors for the film "2010"
was a monumental job. Clark
Higgins, the production head, was
given this seemingly impossible
task made even more impossible
by a shortened shooting schedule.
Sony was the only place to turn.

Because only Sony
has developed a still -
frame videotape record-
er.One so revolutionary
it has been awarded an
Emmy. Not only did
the BVH-2500 complete
50 complicated anima-
tion sequences two weeks
ahead of schedule, but it
accomplished something
else extraordinary: a job
done on budget.

VIDEO RESOLUTION
THAT GIVES FILM A RUN

FOR ITS MONEY.
Sony has opened a vast new

universe in video with High Defini-
tion Television. The excellent pic-
ture quality has given filmmakers
a reason other than economics to
use video for major film and TV
productions.

The HDV-1000, along with the
continuing development of other
peripherals, will pave the way for an
even wider use of video.

A fact recently proven at
Robert Redford's Sundance Film
Institute, where the most promi-
nent actors, directors and even stu-
dents see their ideas come to life
with the aid of the HDV-1000.

HDVS's performance was so
impressive, it was deemed the future
of video.

So, if your video equipment
inhibits your imagination, there's
one reason for it-you're obviously

not using Sony. For in-
formation, contact your
Sony representative.

In the NewYork/New
Jersey area, (201)833-5350;
Northeast/Mid-Atlantic,
(201) 833-5375; Midwest,
(312) 773-6045; Southeast,

(404) 451-7671; South-
west,(214)659-3600; and in
the West,
(818) 841- SONY
8711. Broadcast

Sony Broadcast Products Company. 1600 Queen Anne Rd.. Teaneck. New Jersey 07666. t)1984 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.



editorial

Technology:

creating
tomorrow

from
today

The world's first digital electronic computer was built with 18,000 vacuum tubes.
It occupied an entire room, required 140kW of ac power, weighed 50 tons and cost
about $1 million. Today, an entire computer can be built within a single piece of
silicon about the size of a child's fingernail. And you can buy one at the local parts
house for less than $10.

The progress of technology within our lifetime has produced some dramatic
changes in our lives and in our industry. Impressive as the current generation of
microprocessor -controlled broadcast equipment is, we have seen only the
beginning. This month in BE, as the new year approaches, we look at today's
technology, and where it will lead us tomorrow.

Few industries have affected the design of broadcast equipment more than
the semiconductor industry. Integrated circuits have revolutionized broadcast
hardware. They have made it smaller, lighter, quieter and cooler.

Today, it is hard to purchase a piece of equipment that doesn't include at least
one IC. These components have given broadcasters equipment with higher per-
formance, greater reliability and lower cost than was ever possible using
discrete transistors, let alone those glowing glass envelopes we used to call
tubes.

Despite its fascination with electronic gadgets, the broadcast industry as a
whole is rather conservative when it comes to implementing new technology.
Each advancement, from the transistor to the microprocessor, has had to fight
its way into radio and TV stations.

Broadcasters demand a proven track record of performance and reliability
from the equipment they use. The transistor, invented in 1947, did not come in-
to its own in the broadcast industry until the mid 1960s. Broadcast engineers ac-
customed to the vacuum tube viewed this new device with skepticism for a long
time. Until 1960, most radio and TV stations built their audio chains upon the
12AX7 and 6V6 tubes. The 6BA6 and 6AU6 were perhaps the backbone of TV
video. By 1970, however, virtually all of those familiar links with the past had
been replaced with the likes of the 2N2924 and the 40314.

The IC made its entry into the broadcast equipment field in a big way during
the 1970s. Invented in 1959, the IC had to prove itself as did the transistor years
earlier.

A similar evolution is under way with microprocessor -based equipment.
When first developed in 1971, many broadcast engineers unfamiliar with the
new technology were skeptical. Some even feared the microprocessor. Im-
plementing this tool was slow at first, but now the latest leap in technology has
proved its usefulness in a wide variety of applications.

Everyone in broadcasting expected the microprocessor chip to be used in pro-
gram automation and business computer systems. But who would have believed
that these devices would find their way into virtually every major broadcast
system? You can find microprocessors in broadcast transmitters, remote con-
trol systems, test instruments, audio processing gear, audio and video control
boards and even cart machines.

What is the next big technological leap to come from the semiconductor in-
dustry? Many IC engineers feel it will be the 1 -month chip, in which the design,
fabrication and testing of a specialized IC device would be accomplished in 31
days, instead of the months or years that it now takes.

Others point to the mind -boggling concept of wafer scale integration (WSI).
WSI is the next step beyond very large scale integration (VLSI) IC construction.
Engineers are talking about building devices that will integrate millions of logic
gates into a single package about the size of your hand.

As engineers work to unfold the next generation of semiconductor devices,
we must prepare for the technological advances that will filter to our applica-
tions as a result of new IC developments. The best way for broadcasters to
prepare for tomorrow is through farsighted planning of their technical
facilities today. I :r.:))))1
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The IC has been the driving force
behind many significant equipment
advances and promises to revolu-
tionize the future of the electronics
industry in general, and broadcast-
ing in particular.

Integrated circuits are fabricated in an
ultra -clean environment (upper left
photo) to keep contaminates that might
damage wafer dice to an absolute
minimum.

As many as 18 different masks are re-
quired to produce the needed circuit pat-
tern on the surface of a silicon wafer.
These complex masks are generated by
an electron beam exposure system (up-
per right).

Dry etching equipment is used to remove
selected areas of oxide during process-
ing (bottom left). Dry etching is designed
to eliminate undercutting of the etched
surfaces.

The finished product (bottom right). This
die is now ready for the installation of
connecting wires to the package pins,
after which the unit will be encap-
sulated. The color of the die comes from
the various masking stages.

The hardware ti
By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor

It is fascinating to watch the fabrica-
tion of integrated circuit chips. ICs
are so common today -and inexpen-
sive-that it is easy to forget they are
actually built piece -by -piece. Some
people may think that they're hatched
in a big black box! They are not.

The fabrication process is long, de-
tailed and requires incredible preci-
sion. The effort pays off, though, with
millions of chips produced every year
by each of the major semiconductor
manufacturers that have direct ap-
plication to broadcast transmitting
and receiving equipment.

IC fabrication is done in large clean
room facilities by operators wearing
head -to -toe "bunny suits." Anyone
entering the clean -room must first
pass through an air shower. Every-
thing brought into the facility is
carefully checked for contamination.
Special paper is even used inside the
fabrication plant to limit the con-
tamination that would result if stan-
dard notebook or computer printout
paper were used. These advanced -
process fobs -as they are called-are
100 times as clean as a hospital
surgery room.

Making the chips
The design of an IC begins with a

large-scale drawing of the new device.
Called a composite drawing, it is 400
times larger than the actual IC. The
composite drawing consists of a num-

WSI: the
Wafer -scale integration (WSI) is

a technology that holds incredible
opportunities for the semiconduc-
tor industry. The technology is
plagued, however, with several
stubborn problems. WSI "super -
chips" are the next step beyond
VLSI integrated circuit develop-
ment. Instead of using a single
wafer to produce hundreds or
thousands of individual ICs, the
WSI concept calls for the entire
wafer to be used for a specific ap-
plication. This allows the integra-
tion of millions of logic gates into
a single package the size of your
hand.

As reported in the October
issue of the IEEE Spectrum, the
superchip concept is not new.
Texas Instruments tried using an
entire wafer to implement the first
large-scale ICs in the mid -1960s.
The process, however, required
higher technology than was avail-
able at the time. Marketplace de-
mands also did not support the
sophistication that WSI
technology could provide.

Chip fabrication technology to-
day has progressed to the point
that it is possible to produce WSI
devices. However, several signifi-
cant problems still remain. The
primary difficulty for a WSI de-
signer is removing heat produced
by the device. Because the pack -
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t drives technology

lablems, the promises
age density of the active circuits
of a WSI chip is so much greater
than in a LSI chip-or even a VLSI
chip-the amount of heat produc-
ed over the wafer surface is a
serious problem. In fact, it would
not be uncommon for a large WSI
chip to produce 1kW of heat.

Several innovative heat removal
systems have been devised to
conduct large quantities of heat
away from the water surface.
Specially constructed wafer
mounting forms have been de-
signed to conduct heat from the
wafer to a large heat sink area,
where it is removed by helium gas
or water circulation through the
heat sink structure.

The second major problem with
WSI fabrication is that of wafer
yield. In conventional IC fabrica-
tion, several defective dice within
a single wafer can be tolerated, as
they are simply discarded. Semi-
conductor manufacturers expect
a certain number of fabrication
flaws because of contaminants
that may be introduced into the
processing routine. With WSI
devices, however, there can be no
flaws, if the finished chip is to
function as designed. This re-
quirement places extreme
demands on device fabrication
procedures and quality controls.

In practical application of WSI

technology, manufacturers would
use redundant circuitry to over-
come the problems of wafer yield.
Such "backup" circuits, however,
place added limits on the com-
plexity of chip designs, because
space must be provided on the IC
for the redundant function blocks.

The promises of WSI tech-
nology, however, are attractive.
Imagine being able to use a single
IC to repace an entire card rack of
printed circuit boards. It is con-
ceivable that a single 8 -inch wafer
could hold the equivalent of 100
microprocessors the size of an In-
tel 8086.

The circuit complexity provided
by a WSI chip also requires in-
novation in the design of intercon-
necting pins to the "outside
world." Semiconductor engineers
have talked about chip pinouts in
the hundreds, or even thousands.

Although the technological re-
quirements of WV devices stretch
the present fabrication processes
to their extrerr es, work contin-
ues-mostly a- Jniversities - to
find a practical way of making
superchips, wh ch could affect
the electronics industry like
nothing in recent history.

"The Trials of Wafer-ScE le Integration," IEEE
Spectrum, October 1,64 pp. 32-39.

ber of interrelated layers.
The semiconductor industry is mov-

ing toward a process called CAE
(computer aided engineering) to
simplify IC product design. Soon,
most new circuits will be developed
with the aid of a computer,
eliminating the manual drawing steps
during the composite drawing stage.

Once the circuit details have been
finalized, each layer of the composite
drawing is digitized and stored in a
computer system. This information is
used as the database for the genera-
tion of the wafer masks that are used
in IC fabrication.

Depending on the complexity of the
particular chip, anywhere from five to
18 different glass masks are generated
by the computer, using the informa-
tion contained in the circuit database.
When compteted, each mask will con-
tain hundreds, or even thousands, of
exact replicas of the various circuit
layers.

The raw material used most often in

Wafers are aJtomatically loaded into dif-
fusion furna:es (above), where gaseous
compounds are added to give the re-
quired impu-ity doping of the exposed
areas of silicon.

The National NSC800 microprocessor
chip (left), sown sitting on one of the
glass masks used during its fabrication.
The NSC800 is a high speed, low power
8 -bit processor.
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New
techniques
in VLSI

development
An example of VLSI technology.
This National MicroCMOS gate ar-
ray offers high speed and low
power consumption. The chip
uses a 120 -pin package.

By Barbara Carroll, National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA

In the past few decades, the
semiconductor industry has pro-
gressed from manufacturing sin-
gle transistors to fabricating en-
tire computers within a single chip
of silicon. And change in both pro-
duct and process technologies
continues to accelerate.

The development of very large
scale integration (VLSI) tech-
nology is being driven both by
customers' demands for products
designed specifically to meet their
needs, and by the complexity of
semiconductor technology. As
products become increasingly
complex and move closer to com-
plete systems on a chip, it
becomes virtually impossible to
meet the wide variety of needs
with any given circuit design. The
solution: customer -specific pro-
ducts such as gate arrays, in
which a customer can take a stan-
dard, 1 -chip array of logic gates
and create a proprietary circuit by
customizing the interconnect pat-
tern.

But gate arrays are only the
beginning. Cell arrays are begin-
ning to appear, in which the cus-

IC fabrication is silicon. After an ex-
haustive purification process, molten
silicon is doped to give it specific elec-
trical characteristics. This material is
then "grown" as a crystal into a cylin-
drical ingot. A diamond saw is used to
cut the silicon ingot into thin, circular
wafers, and the wafers are then pol-
ished to a mirror finish.

This silicon -based wafer varies in
diameter from 2 to 8 inches. Five -inch
wafers are common today. The pro-
cessing steps taken to produce a fin-
ished IC vary from one device type to
another, but the general procedures
are similar:

 The wafer first goes through an ox-
idation stage to give it a thin, protec-
tive coating. This is accomplished by
placing the wafer into a 1200°C fur-

tomer works with a set of logic
functions, rather than gates, and
specifies not just the interconnect
pattern, but the complete circuit
design as well. Following closely
on the heels of cell arrays will be
silicon compilers, which are ex-
tremely sophisticated software
programs that translate a com-
plete system design into a circuit
layout for IC fabrication.

To achieve the circuit density
needed to produce a total system
within a silicon chip, work is under
way to reduce circuit feature
sizes. Engineers are now working
with line widths near 1

micron-about one -fiftieth the
diameter of a human hair.

As circuit density increases,
power dissipation and heat gen-
eration also increase. But CMOS
technology, noted for its low
power requirements, solves these
problems. In some cases, CMOS
circuits use only one -thousandth
the power of a comparable NMOS
chip. For this reason, CMOS is
seen as the key to high -density
VLSI circuits.

nace through which pure oxygen
flows, causing an added layer of sil-
icon dioxide to be grown on the sur-
face. Following oxidation, a photo -
resist is applied to the wafer. It is then
dried to remove residual solvents and
passed on to the masking stage.
 The masking step is critical to the
success of a wafer, because it estab-
lishes the alignment between suc-
cessive layers of the individual circuit.
A computer -controlled laser align-
ment system is used to ensure proper
positioning of the mask on the wafer.
Once alignment has been completed,
the wafer is exposed to ultraviolet
light (UV) for a predetermined length
of time. Masking cuts through the
photosensitive resist to expose the ox-
ide underneath. A proximity printing
method is sometimes used, rather

than contact printing, to reduce the
possibility of wafer contamination.
 A solvent rinse removes the soft
resist, but the hard resist stays, having
been hardened during UV exposure.
 The wafer is next etched to remove
the unwanted oxide from the silicon
surface. This selective etching forms
windows for diffusion in the de-
lineated areas of the surface oxide.
Dry or wet etching may be used.
 The diffusion of predetermined im-
purities in the silicon base through the
windows created in the etching pro-
cess takes place in carefully con-
trolled high temperature ovens. These
ovens operate from 800°C to 1200°C,
and must be regulated with great ac-
curacy. This step is typically com-
puter -controlled, with the IC "recipes"
stored in the system memory. When
an operator loads a wafer into the
oven, certain details-such as the
device type and run number-are
entered into the supervisory computer
system memory. The computer deter-
mines the correct sequence of
temperatures, gases and timing of the
various steps. Depending on the
device and the processing stage, 4 or 5

diffusion steps may be performed.
 An etching bath removes the re-
maining oxide, and a new layer of
silicon is deposited onto the wafer.
With this step, the first layer of the
device has been completed.
 The sequence of oxidation, photo -
resist, masking, resist removal, pre -
diffusion etching, diffusion and post -
diffusion etching is repeated as many
as 18 times to form the required cir-
cuit configuration. Typically, seven
masking steps will be performed. A
separate mask is used for each step,
completing portions of the IC such as
isolation diffusion, collector and
resistor diffusion, emitter diffusion,
contact window metalization and in-
terconnection path metalization.
 During the last diffusion stage, a
layer of oxide is again grown over the
wafer. Most of it is left in place to
serve as an electrical insulator, and
only small openings are etched
through the oxide to expose circuit
contact areas.
 To interconnect these areas, a thin
layer of metal, usually aluminum, is
deposited over the entire surface of
the wafer. The metal dips down into
the circuit contact areas, touching the
silicon. Most of the surface metal is
then etched away, leaving an inter-
connection pattern between the cir-
cuit elements.
 The final layer applied to the wafer
is a glass -like material know as vapox
(vapor -deposited oxide), which pro-
tects the IC from contamination and
damage. It is etched away above the
bonding pads, which will later be used
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Our painstaking vacuum and coil -winding technology increases
ethcienry and eliminates acoustical 'buzz":

OUR SCIENTISTS HAD To OPERATE
IN A VACUUM To GIVE You A NEW
QUALITY OF SOUND.

The quality of any sound system begins at its source. Precision in the power supply isvital to cap-
turing and maintaining the fullness and subtlety of amplified sound. The need for that exactness is
why we insist on operating in a vacuum rather than depending on outside sources.

A vacuum tank, to be precise. An environment in which our transformer is created with an air
expulsion process. Where air pockets are purged from multi -layers of the transformer's high
grade core laminations, and the core made airtight with a special impregnating sealant.

This process g ves us impeccable control of transformer function and quality. Which gives you
the assurance of the most efficient transfer of power possible. and an end to the acoustical 'buzz"
that so often fights sound purity.

To a lot of manufacturers the lowly transformer is far down on the list of priorities. For us, every
element in the sound system relies on the exacting performance of every other element, and

must be painstakingly attended to.
Whether you're driving your studio monitors in a demanding

final production mix with our 6000 Series amplifiers, or making

-;m LIMITER

critical adjustments to signal quality with our peak or RMS
limiter/compressors, you'll find our audio science giving outstand-
ing clarity to your work. To find out which system is designed
to mee- your needs, contact yourauthorized JBL/U REI professional

products dealer today.

113L Incorporated.
8500 Balboa Boulevard

P.O. Box 2200,
Northridge, CA 91329

U.S.A.

JBL
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ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS
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In the chips
The familiar printed circuit

board is getting a new look. This
change is coming as a result of
the need to pack greater numbers
of parts into smaller areas. The re-
quirement is being met with sur-
face -mounted devices, thick -film
fabricated components and ad-
vanced PC board processing
techniques.

An example of hybrid microcircuit
construction. These cards are
used in mobile radio equipment
manufactured by General Electric.

Color -banded 1/4-W chip resistors
manufactured by TRW. These
components are available in
resistances from 3Q to 1MQ, with
tolerances of ± 1%, ± 2% and
±5%.

Surface -mounted components,
once found only in hybrid circuits,
are being used with increasing
regularity on standard PC boards.
The component selection current-
ly available to manufacturers in-
cludes chip resistors, capacitors,
potentiometers, RC networks,
quartz crystals, ceramic resona-
tors, inductors, discrete tran-
sistors and small -outline ICs.
These chip components have
tolerance ratings equivalent to
devices in standard packages.

With the current availability of
surface -mounted parts, it is possi-
ble to substantially reduce the
space requirements of a PC board
design. Aside from the savings in
circuit board "real estate,"

performance improvements can
be realized, because of the shorter
lead lengths and printed wiring
runs required. Such conductors
on standard PC boards are often a
source of unwanted inductance
and capacitance in a circuit.

Special packaging arrange-
ments make many of the surface -
mounted components suitable for
use with automatic PC board
assembly equipment.

The face of PC boards is also
being changed by thick -film
resistors and capacitors built into
PC designs. These components
are fabricated from paste -like
compositions that are silk-
screened onto a ceramic sub-
strate and then fired in an 850°C
furnace. The conductor tracks are
fabricated in a similar manner. Ad-
ditional components are then
soldered onto the substrate to
complete the hybrid microcircuit.

Until now, the PC board in-
dustry has adapted methods and
machinery from photography,
metal finishing and laminating.
But, with the added requirements
being placed on board designers
and manufacturers, the PCB in-
dustry is developing a technology
all its own to accommodate in-
creasingly sophisticated circuits.

According to a study by the re-
search firm of Frost & Sullivan,
New York and London, shifts in
conventional packaging will con-
tinue because of the complexity of
new board designs. Higher -den-
sity input/output connections are
expected, with surface attach-
ment gaining favor, because this
method does not consume val-
uable circuit space.

The firm also reports that new
materials are being used to make
PCBs, including Teflon and ce-
ramic substrates, aqueous -based
photosensitive materials and mer-
chants (developing and etching
chemicals) that can be
economically disposed of in an
environmentally acceptable man-
ner. An increase is also expected
in injection molding techniques
for PC board construction.

New imaging and plating pro-
cesses are being developed to
allow the production of high den-
sity and high -volume PC boards. A
new fine -line process developed
by Photocircuits, Glen Cove, NY,
allows the production of PC cards
having close spacing and fine
conductor lines. Major user bene-
fits cited by the company of the
new process include predictable
electrical properties, minimized
electromagnetic interference,
reduced potential for shorts and
solder bridging, improved
assembly yields and long-term
field reliability.

to connect it to the "outside world."
 Once the processing has been com-
pleted, the wafer is cut into hundreds
or thousands of dice (or chips), each
carrying a complete circuit.
 Finally, the leads are attached to the
die, and the device is enclosed in a
protective package.

The amount of time required to pro-
duce an IC depends on the number of
wafer masking steps needed to com-
plete the circuit, but it usually takes
from 7 to 10 weeks.

The wafer processing sequence is
arranged so that there will be a
minimum of interaction between suc-
cessive steps. In some circuits, such
interaction can be critical. Stages tend
to be arranged so that later steps in-
volve lower temperatures, reducing
the possibility of interaction from one
processing stage to the next.

Spot checks are made at several
points along the process to confirm
that the development of the wafer has
been satisfactory. A computer system
charts the progress of each wafer in its
production, thereby allowing failure
modes to be identified and analyzed.

As the feature sizes of ICs continue
to shrink, the accuracy of processing
techniques and the cleanliness of
wafer fabrication facilities becomes
increasingly important. In fact, the
number of airborn contaminates has a
direct relationship on the yield of a
wafer.

The number of ICs produced from a
single wafer varies, depending on the
die size, but a common yield from a
5 -inch wafer is 4000 units. The failure
rate of individual elements within the
wafer is affected by wafer contamina-
tion, die size and circuit complexity.
Generally, the failure rate is less than
30%.

Most ICs are available to the user in
a variety of temperature ranges over
which specifications will be held
(sometimes referred to as commercial
or military specs). These device grades
are created in a variety of ways. Some
chips are given tighter specs in the ac-
tual design stage; others in the fabri-
cation processing stage; and still
others in the packaging stage.

Packaging can have a significant ef-
fect on the temperature range over
which a product may be used, and still
maintain its rated specifications. This
aspect of IC processing can be of
critical importance to broadcast
engineers, especially when transmit-
ting or receiving equipment is sub-
jected to the temperature extremes
found at many mountain top sites.

Although the methods used to pro-
duce different IC families-such as
bipolar and CMOS-are similar, there
are several fundamental differences in
the production of different family
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When You're Racing Against
The Clock, Tascam Works as

Hard and Fast as You Do.
At TASCAM, we know the pace
demanded of you and the addi-

tional demand you're making on your
audio systems. And we've built the
professional equipment you need to
put you out in front. We know the
last thing you need with a deadline
rushing at you is audio equipment
that slows you down.

We designed our rugged 58
recorder/reproducer to handle
rapid, high -torque tape shuttling
with exacting precision and trouble -
free dependability. Built to take the
most rigorous production schedules,
the 58 is the industry's first 1/2" 8 -track
with the performance capabilities and
engineering depth of a 1" machine.
Microprocessor 3 -motor servo con-
trol moves you quickly and cleanly
to the point you're after, and stops
on the dime. Our unique Omega Drive
ensures smooth, consistent tape

path stability, keeping tape from
stretching no matter how often you
start and stop. And tape to head
contact is uniformly precise across
all 8 tracks.

The 58 links your
work to a complete
TASCAM system.
Our hard-working 500
Series mixers give
you the speed you
need with fast signal
routing, logical, easy -
to -use board layouts,
and broad creative flexibility.

When you're ready for layback,
our 2 -track 52 offers you exceptional
mastering capabilities. This durable
deuce features the same superb con-
trol and SMPTE-interlock accuracy
as the 58, with equally outstanding
audio performance.

For less elaborate production needs,

TASCAM's complete SMPTE-compatible audio system
puts you ahead of demanding deadlines.

Compatible with
+ 4 dBm systems.

our 4 -track 44B keeps SMPTE
up to speed for fast editing. Or
integrate it as a stereo layback
machine from our 48 or 58. Use our

42 for mono mastering
plus code.

The best way to get
the best of a relentless
deadline is to get your
work down to a system.
A TASCAM system.
Ask your dealer for
full details or write
TASCAM, TEAC

Professional Division, 7733 Tele-
graph Road, Montebello, CA 90640,
(213) 726-0303.
Copyright 1984-TEAC Corporation of America

TASCAM
TEAC Professional Division
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groups. For example, bipolar cir-
cuits-commonly found in many
audio and video amplifiers, video
switchers and transmitter logic
systems-usually require deeper diffu-
sion than MOS chips. A greater num-
ber of high temperature diffusion
steps are also required with bipolar
ICs than with MOS.

CMOS-a rising star
Although bipolar (TTL) logic ICs

have been the mainstay of broadcast
equipment manufacturers for years,
CMOS (complementary-symetry
metal -oxide semiconductor) devices
are making significant inroads into
logic circuit applications.

Developed in the early 1960s, CMOS
was originally conceived as a simple
logic device family. The technology
now, however, spans the range of dig-
ital circuits from microprocessors and
memory chips to gate arrays and
standard -cell semicustom devices.
CMOS chips are also being produced
for a growing number of linear ap-
plications, including operational
amplifiers and digital -to -analog con-
verters. Common applications found
today in the broadcast industry in-
clude microprocessor -based tape ma-
chine control systems, program
automation equipment and transmit-
ter remote control hardware.

CMOS ICs give the user four pri-
mary benefits: substantially lower
power consumption than comparable
TTL devices; a wide range of possible
operating voltages (some will operate
from supplies as high as 20V);
switching level stability over wide
temperature ranges; and high input
line noise immunity.

CMOS components are ideally
suited to portable operation applica-
tions, a common need in broadcast-
ing. Battery life will be substantially
greater in a CMOS-based product
than in TTL-based unit.

Dramatic advancements are occur-
ring in the semiconductor industry in
CMOS development and application.
One of the most far-reaching break-
throughs is the production of a new
class of CMOS logic that is capable of
high operating speeds. This work has
led to new groups of component
families, including:

 QMOS (Quick CMOS): offers the
user operating speeds comparable
with LSTTL (low power Schottky
TTL), and low power consumption
typical of CMOS. Broadcast applica-
tions include support logic for
microprocessor -based hardware.
 HCT/CMOS: allows pin -for -pin and
specification -for -specification
replacement of many TTL logic chips.
Benefits include higher operating
speeds, greater noise immunity and

lower power consumption. This pro-
duct line allows conversion of an
equipment design from TTL to
CMOS, with a reduction in power
consumption and increase in equip-
ment performance.
 HCMOS: similar to HCT/CMOS but
designed primarily for new, all-CMOS
circuit applications. HCMOS offers
the user a complete line of logic cir-
cuits that range from subnanosecond
100K emitter -coupled -logic to 10K
ECL ICs. Applications include com-
plex high speed broadcast hardware,
such as video time base correctors.
 CHMOS (complementary high-per-
formance metal oxide silicon): com-
bines the low power consumption of
traditional CMOS with the speed and
density of HMOS II devices. This pro-
duct line includes microcontrollers
that can be used to supervise the

operation of a broadcast transmitter,
VTR or routing switcher.
 MicroCMOS: a small geometry,
silicon gate, oxide isolated CMOS
device with performance that matches
NMOS for operating speed and TTL
for reliability. MicroCMOS uses about
5% of the power required of a com-
parable NMOS IC. One feature of this
line that makes it especially attractive
for use in broadcast equipment is the
electro-static discharge protection
built into the device structure.

GaAs ICs
A new generation of GaAs ICs,

gallium arsenide -based ICs, has
recently been developed that boasts
operating speeds up to 5 times faster
than silicon -based counterparts. The
toggle frequency capability of the
GaAs devices ranges from dc to more

Microelectronics glossary
assembly-The final step in
semiconductor manufacturing,
where the device is encased in a
plastic or ceramic package.

bipolar-Devices or processes in
which current -carrying areas and
substrates are of different
polarities (n -type and p -type).

bonding-The process of at-

substrate and then connecting the
bonding pads of the die to a lead
frame using wire bonding or tape
automated bonding techniques.

CMOS-Complementary metal -
oxide semiconductor. An MOS
technology in which both
p -channel and n -channel com-
ponents are fabricated in the
same die.

die-A single piece of silicon onto
which a semiconductor circuit has
been fabricated.

diffusion-A high temperature
process in which chemicals, or
dropants, enter the semiconduc-
tor material and change its elec-
trical characteristics in selected
locations.

doping-The introduction of an
impurity (dopant) into the crystal
structure of a semiconductor to
modify its electrical properties.
For example, adding boron to
silicon makes the material more
p -type.

LSI-Large scale integration.
Complex devices containing tens
of thousands of components, or
between 100 and 1000 gate
equivalents (a basic unit of
measure for digital circuit com-
plexity). Over the years, integra-

tion levels have progressed from
SSI (small scale), MSI (medium
scale) and LSI, to today's VLSI
(very large scale).

leadframe-A metal frame, con-
nected to the bonding pads of the
die, that provides electrical con-
nection to the outside world.

mask-A patterned screen used
to expose selected
covered with light-sensitive
photoresist.

micrometer -1 millionth of a
meter, or about 40 millionths of an
inch. Synonymous with micron.

ntype-Semiconductor material
containing a small amount of dop-
ant atoms that have one extra
electron.

p-type-Semiconductor material
containing a small amount of dop-
ant atoms that have one extra
electron. Each dopant atom
creates one unoccupied spot, call-
ed a "hole," among the electrons.
The holes are positively charged.

semiconductor-A material, such
as silicon or germanium, whose
electrical properties lie between
those of conductors and in-
sulators.

substrate-The underlying
material on which a micro-
electronic device is built, normally
a silicon wafer.

wafer-A thin slice from an ingot
of semiconductor material (usual-
ly silicon), typically four to six
inches in diameter. Hundreds or
even thousands of ICs are
fabricated on a single wafer, then
cut apart for packaging.
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Model CSP--- 605 /4
Controls Five or Ten Busses

Model CSP-1600/4
Controls One or Two Busses

This new series of microprocessor -based
panels has been designed by Utah Scientific
to meet the needs of the broadcast and tele-
production industries for individual control
of source selection on multiple switching
matrices (levels).

Each panel includes four alphanumeric
displays to indicate either current Status
(steady display) or a Preset source selection
(flashing display) on each switching level.
An alternate -action Clear button associated
with each cisplay plus an All Clear button
permi:s toggling the displays between Preset
and Status modes.

The touchpad features sixteen groc.p name
selections (beware of panels allowing for
only ten) which, with either one or two
numeral keystrokes, accommodates up to

ra

111 ""
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Model CSP-1610/4
Control:3 Ten or Twenty Busses
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Model CSP-16160/4
'cull Matrix Controller and Diagnostic Panel

1600 possible source names. Each panel can
be provided with a Program Select switch
that doubles the number of controlled
busses at no extra charge.

Multi -bus panels provide instantaneous
sta:using cf all four levels each time a new
destinatior is identified. lnstartaneous
confirmation of changed status is also
provided each time a new Take Command
is entered.

The model CSP-16160/4 panel is specially
programmed for maintenancerdiagnostic
duties as well as for full matrix control. It
operates in either alphanumeric (source and
destination names) or numeric (matrix input
anc output numbers) modes and can perform
various diagnostic routines to permit rapid
isolation of system faults.

gqiiS7L/77W-I SCIEfl77FIC
a DYNATECH company

1685 WEST 2200 SOUTH, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84119
PHONE: (801) 973-6840 TOLL FREE: ;;800) 453-8782

TWX: 910-925-4037
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Smaller
ICs?

Scientists at the General Elec-
tric Research and Development
Center, Schenectady, NY, have in-
vented a practical way to make
next -generation microelectronic
chips with present -generation pro-
cessing equipment.

Their basic development is a
proprietary contrast -enhancement
material that is applied to semi-
conductor wafers at the beginning
of the fabrication cycle. This
coating extends the capability of
making microelectronic chips

Scanning electron micrographs (8000X magnification) of identical microcir-
cuits produced with the conventional process (left) and with General Electric's
new contrast -enhancement material (right) dramatize the marked improve-
ment in structure geometry that can be achieved with the new technique.

By using contrast-enhancemen
material, it will be possible to make
next -generation microelectronic
chips with present -generation
processing equipment. Employing a
spin coating apparatus to apply the
material is a GE R&D chemist.

with ultra -small circuits.
Aided by the coating, GE re-

searchers have produced experi-
mental microcircuits with line -
widths of only 0.4 micron (a hun-
dredth the thickness of a human
hair), employing a commercially
available optical projection sys-
tem called a stepper aligner.
Without the coating, the stepper
is limited to the production of cir-
cuit lines twice as wide.

This 50% reduction in circuit
widths with the new coating re-
sults in improved operating char-
acteristics. When employed in the
manufacture of circuits witn lines
1 micron wide and larger, it helps
to make chips with more precisely
defined microsructures.

Basically, the purpose of the
coating is to pick up a faint or
blurry image from the optical pro-
jection system and convert it into
a sharp circuit pattern on the
semiconductor wafer.

At present, most commercial
microchips have circuit lines with
widths of 2 to 4 microns although
1.5 -micron chips are beginning to
appear in the marketplace. As
semiconductor manufacturers

press toward 1 micron, the pro-
jected circuit images tend to be
blurry and poorly defined be-
cause of lens resolution limita-
tions, making it difficult to pro-
duce chips that meet manufactur-
ing specifications.

The new material overcomes
this limitation with the aid of a
proprietary photo -bleachable dye.
Normally this dye is opaque, but
becomes transparent when ex-
posed to light of a certain
wavelength.

When a circuit image from an
optical printer is focused onto a
wafer coated with the contrast -
enhancement material, the areas
that see the highest -intensity light
bleach through first, becoming
transparent.

This creates a window in the
material where light can shine on-
to the underlying photoresist.
Thus, the material acts as an in -
situ mask on the wafers, providing
sharp differentiation in the pro-
jected image between light areas
(no circuitry) and black areas (with
circuitry).

Structures produced with this
technique are extremely well
formed (uniform line -widths, near-
ly vertical wall profiles, etc.), even
with submicron circuit lines and
spaces. The special dye used in
the contrast -enhancement ma-
terial has a combination of
characteristics that makes it
suitable for this application.

Most important among them is
its capability of absorbing light
selectively. Also, the dye is com-
patible with common photoresist
films.

Only two steps are required to
implement the process. One, to
apply a thin (0.3 -micron) layer of
contrast -enhancement material
(this is done with a spin -coating
apparatus identical to that em-
ployed to apply photoresist), and
second, to remove the material
after the wafer has been exposed.

The contrast -enhancement ma-
terial is removed in the same
chamber in which the wafer is
developed. The chamber is pro-
grammed so that one of its extra
dispense heads can be employed
in the first part of the cycle to
spray on a stripping solvent. After
this is done, the wafer is spun dry
and developed in the usual way.
The stripping operation adds
about 30 seconds to the overall
process.

To demonstrate the contrast -
enhancement process, the GE
researchers have fabricated nu-
merous test structures and cir-
cuits with minimum feature sizes
ranging from 2 microns to 0.4
micron. In all cases, a significant
improvement in the definition of
the circuit elements and struc-
tures has been demonstrated.
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Shure's new FP31 Mixer takes
a big weight off your shoulders.
Introducing the most innovative field produc-
tion mixer of its kind. Shure's FP31. You won't
find another mixer this small with these fea-
tures, dependability and ease of operation.

The FP31 measures only 65/16" x 55/16" x 17/8",
and weighs just 2.2 pounds! Incredibly, it offers
the same important features as much larger
mixers. Plus, a few of its own.

Every channel has a mic/line level and a
low-cut filter switch. And to prevent over-
load distortion, there's a built-
in limiter with adjustable
threshold.

The FP3 1 can be powered by
two internal 9 -volt batteries, or
from an external 12 -volt source.
A green LED flashes to remind
you that the mixer is on. Phan-
tom and A -B power are also
provided to operate lavalier and
shotgun microphones.

A slate tone can be laid 511111U

down on the tape for locating specific takes,
and there's also a built-in mic for voice
slating.

The mixer also has two separate mic/line
outputs for 2 -camera shoots and a tape output
to feed a cassette. For monitoring, there are two
stereo headphone jacks-one I/4 -inch and one
for miniplugs. The FP31's rugged nylon carrying
case allows you easy access to every mixer func-
tion and lets you piggyback the mixer on your

VCR or other equipment.
For ENG, EFP and film use,

Shure's FP31 has everything
you need to make your mix a
perfect success. Coming from a
mixer this small, that's quite an
accomplishment.

For more information on
Shure's FP31 Mixer, call or
write Shure Brothers Inc.,

a 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston,
IL 60204, (312) 866-2553.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS...WORLDWIDE
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than 1GHz. A key feature of the new
IC is signal -level compatibility with
the fastest silicon ECL devices avail-
able. This allows direct interface to
logic circuitry using more traditional
devices. This technology has obvious
applications in broadcast microwave
systems.

Looking ahead
One of the reasons for the large-

scale application of ICs in broadcast
equipment is the steadily decreasing
price of IC components. This price
reduction has occurred at the same
time more features have been packed
into each IC.

The trend toward lower prices may,
however, begin to bottom out soon.
There are a number of items that af-
fect the cost of an IC, aside from the
expense of the silicon and the tech-
nology to build the silicon. Packaging
is a major portion of the price of any
device. Testing of chips is another
significant cost for a semiconductor
manufacturer.

To combat the cost of device pack-
aging, a number of companies are
beginning offer smaller surface -
mounted ICs that depart from the
traditional DIP package style. Broad-
cast equipment manufacturers are in-
terested in surface -mounted devices
because of the space such compo-

nents can save on PC boards.
Because the surface -mount style is

similar in layout to the more familiar
DIP package, PC layout is simplified.
These components are also compati-
ble with wave soldering techniques.
Surface -mount packaging for ICs is
being complemented by the introduc-
tion of a number of surface -mounted
discrete components. (See the boxed
item, "In the Chips," page 26.)

Work is also progressing on a new
concept in large pinout packaging,
termed the PCC (plastic chip carrier),
or quad package. This type of device
has pins on four sides and offers what
some engineers feel will be the best
near -term solution to connection
needs for medium -to -large count ICs
(40-168 pins). Such PCC devices
would, however, require special sol-
dering techniques.

Broadcast applications
The semiconductor industry strives

constantly to stay on top of what the
consumer market will demand one,
two or even three years in the future.
Because of the long lead time nec-
essary for the design and testing of a
new IC product, semiconductor
manufacturers constantly study con-
sumer and broadcast industry trends
in an effort to determine what the
future needs will be.

Application areas that are currently
being given special attention by the
semiconductor industry are TV multi-
channel sound, teletext, CATV, digital
audio disc players and new AM and
FM receivers. Digital signal process-
ing of TV and radio receiver circuits
are expected to appear in the future,
but the component costs will have to
come down substantially before such
systems can make significant inroads
into the consumer market.

Digital TV receivers-where the
received signal is digitized at the IF
frequency and demodulated using
digital techniques-offer a number of
potential user benefits, such as video
noise reduction and automatic set-up
of all operating parameters.

The numerous developments occur-
ring today in semiconductor tech-
nology promise to significantly
change the broadcast equipment of
tomorrow. Microprocessors and other
VLSI chips will increasingly find their
way into the equipment that we use
every day in radio and TV. This
change, while characteristically slow,
will occur at an ever-increasing rate,
as tomorrow's technology finds solu-
tions to today's problems.

Editor's note:
National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, assisted in

preparing this article.
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Tape Eraser

That Outperforms

Other Eraser On The Market.
The revolutionary

coil desi superiorthe
Garner 1200

and 1400 makes
them the

high-energy

1- inch tape erasers
on the market. Independent

tests prove
it
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minus
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of a heavily saturated
reel of 1 -inch higherDepth

of Erasure:

There's no contest.
These machines
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energy tapes completely
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Speed:

Other erasers
take iour trnes that long.

No one beats Garner's
ease of operation

Just touch
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the
,.on switch and place the" no

on the conveyor.

There are no drawers,
no spindles,

and no height

adjustments.

For over
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Garner
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Dependability,
Guaranteed

tape erasers.
Just one

look at the rugged
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of these

machines
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Garner is so confident
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that they're
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Stereo TV is the one to watch.
Flash. Stereo TV is the hot

topic at the 1984 Consumer Elec-
tronics Show in Chicago.

Flash. Every major TV set man-
ufacturer plans to put multichannel
units on the street by 1985.

Flash. NBC announces The To-
night Show and Friday Night Vid-
eos will soon be recorded in stereo.

Flash. ABC tests bilingual
broadcasts of The Fall Guy in
Spanish markets; ratings soar.

Flash. NEC introduces VHF
and UHF transmitters with full
stereo sound.

In 1977.

NEC

We signed on seven
years ago.

Stereo TV may be hot, but it's
nothing new at NEC.

You see, we prototyped it way
back in 1969. And signed on with
our first muitichannel transmitter
in 1977.

And since then, we've installed
more than 100 stereo TV transmit-
ters in Japan and Australia. With
the same proven technology found
in more than 1,400 NEC transmit-
ters around the world.

So now, as America moves into
stereo, NEC stands ready to offer
you this exciting new technology.

Tested. Tenured. And fine-tuned.

Stereo TV Trans-
mitters. Right now.
From NEC

Stereo TV is just a matter of
when. So what can you do now?

Well, you could buy unproven
technology. And pray that you don't
pay for trial and error. Sooner and
later.

Or, you can call NEC toll -free at
1-800-323-6656. We have a full line
of multichannel transmitters, with
single output powers up to 35 k W,
that we'd hove to show you.

You see, we're the one to watch
in stereo television. Because we
already have been for
seven years.

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division, 130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, in Illinois 312-640-3792. 650-8416
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Panasonic' Industrial Monitors.
Designed for teleproduction. Priced for any production.
When it comes to industrial
monitors, it pays to come
to Panasonic. Because
Panasonic has just the right
monitor for just about any
application or specification
you can think of. But don't
think monitors good
enough for teleproduction
also have to be expensive.
Take a good look at the
Panasonic BT and CT
series. What you'll see is
outstanding picture quality

as well as a full complement
of features and controls.
What you won't see are
high prices.

When you look at the
BT-S1900N 19" monitor (all
screen sizes measured
diagonally), you'll see
one of our most brilliant
and best defined color pic-
tures ever. One reason is
our CompuFocus- picture
tube with OverLapping
Field Lens gun. Another is

a switchable comb filter
which increases definition
for easy detection of signal
flaws. Behind its push -

open door lies a full array
of operating controls. Like
a normal/underscan switch,
pulse cross, horizontal/
vertical centering controls
and blue -only for easy
adjustment of chrominance
and hue.

The 13" BT-S1300N has
the same great picture,

controls and inputs. And
our 7" BT-S700N is ideal for
mobile units and outdoor
production because it op-
erates on AC or DC. It also
features controls for normal/
underscan, pulse cross,
blue -only and much more.

The 7" BT-S701N is
equipped with switchable
line inputs and external
sync terminals while the
BT -S702 consists of two
701 monitors mounted in
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a dual rack adapter.
The Panasonic CT series

will also show you a picture
that's clear, well-defined and
brilliant in color. Because
both monitors have either
CompuFocusorQuintrix II®
picture tubes. And, of
course, all models have
8 -pin video input and
output connectors as well
as loop -through capability
for easy system adaptation.

When portability and

light weight are important,
choose from two AC/DC
monitor/receivers: the 5"
CT -500V, or the CT-300VT
with its 2.6" screen-the
world's smallest industrial
color monitor.

There are also three 10"
monitors for educational,
industrial, computer,
medical, and scientific
applications. There's the
CT -1330V monitor/receiver,
the CT -1330M monitor, and

the CT-1350MG with NTSC
composite and RGB inputs.

If you're big on 19" moni-
tors, the CT series keeps
you covered in a big way.
Both our CT -1930V monitor/
receiver and our CT -1920M
have comb filters for
increased picture definition,
while the CT -2000M lets
you switch from PAL to
SECAM to either NTSC
3.58 or NTSC 4.43.

So, no matter what you

are looking for, you can't
afford to overlook Panasonic
Industrial Monitors.

To see the Panasonic BT
or CT series call your
regional Panasonic office:
Northeast: (201) 348-7620
Midwest: (312) 981-4826
Southeast: (404) 925-6835
Southwest: (214) 257-0763
West: (714) 895-7200

Panasonic®
AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION
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The view from Washington:
FCC actions during1984

By Harry C. Martin, legal consultant

FCC actions this year have had a
substantial effect on the operation
of radio and TV stations.

During 1984 the FCC made signifi-
cant changes in its technical rules per-
taining to broadcasting, and more
changes are in the offing.

FM allocations
In mid -March the FCC proposed

new FM assignments at 684 locations
to implement its rules, adopted in
Docket 80-90, establishing new sep-
aration requirements for FM stations.
The locations are where the commis-
sion believes service is needed and
where allocations are feasible with the
new separation standards.

Counterproposals to the original
684 were accepted, and the commis-
sion is now preparing to issue a final
list of new allocations. The FCC
estimates that applications for the
new facilities could be accepted early
in 1985.

In connection with its actions in
Docket 80-90, the FCC advised all
Class B and C stations that they must
file applications by March 1, 1987,
proposing facilities that would meet
or exceed minimum requirements for
their classes or be downgraded to
lower classes with less separation pro-
tection. In this connection, the com-
mission amended its FM allocation
rules by establishing a 3 -year, 10 -mile
buffer zone around existing Class C
stations operating with antenna
heights of less than 300m (984 feet)
above average terrain.

The buffer zone will be provided on-
ly during the 3 -year period ending
March 1, 1987, and will enable af-
fected Class C stations to have a suffi-
cient area to relocate, if necessary, or
to upgrade facilities.

To ensure the smoothest possible
processing of the large number of new
FM applications expected, the com-
mission proposed adopting window
processing to replace its cut-off pro -

Martin is a partner in the law firm of Reddy, Begley &
Martin, Washington, DC, and the author of BE's "FCC
Update" column.

cedures. With the window procedure,
all applications for newly allocated
channels would have to be filed
within a predetermined window filing
period, and no subsequent competing
applications would be accepted.

Filing windows are expected to be
opened on a region -by -region or
channel -by -channel basis. Commis-
sion staff members indicate that lot-
teries will have to be used to decide
between competing proposals if the
commission is deluged with allocation
applications.

TV stereo approved
The FCC adopted rules that allow

TV stations to use their aural base -
bands for stereophonic sound, sec-
ond -language programming, paging
and any other broadcast or non -
broadcast use.

The technical rules permitting TV
stereo do not specify a single standard
for multichannel TV sound (MTS). In-
stead, the commission decided to
allow marketplace competition in
MTS systems and services.

The question of whether cable sys-
tems should be required to carry
stereophonic TV audio, second audio
program channels or other ancillary
services is under active consideration
in a followup rulemaking.

Class IV power increases
On Jan. 17, the commission signed a

new bilateral AM agreement with
Canada. The new agreement es-
tablished the standards and pro-
cedures that govern the protection
that the United States and Canada
provide to each other's AM broad-
casting services.

The new agreement opened the way

for a general nighttime power in-
crease for Class IV AM stations from
250W to 1000W. A similar agreement
recently was reached with Mexico
that cleared the way for a nighttime
power increase on Dec. 15 for all but
10 stations near the Mexican border.

Last spring the commission adopted
changes in its rules to implement
these international agreements and, at
the same time, developed a show-

cause procedure to facilitate the tran-
sition to 1kW nighttime operation.
With the FCC's procedure, the lic-
enses of all but a few Class IV stations
will be modified to specify operation
at the higher nighttime power. Only
the few Class IV's operating with less
than 1kW daytime or operating direc-
tionally must file applications for in-
creases in power.

Nighttime use of Canadian, Mexican
and Bahamian clears

In late March, the FCC proposed
amendments to its rules on authoriza-
tion of unlimited time operation on
the Canadian, Mexican and Bahamian
Class I -A clear channels. The U.S.-
Canadian AM agreement permits
nighttime operation on the Canadian
clears, at 540, 690, 740, 860, 990, 1110
and 1580 kilohertz, as long as interfer-
ence protection is given to Canadian
stations.

Regarding the Mexican clear chan-
nels - at 540, 730, 800, 900, 1050, 1220
and 1570 kilohertz on AM-the
United States and Mexico expect to
complete a new bilateral AM agree-
ment that would permit nighttime
operation on those channels on a basis
similar to that agreed to with Canada.
In the interim, the FCC has indicated
it may accept applications for night-
time use of the Mexican clears,
because no interference to Mexican
operations is expected.

The single Bahamian clear channel,
1540kHz, will become available upon
disengagement of the Bahamas from
the North American Regional Broad-
casting Agreement, expected soon.

The FCC proposes that daytime AM
stations now operating on one of the
Canadian, Mexican or Bahamian
Class I -A channels, which can meet
the requisite interference standards,
be eligible to apply for authority to
operate at night if they would
provide a first- or second -aural service
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at night to their communities (or near-
by communities). Power would be lim-
ited to 1kW at night unless the appli-
cant can demonstrate that with a
higher power (to 50kW) it could pro-
vide a first primary nighttime aural
service to 25% of the area or popula-
tion within the proposed interference -
free contour.

The new or improved stations
would be required to protect each
other to their 10mV/m contours,
which will make possible inter-
ference -free service within a 10 -mile
radius of their transmitters.

Final action on the commission's
proposal was expected by the end of
this year, with applications accepted
starting in early 1985.

Post -sunset authorizations
In April the commission decided to

allow Class III daytime -only AM sta-
tions to increase post -sunset power to
100W minimum and to use this power
until 6 p.m. local time.

In September 1983, the commission
relaxed its rules to permit expanded
hours of operation for daytime sta-
tions. Class III stations were permit -
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ted to operate two hours beyond local
sunset (to 6 p.m.) with 500W of max-
imum power, reduced as necessary to
avoid interference. Most Class II sta-
tions (those on clear channels) also
were granted post -sunset authority on
a non-interference basis.

The specific powers varied during
the 2 -hour post -sunset period depend-
ing on protection requirements. In
some cases, however, post -sunset op-
eration was curtailed and for a few
was not possible at all.

At the request of the Daytime Broad-
casters Association, these rulings
were further relaxed. The commission
decided it is possible to allow addi-
tional power for some Class III sta-
tions. To facilitate this relaxation, the
FCC adopted a method for calculating
permissible power that uses the mid -

time for the first hour rather than the
end of the 2 -hour post -sunset period.

Using this method, many more sta-
tions could reach a full 500W or the
same maximum daytime power they
use, while avoiding excessive inter-
ference with full-time stations. Sta-
tions still not able to operate at 100W
with these standards were permitted
to do so anyway if they did not cause
interference to foreign stations.

The commission still is reconsider-
ing the post -sunset issue. It is ex-
pected to replace the 100W minimum
with a new formula that affords
greater protection to full-time sta-
tions. The new proposal is based upon
an agreement reached among com-
peting AM industry groups. Also
pending is a possible agreement with
Mexico that would permit post -sunset
operations past 6 p.m.

Other pending issues
Two major technical issues still are

awaiting action:
 Resolution of the issue of in-
terference to Channel 6 reception by
non-commercial, educational FM sta-
tions. A rulemaking on this subject
has been pending for many years and
a final, compromise decision is ex-
pected shortly.
 Adoption of new technical stan-
dards for pre -sunrise operations by
daytime AM stations. As a companion
to its actions affecting post -sunset
operations, the FCC is re-examining
the standards under which it grants
pre -sunrise authorizations. Pre -
sunrise authorizations based on the
new diurnal curves developed in con-
nection with the Canadian AM agree-
ment already have been issued to sta-
tions operating on the Canadian Class
I -A clears. Applying the new curves
and standards to daytime stations
already operating with PSAs will per-
mit pre -sunrise operations with in-
creased power. I :I:.))111
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Sentry 100EL
with on -board

amplifier

Finally, a Monitor System
with the Power to Make Things Easy
Imagine a monitor speaker that provides
its own power. Fits in tight spaces.
Simplifies setup. And reproduces sound
with test -equipment accuracy.

If you can imagine all that, you've
just pictured the Sentry 100EL powered
monitor system from Electro-Voice.
Designed and created for your
monitoring convenience, the 100EL
combines the superb audio reproduction

of the Sentry 100A with an
integral, 50 -watt amplifier.

With speaker and
amplifier in one compact,
rack -mountable package, this
monitor system solves prob-
lems like limited rack space,
equipment transport on
remotes or cramped spaces in
video editing booths.

Also, by requiring
less hardware-fewer cables and
connectors-the 100EL keeps setup simple

and reduces potential interconnect
problems. And there's no possibility of
power loss caused by resistance from a
lengthy speaker cable.

The on -board amplifier in the 100EL
makes it ideal for single -channel
monitoring. Why buy one speaker and
an extra amplifier channel, when the
Sentry 100EL does the job all by
itself? And because amplifier power is
perfectly matched to the speaker
system, there's no chance of damage
from inadvertent signal overload.

But convenience and trouble -free
operation are only part of the package.
Like all Sentry designs, the 100EL
offers uncompromised accuracy. So you
can be certain of quality sound.

The Sentry 100EL - with the power
to make your job easier. For more
information, write Greg Silsby at
Electra -Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil Street,
Buchanan, MI 49107.

Ey. ElectreVoice®
SOUND IN ACTION

Circle (20) on Reply Card
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Staying competitive is never easy. It
wouldn't hurt your ratings (and accounts
receivable) to have a few more pro-
gramming & production tricks up your
sleeve - like being able to sell and
produce exciting multitrack spots, in-
house.

Far too many radio broadcaster's
fumble around with inadequate on -air
consoles or semi -pro p.a. boards that
aren't designed with the features and
flexibility needed for today's creative
radio programming options. Creating
your own distinctive ID's, spots and
programs requires a console specifically
engineered to handle sophisticated
multitrack production.

ABRACADABERA -A MULTITRACK
PRODUCTION CONSOLE THAT

CHANGES INTO AN ON -AIR BOARD.

It's no strange coincidence that our new
ABX Operations Console has been
expressly designed to do this. The only
console of it's kind available, the ABX is
an elegant, incredibly versatile control

center which overcomes the limitations of
an on -air board used for production and
provides a production console that meets
the specific needs of a radio station that
wants the benefits of multitrack recording
- yet, it can instantly be on -air when
you need it!

PRESTO! AMAZING FEATURES
PRODUCE AMAZING FEATS.

With an ABX, each input module (up
to 34 on our largest mainframe) has two
inputs with separate machine control for
each input on the line modules and
separate control tallying, muting and
intercom on the mic modules. All modules
feature panning and four "send" buses.
The send buses feed echo and special
effects devices as well as provide a
separate mix for studio talent. The output
of each module can be routed to Program,
Audition, Utility, 2 -Mix special multitrack
buses, all in full stereo. Each input may
also be sent to one or more tracks of a
multitrack tape machine. Submastering is
easily accomplished by assigning input
modules to the specific multitrack
channels, which, in turn, can then be used
as a grouping masters.

The ABX has both cue and solo buses,
in stereo. Slating and talkback are
provided from both operator's and
producer's mics.

For on -air use, the ABX has mic on/off,
cough, cue, solo, echo send and return;
all are remotable and can be controlled by
studio talent. Cue can be activated direct
from a turntable or tape recorder. Because
of a unique headphone automatic
switching circuit, an operator can cue a
source while keeping one ear on
what's happening on the air.

A telephone mix module provides mix -
minus returns for up to four lines. The
ABX provides comprehensive metering
instead of confusing, and inconvenient
meter switching. Timers and clocks are
available on the meter panel too. There's
plenty of room on the console surface for
full -function remote control panels for
tape recorders and cart machines.

Three band stereo equalizers as well as
mono three band equalizers with tunable
high and low pass filters are available. A
multi -frequency test oscillator is included
on the slate-talkback module to help with
system set-up and performance checks.
All logic control is CMOS for the highest
immunity to electrical noise and RF fields.
Audio switching is performed by
miniature gold contact relays. The faders
are reliable, long -life Penny & Giles
conductive plastic.

LEARNING PRODUCTION TRICKS IS
AS EASY AS A -B -X.

The standard models of the ABX
include mainframes for 18, 26 (pictured)
and 34 input module positions. Regardless
of choice of mainframe size, an ABX is
simple to learn because of its similarity to
a full -featured on -air console, like our
new BMX -III (with which it's fully
compatible).

The spec's are impressive and,
throughout, an ABX is built the way
you'd expect our consoles to be built.

Give us a call now at 800 874-2172. In
California, 619 438-3911.

Find out how to perform the real trick
an ABX was designed to do: put more
revenue on your station's bottom line.

Pacific Recorders &
Engineering Corp.
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, California 92008
Telex: 181777

The Choice for More #1 Stations.

The ABX-26 in station WRVA, Richmond, Virginia. They're pulling advertisers out of
hats and working magic on their ratings. ©Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corp.



Whether a storm?
The state of the industry remains a cloudy issue.

By Rhonda L. Wickham, managing editor

Gauging the barometer of the broad-
cast industry's health is as precarious
as attempting to predict a station's
next technical failure.

Because of close observation and
regular maintenance, you know the
condition of your equipment and the
quality of your signal. However, you
have no real guarantee that you will be
able to stave off unpredictable outside
influences for the next day, month or
even year, before you have to make ad-
justments or a complete overhaul. You
keep plugging along, watching and in-
specting, and hope that you can con-
tinue to maintain a crisp, clean signal.

Of course, the state of the broadcast
industry is not quite as simple as a
transmitter, antenna and the related
broadcast paraphernalia of your sta-
tion. "The Industry" is shaped by a
wide range of major and lesser con-
tingent factors that effectually con-
tribute to the success or failure of the
industry daily, weekly and annually.

However, it is safe to say that radio
and TV communications are here to
stay. They have become the lifelines of
effective interhuman relations. Sta-
tistics bear this out: This year the
average TV household had their TV
set on more than 7 hours every day, up
about 30 minutes from 1983 estimates.
The average radio listener tuned in at
least 3 hours a day.

On the sending end, there were
11,061 radio and TV stations in the
United States as of Sept. 30: 9577 for
radio and 1484 for television. Close to
100% of families in the United States
own radios and 98% own at least one
television.

This pervasive penetration assures
us that the demand for our services
will not likely cease in our lifetimes.
At best, the demand will make the in-
dustry grow and prosper. At worst,
the demand will channel into periph-
eral areas related to broadcasting such
as interactive services.

All that is gold may not glitter
This viewpoint might be too much

of a rose -colored -glass evaluation of
our industry. Providing some income
figures gives a more realistic view of
what is actually taking place. In a
survey conducted by Ted Bolten
Associates and published by

McGavern Guild Radio, the income
increases for radio for 1970-1980 were
compared with the expenses for the
same 10 -year period.

Results of the study indicated that
on the radio side, income increases
had not offset increased competition
and higher operating expenses. The
survey cited operating expense in-
creases of 191% vs. income increases
of 70% for the decade (Table 1).

Audience fragmentation was cited
as the most critical issue, according to
the 53 radio executive (presidents,
vice presidents and general managers)
who were interviewed for the study.
Overall radio listening has not de-
creased, it has simply been frag-
mented to more outlets, as evidenced
by the 20% increase in AM/FM
outlets.

The fragmentation noted for radio
has not been as pronounced for TV
broadcasting, however. The total TV
outlets increased only approximately
6% in the 10 -year time frame, repre-
senting few takers of the profits. In
this same period, the TV income was
reported to have increased 264% com-
pared with a 203% increase in
operating expenses.

The fragmentation comes from in-
creased media alternatives, both

within and between media forms,
which has more than doubled the en-
tertainment options for the average
consumer. The effect of the audience
fragmentation has been a redirection
in share of audience, which in turn
generates smaller advertising re-
venues for the individual stations.

Coming around
The 1970s and even the early 1980s

were a difficult period for the industry
because of a dubiously fluctuating
economy, a certain on -hold pattern in
developing technologies and a re-
liance on major networks for pro-
gramming. However, the past couple
of years seem to show a broadcast
economy coming around: beginning
an upward curve after a relatively flat
period.

Last year, in our survey of the state
of the industry (December BE), we
discovered that many broadcasters re-
ported increased sales, especially in
larger markets, and most broadcasters
were anticipating, if not planning,
upgrade programs for their facilities.
According to our survey this year,
broadcasters are still reporting in-
creased sales and most of the fac-
ilities, which chose to comment, are
planning further upgrades through

1970 1980

1970-1980
%

Increase

Total AM/FM
outlets

4898 20%

Total TV outlets 686 60/0

Radio expenses $1044a $3047 191%
TV expenses $2354 $7154 203%

Radio incomeb $ 93 $ 159 70%
TV Income $454 $1654 264%

a Millions of dollars
b Before federal taxes

Table 1. Radio and TV trends: 1970-1980.
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Microwave Analysis Made Simple

The Anritsu Microwave
System Analyzer
Time was, keeping microwave
communications in tip-top, dis-
tortion -free shape was almost
an act of necromancy. You could
try to deduce complex signal
and phase relationships from a
handful of relatively simple in-
struments. Or you could spend
big money on a link analyzer -
and then lock yourself into a
long apprenticeship learning
how to use it.

But no more. The Anritsu
Microwave System Analyzer is
built to perform all the sophis-
ticated tests you need to guar-
antee high -quality microwave
communications. Moreover,
because of its automatic func-

lions and digital LED displays,
this remarkable Microwave
System Analyzer is remarkably
easy to use.
Automatic indication and
ranging
Just press a key, and the meas-
urement results you need to
know - such as group delay,
modulator Linearity and sensitiv-
ity, differential gain and phase -
appear on the CRT and the
digital readouts. Ranging and
attenuation are automatic, too.
So FM deviation, peak -to -peak
signal value, IF/BB return loss -
and more - all appear automat-
ically labelled and formatted.
There's no need to analyze or
render data from the CRT - and
no mistaking the results.

Circle (21) on Reply Card

Extras are standard
The Anritsu MSA comes in two
models: the ME453 for systems
with a 70MHz IF, and the ME538
for those with an IF of 140MHz.
No matter which model you
choose, you get the same great
features - including pushbutton
baseband frequency selection,
auto sweep reduction, and a
built-in normalizer for signal
averaging and subtraction at no
extra cost. And opting for GPIB
in the receiver allows automatic
control of acquisition and analy-
sis of measurement data.

The Microwave System Ana-
lyzer. Another fine instrument
from Anritsu.

Better Instruments for
Better Communications

Anritsu
ANRITSU AMERICA, INC.
128 Bauer Drive, Oakland, NJ 07436, U.S.A.

Phone: 201 337-1111
Telex: 642-141 ANRITSU OKLD

ANRITSU EUROPE LIMITED
Thistle Road, Windmill Trading Estate, Luton, Beds,
LU1 3XJ, U.K
Phone: (STD0582) 418853 Telex: 826750 ANRSEU G

ANRITSU ELETRONICA COMERCIO LTDA.
Av. Passos, 9 1-8°Ander, 20.051 -Rio de Janeiro-RJ, Brasil
Phone: 221-6086, 224-9448 Telex: 2131704 ANBR

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
10-27. tonamiazabu 5-chome. Minato-ku. Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone (03) 446-1111/Telex: 0-242-2353
Cable: ANRITDENKI TOKYO



equipment purchases and facilities
renovations.

Although the figures for the 1970s
might have looked rather bleak, it ap-
pears that a similar survey of 1980 to
1990 might tell a completely different
story. For example, in 1983, more than
100 million radios were sold in the
United States alone.

In accord with this, Edward Fritts,
NAB president, said, "We anticipate
another 600 to 700 FM stations will he
allocated within the next year."

Although AM and TV stations will
not predict as large an increase, the
growth factor is very much alive in
those areas. NRBA president Torn
McCoy claims that this robust growth
is due to a more realistic approach by
broadcasters. "The stations have been
able to find a niche. They are able to
focus on a specific audience and ap-
peal to them." He added that although
more people are splitting up the pie,
the pie is still growing.

A sizable slice
A dominant area that will meas-

urably increase the size of the radio
pie is AM stereo. Although, at times, it
seems as though AM stereo is floun-
dering or stagnating because of the
various systems and the lack of re-
ceivers, the manufacturers persist.
Motorola, for one, seems to be making
great strides with acceptance by Pio-
neer, Chrysler, Concord, Sherwood,
Delco/GM and Marantz. NAB and
NRBA projections see AM stereo in
full bloom sometime in 1985 (at least
for receiver manufacturers).

The extra filling for the TV pie looks
as though it might come from stereo
television in 1985. (The surrogate for
stereo television -simulcasting - has
permitted a rather ambivalent com-
radery between radio and TV, at least
for the short run. Until stereo TV
technology takes hold, the joining of
the panoramic sights of TV and stereo
sounds of radio both covering live
concerts will bring the two factions
additional income.)

If the number of manufacturers of-
fering stereo TV units at current trade
shows is any indicator, it appears that
the technology will flourish in 1985.
On those coattails, the improving
technology and economic affordabili-
ty will no doubt make stereo television
a standard in American homes during
this decade.

Down the road
Research and development in new

areas is blossoming. To track this, the
Radio -Television News Directors
Association decided to discern the
shape that the broadcasting industry
would take in the next 10 years. Its

Deregulation fallout
In the 1983 "State of the In-

dustry report," December BE, we
asked readers if the FCC dere-
gulation had any impact on them
and on budgets. The overwhelm-
ing majority of respondents in-
dicated that there had been no ef-
fect on the budgeting.

A small percentage, however,
voiced reticence about the wis-
dom of the technical move. De-
spite their concern, they still
agreed that there had been no pro-
found budgeting influence.

This year, however, more bal-
lots were cast and the vote seems
to be swaying the other direction.
Although there is still a clear ma-
jority who indicated that the
deregulation had not affected
their budgeting, more readers in-
dicated that tnere has been some
budgeting reconsiderations. They
also had more than just mils re-
servations about the implications
of the action.

Across all markets, the written
comments that we have received
seem to express the same con-
cern about the technical deregula-
tion and elimination of the FCC
first-class license: Technical in-
tegrity of the stations and the
engineering positions is being
compromised; overall salary
structures are on the slide and
less than professional workman-
ship is being encouraged.

We have provided some of the
comments that we received this
month on the FCC deregulation:

"Deregulation has given man-
agement an excuse to reduce or
eliminate equipment performance
measurements and other formerly
routine preventative maintenance
work. There is a trend to farm out
some formerly in-house engineer-
ing duties. Contract engineers
may have a bright future, but
overall, engineering quality is
deteriorating."

"One of the big problems in the
broadcasting industry has been
the way the FCC has gone about
deregulation as it pertains to the
broadcast engineer; for example,
the virtual elimination of the first-
class licenses has, and will, cause
problems, particularly in small
markets."

"As companies attempt to max-
imize profits and the FCC de-
regulates the industry, I see the
trend developing where owners ig-
nore technical standards (ex-
cellence) more all the time. Con-
currently, they tend to overlook
the importance of competent and

hard-working engineers and their
contributions to their business."

"I do not feel that much of the
FCC's deregulation efforts are
beneficial to the technical end of
the broadcast industry. It is also
more and more difficult to find
technically qualified and mo-
tivated broadcast technicians."

"I do not see a great many
technically oriented people choos-
ing broadcasting as a first -choice
career. Deregulation has taken
much of the integrity and pride of
performance away from the pro-
fessional broadcast technician."

"Deregulation is really re -
regulation; what was clear is now
blurry. It is red tape to red confetti
with deregulation. It is a good
thing the FCC has not pressed
station inspections."

"Since the end of the first-class
license, the trend has been down-
ward in pay."

"Too much deregulation is
bad...technical standards of
engineers, decency in both televi-
sion and radio. Some deregulation
has been good...advertising and
logging requirements.

"Since the elimination of the
first-class requirement, engineer-
ing personnel must be willing to
enter other areas of the broadcast
industry, such as programming or
even air work in order to improve
or even maintain their present
status."

"There should be more respect
directed to the qualified broad-
cast engineer from the FCC and
broadcasters. A good way to show
this is through higher salaries."

"Deregulation is causing the in-
dustry to be less concerned with
professionalism. Just got the
bucks attitude."

"The FCC decision to down-
grade the 'first' to a general -class
ticket is really causing problems.
Most stations in small markets
have the local radio TV repairman
doing the work and then wonder-
ing why they sound bad. Doesn't
make sense."

"I believe the FCC deregulation
has hurt the radio engineers, but
companies worth working for re-
alize the necessity of qualified
people, so that compensation to a
proper level remains."
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What good is a $75,000 video recorder
when the video tape gives a two-bit performance?

Edit. Re-edit.
Play it. Replay it.
It's a tough business.
So your video tape has got to

be tough enough to take the beating your
1 -inch equipment dishes out.

That's why the people who
make the hard decisions in broadcasting
and production decide on Fuji 1 -inch
H621/H621B video tape.

They trust Fuji's 25 years of
experience making professional video
tape. And they trust their own experience.

With Fuji, they know that our high -density BERIDOX formula and special
back -coating deliver picture quality that's consistently vivid, even after multiple
generations. They know that dropouts drop down to a minimum. And that valuable
video heads are protected to a maximum.

If you want to know more about
what makes Fuji's extraordinary video
tape the first choice of professionals, just
do a very ordinary thing.

Run to your phone and call Fuji.
And we'll show you a tape

you can run and run and run and run
and run and run.

Nobody gives you better performance.
0 1984 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Products Div., 350 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10118
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recently completed study posed such
questions as: what new technologies
are likely to change the present com-
munications systems; what types of
programming will become more im-
portant; and where and how will to-
day's electronic journalist be
employed.

Interviews were conducted with
several groups associated with the
broadcasting industry: 100 TV station
managers and 100 TV news directors
representing a cross-section of market
sizes and areas of the country. A
similar number of radio station man-
agers and radio news directors -17
top-level executives representing the
networks, cable companies, broadcast
ownership groups, satellite services
and advertising agencies-were inter-
viewed, as were 21 professors
representing university departments
of broadcasting and journalism.

In radio, respondents commented
that music would continue to play the
major role in FM radio and take on in-
creased importance, with the growth
of AM stereo the major role in AM
programming. They also indicated a
growing demand for syndicated and
specialty network programming.

When asked to project which specif-
ic elements will have the greatest im-
pact on the radio industry in the next
decade, the following topped the list:
satellite delivery systems; specializa-
tion; locally produced news and infor-
mation programs; FM stations; pro-
gram syndicators and low -power FM
stations. As for the news jobs, the
study reports that growth appears to
be in the outside program supplier
level rather than on the local front.

In television, the respondents ex-
pect the next decade to bring an in-
crease in the amount of locally pro-
duced programming. Local news pro-
grams are the single most frequently
pointed to type of local program on
the rise. TV broadcasters see a decline
in local stations' use of and
dependence on syndicated and net-
work programming.

When respondents were asked to
project which specific elements will
have the greatest impact on the TV in-
dustry in the next decade, the follow-
ing topped the list: locally produced
news and information programs; the
use of television for consumer infor-
mation; direct broadcast satellite;
state and regional networks; local in-

dependent stations; local UHF sta-
tions and narrowcasting. In TV news,
a subject of particular interest in-
dicated that jobs at the local level
would appear to be on the increase
during the next 10 years.

Radio and television have main-
tained during perhaps one of the
roughest economic periods in its
young history. It looks as though the
1980s might be the clearing after the
storm. Research and development of
new products is permitting the in-
troduction of new technologies at
relatively affordable prices as well as
the upgrading of old technologies to
mesh with the new.

The backbone of the industry, the
manufacturers, continues to quench
the unsatiable desires of the broad-
casters to present the best com-
munications package that technology
will permit. Stations and facilities are
upgrading and renovating. And most
importantly, the industry is getting its
fingers into other media technology
pies.

All added up, this could be the pot at
the end of the rainbow for broad-
casters-a deluge of growth after a
long dry spell.

I :::4)111

Sure, it looks like theirs, but there's

NO COMPARISON

RTS SYSTEMS, INC  PROFESSIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIONS  PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS

1100 WEST CHESTNUT STREET  BURBANK, CA 91506.213/843-7022  TWX 910-498-4987  TELEX 194855

I t's what's inside that counts.
And inside our HPM-41

Microphone Mixer, you'll find
the most extraordinary cir-
cuitry-the kind you would
expect in a major recording
console. In the two years we
took to develop the HPM-41,
we determined every small -
format mixing need. And then
we condensed them into a
super rugged compact pack-
age. The results? Check the
specs and compare. There's
nothing quite like it. On that,
you can be sure. Call or write
RTS for detailed information.

S4111S
L, OM PACT VIDEO COMPANY
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To capture the excitement of 8,000 hours of
the Summer Games, ABC knew they'd need a
video tape that was picture perfect.

That's why ABC chose Ampex 196 1" helical
video tape and 197 N" videocassettes as the
exclusive tapes to record the biggest events in
the history of sports. It was an incredible honor for
Ampex. One earned through years of consis-

tently cr sp, clean performance. Reel after reel.
Generation after generation. Even under the
pressures of heavy editing and multiple genera-
tion dubbing.

So if you're looking for a video tape with a track
record for reliability and quality, look to Ampex
196 and 197. ABC did. Ard their perfect perfor-
mance made them the bliggest winners of all.

AM PEX
Ampex Corporation  One of The Signal Companies V

Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division, 401 Broadway. Redwood City. CA 94063, 415/367-3809
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BE proof, Part 5: Making ti
With the conclusion of the BE proof
of performance program for FM sta-
tions, we are pleased to announce
the beginning of a voluntary cer-
tification program for outstanding
technical facilities.

By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor

The BE audio proof of performance
program has been structured to
simulate as closely as possible the nor-
mal operating conditions at an FM
station. The recommended test pro-
cedures reflect this.

The signal generator output is ap-
plied to one of the commonly used
audio console line inputs. Operating
level is defined as OVU or equivalent
at the console. All processing and
equalizaion, if used, is left in the pro-
gram line and adjusted as usual. The
output is sampled and demodulated at
the transmitter antenna output.

Ideally, a high quality off -air
demodulator is used for the system
output sample, if available. An off -air
demoduator has the advantage of tak-
ing transmitter and antenna bandpass
irregularities into account. The
demod must, however, be very flat to
avoid invalid results.

For stations with a modern wide -
band antenna and near -zero VSWR
under static and dynamic conditions,
an output line tap probably makes the
most sense. We recommend using an
actual line tap, not a PA cavity pickup
loop, so that any irregularities in the
harmonic filter or combiner equip-
ment may be observed.

Test equipment
For the test measurements to be of

value, the test equipment used must be
carefully selected and accurately
calibrated. The following instruments
will be required to correctly run the
BE proof:

 A low distortion audio signal
generator with a metered output and
calibrated attenuator.
 A distortion analyzer capable of
measuring THD and SMPTE IMD.
 An audio voltmeter capable of ac-
curately measuring signals to at least
- 65dBm. This function is usually pro-
vided on distortion analyzers.
 An oscilloscope with response to at
least 1MHz.
 A properly calibrated FM stereo
modulation monitor. Because mea-
surements will be made with de -
emphasis, the accuracy of the built-in
de -emphasis circuits should be
verified.

These test instruments are common
and any well-equipped engineering
shop should have them. Stations that
do not have such gear in their inven-
tory can usually borrow the missing
items from another station in town,
perhaps for a nominal fee.

Test equipment can also be rented
from a rental/leasing company. This
option often gives the station the op-
portunity to use the latest high-tech
test instruments. The purchase price
of such gear is often well beyond the
budget of most radio stations; rental
allows even small -market broad-
casters to fine-tune their systems on
the best test equipment available.



measurements
Since we launched the BE proof

of performance program in the
August issue, the reader response
has been extremely positive. Sup-
port has come not only for the
concept of the effort, but also for
a voluntary program of certifica-
tion. For this reason, we are now
accepting applications for BE
proof certificates.

There are 2 levels of certifica-
tion available under the program,
superior and excellent:

 The superior classification re-
quires a high degree of equipment
performance and represents the
maximum capability of a state-of-
the-art FM stereo facility. Al-
though relatively few stations will
be able to provide this level of per-
formance, the targets are achieva-
ble and are challenging goals for
those in quest of all-out fidelity.
 The excellent classification in-
cludes performance objectives
that are considerably tighter than
the FCC's equipment performance
measurement specifications, but
still within the reach of almost any
properly engineered FM station
with typical equipment.

Our performance objectives
(outlined in the November BE,
page 48 may look tough, and they
do describe superlative FM fideli-
ty. They are, however, achievable.
Although the performance targets
suggested may be tighter than the
manufacturer's specifications on
some of the individual links in the
system, it is possible for the
overall system performance to be
better in some respects than the
manufacturer's specs for one of
the component parts for two
reasons.

Mail the information to: BE
Proof Program, Broadcast
Engineering, P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212.

Allow 3 weeks for processing of
the certificate.

Engineers interested in a book-
let describing the program and
outlining the test measurements
should circle (500) on the Reader
Service Card in the back of this
issue.

Because of the interest gener-
ated by the introduction of the BE
proof program for FM radio, we
have decided to also offer audio
proofs for AM and TV stations.
These programs will be presented
in future issues of BE.

The broadcast industry is faced
with unprecedented competition
from alternative programming
sources and new technologies.
Stations can only compete with
these services by delivering to
their audiences top-quality pro-
grams through top-quality trans-
mission systems. The BE proof is
a realistic, meaningful and
economically sound way of main-
taining peak performance.

First, the factory specs are
usually conservative enough to
accommodate production varia-
tions, so typical performance is
generally better than the pub-
lished specifications.

Second, distortion figures in a
complex system are not usually
additive, although they can be,
and the weakest link generally
sets the overall system perform-
ance limit. Also, frequency
response errors can be manipu-
lated to cancel each other for a
flat audio bandpass through the
transmission chain.

Stations interested in applying
for BE proof of performance cer-
tification should study the test
measurement procedures out-
lined in the accompanying article.
The measurements must be sub-
mitted on the form shown on page
52. Sign, date and notorize tne
data sheet. You may copy the data
sheet as necessary to document
the results. Please include with
the completed test forms a note
on your station's letterhead
stating that all procedures out-
lined by BE have been met.

"X*
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FRE-WIRED JACKFIELD!

Your engineering staff has
more important things to do
than soldering patch panels.
That's why you'll find a big
advantage in ADC's 100% pre -
wired Pro-PatchTmjackfields and
Ultra-Patchimpanels. Featuring
ADC's new split cylinder con-
tacts, these units allow for fast,
reliable, hassle -free installation.

Fully assembled, computer
tested and ready to hook
up, Pro -Patch and Ultra -Patch
completely eliminate labor
intensive soldering or crimping
operations.

In fact, hooking up to
the back of a Pro -Patch unit is

Pro -Patch jackfields and Ultra -Patch
panels cut installation time from hours to
minutes and allow circuit or normalling
configuration changes in seconds.

almost as easy as plugging
into the front. Just a push on a
special hand tool bares a
wire, locks it into a split -cylinder
contact inside an insulated

housing and trims off excess
length.

Since their introduction
last April at NAB, Pro -Patch jack -
fields and Ultra -Patch panels
have appeared in virtually every
segment of the Broadcast
industry.

ii
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READY TO PLUG IN.

so

es)

Split
cylinder
(rear)

Wire is
cleanly
cut off

Wire insertion tool

Split cylinder
Strain (front)
relief

ADC's unique split -cylinder system
features contacts that will accept 22,24
or 26 AWG solid or stranded wires. The
cylinders are housed in plastic insulating
modules and are recessed to virtually
eliminate shorting at the contacts.
Both sides of the contact have two -wire
capability providing for four gas -tight
terminations per contact. The cylinders
are also rated for a minimum 100 cycles
and are easily replaceable. Triple strain
reliefing is provided on all units.

Pro -Patch and Ultra-
Patch-as well as many custom
configurations incorporating
the split -cylinder contacts - are
fast setting the stage for a
new industry standard of wire
termination.

For more information on
these truly state-of-the-art
audio patching systems-or
the name of your nearest
ADC distributor-write or
call ADC Magnetic Controls
Ca, 4900 West 78th Street,
Minneapolis, MN 55435,
(612) 893-3000.

te

\`
ADC Magnetic Controls Co.
4900 W. 78th St.. Minneapolis, MN 55435
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BROaDCaST enaneeRinG
OFFICIAL PROOF FORM

LEFT CHANNEL El

DATA SUMMARY SHEET

STATION FM

RIGHT CHANNEL El

NOISE TEST dB SMPTE IMD SEPARATION AT 15kHz dB

FRED.
75ps CURVE

FACTOR*
RESPONSE

DEVIATION dB
SEPARATION

dB

DISTORTION

30Hz -0.2dB

40Hz - 0.2dB

50Hz - 0.2dB

63Hz -0.2dB

80Hz -0.2dB

100Hz -0.2dB

125Hz -0.2dB

160Hz -0.2dB

200Hz -0.2dB

250Hz -0.15dB

315Hz -0.1dB

400Hz
0dB

Reference

500Hz +0.05dB

630Hz

,
+0.2dB

FRED.
750 CURVE

FACTOR*
RESPONSE

DEVIATION dB
SEPARATION

dB

DISTORTION

800Hz +0.4dB

1kHz +0.7dB

1.25kHz + 1.05dB

1.6kHz + 1.8dB

2kHz +2.55dB

2.5kHz +3.6dB

3.15kHz +4.85dB

4kHz +6.3dB

5kHz +8.05dB

6.3kHz +9.9dB

7.5kHz + 11.35dB

10kHz + 13.55dB

12.5kHz + 15.35dB

15kHz +16.7dB

*The correction factor that should be applied to the response deviation calculation. The 75/.4s curve offset value applies to the fre-
quency response characteristics of the standard 75j4s pre -emphasis curve, referenced to 400Hz. The data are taken from Section
73.333 (Figure 4) of the commission's rules.

CHECK COMPLIANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING:

AUDIO CLIPPING LEVEL

COMPOSITE "A" TEST

COMPOSITE "B" TEST

AUDIO PROCESSING LEVEL

Note: Separation refers to the amount of residual signal in the
other channel that is caused by modulation of this channel. ALL TESTS PERFORMED BY -

IMPORTANT: The BE proof is not a substitute for the annual
equipment performance measurements required by the FCC. DATE.

GENERAL TEST CONDITIONS

 System in stereo mode
Input signals applied to console line input(s)
used for most program sources.

 System output sampled and demodulated at
transmitter antenna output.
All processing and EQ left in line and ad-
justed as usual.

 Operating level defined as OVU or equivalent
at console.
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THE NEW NAME IN VIDEO
WON'T DISTORT THE NEWS.

The new three -quarter -inch EASTMAN Professional
Video Tape gives your news crews the reliability
needed to deliver the story accurately every time.
With high signal-to-noise ratio and the lowest of
dropouts. With consistency, cassette after cassette.

This broadcast -quality video tape is designed

to work with today's state-of-the-art recording and
editing equipment. It's available in all popular
sizes of standard and mini cassettes.

Ask your dealer or Kodak sales and engineer-
ing representative about the complete line of
EASTMAN Professional Video Tape.

Eastman Kodak Company, Motion Picture and Audiovisual Markets Division
Atlanta: 404/351-6510  Chicago: 312/654-5300  Dallas: 214/351-3221 Honolulu: 808/833-1661

Hollywood: 213/464-6131  New York: 212/930-7500  Rochester: 716/254-1300 San Francisco: 415/989-8434

Washington, D.C.: 703/558-9220  Montreal: 514/761-3481  Toronto: 416/766-8233  Vancouver: 604/926-7411.
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Before attempting to run the proof,
check the audio generator and distor-
tion analyzer frequency response and
residual distortion at all frequencies
of interest. Response should be flat to
within at least 0.1dB from 30Hz to
15kHz. Distortion should be below
0.1% for all frequencies to be meas-
ured. The noise floor of the distortion
analyzer and audio voltmeter should
be at least - 65dBm. If adjustments or
repairs are indicated in these closed -

loop checks, make them before at-
tempting to run the proof.

The residual test equipment distor-
tion values determined during pre-

proof compliance tests may not be
subtracted from the total system
distortion figures obtained when run-
ning the actual proof. Subtracting test
instrument residual distortion is not a
valid procedure because distortion
components do not necessarily add.

In fact, the only time they will add is
when all of the harmonics are in
phase -a near impossibility when you
consider that this would have to be
true for every modulating frequency
used during the proof.

How many frequencies?
To accurately evaluate a broadcast

transmission system, the performance
of the equipment must be checked at a

Winsted

sufficiently large number of discrete
frequencies, or points. The traditional
FCC equipment performance meas-
urements (EPMs) require modulating
frequencies of 50Hz, 100Hz, 400Hz,
1kHz, 5kHz, 10kHz and 15kHz.

Although these points give the
engineer a basic idea of how well the
system is performing, they fall short of
our goal, which is to push the equip-
ment to its maximum performance
limits. The frequency spaces in the
traditional EPM tests -as much as
5kHz - are far too wide to accurately
predict the performance of the trans-
mission system across the audio band.

For this reason, the BE proof testing
procedures specify a substantially
greater number of points than the
standard EPMs. We specify checking
28 separate frequencies between 30Hz
and 15kHz. These points are based on
1/3 -octave ISO (International Stan-
dards Organization) center frequen-
cies, with three minor modifications.
The measurement frequencies are
shown in the accompanying test form.

The lowest frequency measured is
30Hz. The actual ISO frequency is
31Hz. All other frequencies are stan-
dard ISO centers, except 7.5kHz (stan-
dard ISO is 8kHz) and 15kHz (16kHz).

These modifications of the ISO stan-
dard 1/3 -octave frequencies provide

THE PERFECT MATCH

solg41-'

for your video equipment

ROLLING
NIP

CABINETS
Double your a
tape storage

space!
Store up to 161 of the
/a" videocassette tapes
in each of these space -
saving cabinets, units
move effortlessly on low -profile steel tracks to give
you easy access to cabinets positioned behind them.
Similar storage systems available for 1"-2" video
tapes. cartridges & film
For full -line catalog of video consoles, tape and
film trucks, film and videotape storage systems
call toll -free or write

TC-8B TYPE

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
9801 James Circle, Minneapolis, MN 55431  (612) 888-1957

TOPLHLFNREE E 1-800-328-2962
TELEX 910-576-2740

compatability with the frequencies
specified in our performance objec-
tives and compatability with the stan-
dard FCC EPM test frequencies. In
recognition of the bandpass limits of
an FM transmission system, no at-
tempt is made to measure frequencies
below 30Hz or above 15kHz.

The EPM requires measurement of
seven discrete frequencies. The BE
proof requires measurement of 28
discrete frequencies. Although a
substantially greater number of fre-
quencies are checked with the BE
proof, all measurements are made at a
single modulating level. Running the
BE proof should take no longer than
running the FCC's EPMs.

Making the measurements
The BE proof of performance

reporting form lists all measurements
needed to meet our certification re-
quirements. The form should be
photocopied to provide a data sum-
mary sheet for the left channel and the
right channel. No measurements are
taken in the monophonic mode,
unless the station regulary operates in
mono.

The tests are arranged in the order
that the proof should be conducted.
The first step is to check the noise
floor, SMPTE intermodulation distor-

IMP AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION

AMPLIFIERS
Model 7833 Show

A Complete Family
of Rack Mounting Self Contained
Audio Distribution Amplifiers
 OUTPUT NOISE: -90 dBm
 DISTORTION: TYP. 0.1% LINE IN
 OUTPUT LEVEL: +20 dBm PER CHANNEL
 ISOLATION: 80 db BETWEEN OUTPUTS

AND OUTPUT TO INPUT
FEATURES

0 Transformer coupled floating MIC Input .

0 Balanced bridging line input
 8 balanced transformerless outputs
 16 balanced transformer less outputs
0 Adjustable gain
O Metered input 8 output (switchable)
 -Softknee" variable 30dB compressor ...
 SEND FOR DATA

MODEL NOS.
7821 7822 7823 7833

rl

V J 1 .1

I J J
V

V J J rl
I V I r

r

P

MODULAR
AUDIO PRODUCTS
 A UNIT OF MODULAR DEVICES, INC.
50 Orville Drive IN Airport International Plaza
B ohemia, New York 11716  515-567-9620
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High Technompu
Or Low Price

Do you want a fully remote controlled FM
transmitter with features for total automa-
tion and satellite feed? Must you have
microprocessor logic, digital diagnostics, each
with a back-up system? Do you demand a
super -low distortion exciter and total solid-
state for your new one kilowatt transmitter
...or a 3.5KW with only one tube?
Is it imperative that your transmitter talk
to the factory's computer.
Perhaps low price is most important? Look at
the deal you can make with companies
assembling those 25 years old look alikes.
And maybe you can find a good used remote
control unit... cheap.
Prepare for the future, or hold -the -line?
Price or Technology?

We make the famous 691 too! A stereo and
SCA monitor that can give you accurate
readings, even on clipped composite. Over
40 tests performed in minutes on your
station, or the competition.

The New 695T3.5KW

Why not get both.

call John Tiedeck at QEI,
609-728-2020. He will tell you
how. Remember, we are the FM
people. Monitors, ATS and
transmitters from 20W. to 5KW.

0EqPhone (609) 728-2020 / Telex II (TWX) 710 942 0100

QEI Corporation
Box D / Williamstown, NJ 08094
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THE FIRST 3 -CHIP CCD CAMERA
IS ON THE STREET. i

MI IMO®.s

And we just made it better.
Introducing the new SP -3A.

NEC's second generation in
CCD cameras. With a dramatic
30% increase in light sensitivity.
And 100 time improvement in
high -light handling.

And no pick-up tubes inside.
So you can forget about burn -
ins, retubing, sticking, comet
tails, and re -registration. Forever.

Because row, NEC gives
you locked-ir image quality to
match any conventional ENG
camera. Cranking out more

than 450 lines of beautiful color
resolution, for any VTR format.

And it's all neatly packaged
into 5.9 lbs. (head only) of
solid state power. So rugged,
so reliable, you can probably
drop it on a sidewalk and still
get the picture.

To find out more, including
a very newsworthy price, just
call NEC toll -free at 1-800-
323-6656. And see why this
CCD is making ENG video
better than ever.

Vfir
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC America. Inc Broadcast Equipment Division

130 Marlin Lane. Elk Grove Village. IL 60007
650-842 In Illinois 312-640-3792.

-re



ql/e me °lie good reaso# why
frie4- camera shoe he a CO"

After 3 -chip CCD cameras were
introduced at NAB, NEC did
extensive research to learn what
you thought about CCD camera
technology.

And quite frankly, you liked
what you saw. But you weren't
exactly ready to throw all your old
ENG cameras down the tubes.

So our engineers went back
and made a few major advances
in CCD camera technology. Ad-
vances like a 30% increase in light

sensitivity. And a signal-to-noise
ratio of 58 DB. Advances which
make this NEC 3 -chip the match
of any ENG camera on the market.

We call it the SP -3A. And we
think you'll call it a dream.
Because it has all the features of
the SP -3, such as no burn -ins, no
retubing, no re -registration, and
no comet tails.

No geometric distortion, no
microphonics, and no light over-
loads. No magnetic disturbance,

NEC

OF -3A
friew

Lam/."

no sticking, no gray scale degra-
dation, and no pick-up tubes. And
no blooming. Plus a signal-to-
noise ratio and light sensitivity
to meet even the most critical
professional ENG requirements.

Oh yes, we did all of this and
kept the price extremely attractive.
So see the new SP -3A. We think
you'll agree it's one of the most
valuable and reliable ENG
cameras on the street. For more
than one good reason.

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division  130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007  (312) 640-3792 650-8433
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tion and separation at 15kHz. A sta-
tion that can meet the BE proof re-
quirements for these parameters
should be able to pass the rest of the
proof with little difficulty. The object
of conducting the noise, IMD and
15kHz separation tests first is to deter-
mine whether the transmission sys-
tem is operating properly or requires
adjustments, before substantial time is
spent making the measurements.

The next step is to check channel
separation, response deviation and
harmonic distortion at the 28 test fre-
quencies. These measurements
should be made with the signal gener-
ator fed into one audio input at the
control console, and the other input
terminated with a 6000 wirewound
resistor (or other appropriate
resistance value).

The test procedures and perform-
ance objectives are shown on page 48
of the November issue of BE. A more
detailed examination of the test pro-
cedures is contained in the September
BE, page 22. Study this material
before beginning the tests. A booklet is
available from BE that outlines the en-
tire FM proof program. (See the
sidebar for details.)

To meet the BE certification re-
quirements, it is not necessary to plot

the frequency response or distortion
levels on graph paper. We advise,
however, that such graphs be kept on
hand for reference. (The necessary
graph paper is in the proof booklet.)

The 75µs pre -emphasis correction
factor for calculation of the response
deviation figures is given on the data
summary sheet. A reference value of
400Hz is assumed. Distortion and sep-
aration measurements are performed
using common techniques. Audio and
composite clipping levels should be
measured using the recommended
procedures. (See the September or
November issues.) After adherence to
the performance objectives is verified,
the appropriate boxes should be
checked.

The BE proof program does not
specify audio processing parameters,
except to recommend certain levels
below the threshold of limiting. In
recognition of the competitive nature
of FM broadcasting, adherence to our
recommended limits is not a require-
ment for certification under the pro-
gram. Stations that do comply, how-
ever, should check the appropriate
box on the data reporting form.

The recommended operating level
below the threshold of limiting for a
400Hz tone input to one channel is

broken down into various formats:
Classical/Fine Arts- -6 to - 10dB.
Beautiful Music/Jazz- -3 to - 5dB.
 AOR/Adult

Contemporary- -2 to - 4dB.
Rock- 0 to - 2dB.

Final thoughts
The BE proof is not a substitute for

the FCC's EPM tests. While outdated,
the FCC measurements are still re-
quired annually.

It is not our intention to replace the
commission's proof of performance,
which fulfill an important function by
setting minimum levels of acceptable
performance for FM stations. Instead,
the BE proof is geared to maximum
performance in recognition of today's
competitive marketplace.

Achieving the fidelity objectives of
the BE proof means more than simply
providing outstanding FM audio. It
means that participating stations are
back in the high-fidelity business and
are ready to meet the challenges of the
digital audio world creeping up on us.
FM broadcasters will find improved

signals widening the gap be-
tween FM quality and home system
quality, unless FM can once again
establish itself as a high-fidelity
medium.

I

THE VC -2000P
A COMPLETE VIDEO PROCESSOR FOR $695

The VC -2000P is perfect for
videotape editing, duplicating and for
use as a camera control unit. It
automatically regenerates all sync,
blanking, and color burst signals
which will correct most instabilities
(such as jitter, bending, and rolling.)

As a camera control unit the
video, color, and hue adjustments
allow camera matching and correct
levels. In tape editing these controls
provide scene to scene matching and
fade to black.

Enhancement and noise reductior
controls provide dramatic picture
improvement and reduce tape
duplicate generation loss. Additiona
features include four video and four
audio outputs, and optional plug in
RF modulator.

The rack mountable VC -2000P is
only $695.00.Call or write for
literature. Dealer inquiries invited.

ICM VIDEO
10 North Lee  P.O.Box 26330
Oklahoma City, OK 73126
(405) 232-5808

ENGINEERS LOVE ITS
ABILITY! OWNERS LOVE
ITS PRICE!

VIDEO
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Maintain network-quali y
color performance with
B&KPRECISION NTSC
video test instrutnents

DVNASCAN

R..61E54468

Tug* A

1260 FEATURES:
 RGB OUTPUTS

 GEN LOCK
 INTERLACED OR PROG.

SCAN

 BUILT-IN MODULATOR

 MULTI -BURST TO 7.0 MHz

 TCXO STABILITY

 BLACK BURST

'RN MUITIOR

Morit:i 126') Waveforrri Monitor 19(3`:

REIMER ma

TRIG

LINE SELECTOR

1260 NTSC GENERATOR
COLORBURST

DOT
,ATD.

For the complete picture on these new video test
instruments, see your local distributor or call
B&K-PRECISION at 1 312 889 9087.

DYNASCAN
CORPORATION

1260 generates
12 patterns, including
circle, bar and
crosshatch patterns

6460 West Cortland Street  Chicago, Illinois 60635  312/889-9087
International Sales. 6460 W. Cortland St.. Chicago. IL 60635

Canadian Sales, Atlas Electronics, Ontario
Sales, Empire Exporters. Plainview, NY 11803

ICI

.0 ITr-

Model 1260 NTSC Generator $1695

17s9,17 -7n rrA-rms-

t. 12 KV ACCELERATION
POTENTIAL

 ALL CONTROLS ARE
FRONT -PANEL MOUNTED

 STANDARD HALF -RACK
MOUNTING

 BUILT FOR CONTINUOUS
DUTY OPERATION

SPLIT FIELD VIEWING OF
LINES 13-22 ON 1265
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We take the utility company power
system for granted. To get ac service,
just call the local office and order a
power drop. We expect the utility
company lines to operate all day,
every day. But how is this intricate ac
system designed, and how is it inter-
faced to user equipment?

The details of power distribution in
the United States vary from one utility
company to another, but the basics
are the same (Figure 1). Power from a
generating station or distribution grid
comes into an area substation at
115kV or higher. The substation con-
sists of switching systems, step-down
transformers, fuses, circuit breakers,
reclosers, monitors and control equip-
ment. The substation will deliver out-
put voltages of about 60kV to sub -
transmission circuits, which feed
distribution substations.

These substations convert the
energy to approximately 12kV and

The effects
of ac line
disturbances

By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor

provide voltage regulation and swit-
ching arrangements that permit pat-
ching around a problem. The 12kV
lines power the pole- and surface -

mounted transformers, which supply
various voltages (generally 208V to
240V 3 phase) to the individual loads.

Fuses and circuit breakers are in-
cluded at a number of points in the
12kV distribution system to minimize
fault -caused interruptions of service.
Ground -fault interrupters are also in-
cluded at various points in the 12kV
system to open the circuit if excessive

Figure 1. A simplified block diagram of a
basic utility company power distribution
system. The devices shown as fuses
could be circuit breakers or reclosers,
which function as automatic -resetting
circuit breakers. All circuits shown are
3 -phase. The capacitors perform power
factor correction duty.

GENERATING

PLANTS

LOAD SELECT

TRANSMISSION LINE
(115kV OR HIGHER)

SUBSTATION

DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATION

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

2kV

VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

12kV

LOAD SELECT

12kV POWER DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

ryr-v-N (-re v\ f-r-rv
208V 208V 208V

60kV

601,V

60kV

O

LOAD
SELECT
SWITCHES

BACK-UP
LINE 60kV SUBTRANSMISSION

LINES

ry-y,r rry-r-N
208V 208V

TO ANOTHER
DISTRIBUTION
SUBSTATION

NOTE ALL CIRCUITS
SHOWN ARE 3 -PHASE.

ground currents begin to flow on the
monitored line.

Reclosers may be included as part of
overcurrent protection of the 12kV
lines. They will open the circuit if ex-
cessive currents are detected, and
reclose after a preset length of time.
The recloser will perform this trip off -

reset action several times before being
locked out.

In some areas, the actions of circuit
breakers, pole -mounted switches and
reclosers are controlled by 2 -way
radio systems that allow status inter-
rogation and switching of the remote-
ly located devices from a control cen-
ter. Some utilities use this method
sparingly, but others make extensive
use of it.

Depending on the geographic loca-
tion, varying levels of lightning pro-
tection are included as part of the ac
power system design. Most service
drop transformers (12kV to 208V)
have integral lightning arresters. In
areas of severe lighting, a ground wire
will be strung between the top insu-
lators of each pole, attracting light-
ning to the ground wire, and not the
hot leads.

Power factor
Capacitor banks are placed at

various locations in the 12kV distribu-
tion system. Their number and loca-
tion are determined by the load dis-
tribution and power factor of the cir-
cuit. The capacitors will improve the
short-term line voltage regulation (in
the millisecond range) and reduce
transient activity on the line.

Surges are reduced because the
capacitor will present a high im-
pedance to the 60Hz line voltage fre-
quency and a low impedance to a high
frequency transient. The capacitors
are placed on the line in order to keep
the power factor as close to unity as
possible. Transient suppression is
simply a by-product.
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Swiss Audio: Technical Evolution

VARIABLE SPEED 0

On adding time -saving production features to a proven
audio recorder design.
The updated PR99 MKII, now offering
a microprocessor controlled real time
counter, address locate, zero locate,
auto repeat, and variable speed con-
trol, can improve your audio produc-
tion efficiency. And, as before, it's built
to meet strict Studer standards for
long-term reliability.

Welcome to real time. The PR99
MKII's real time counter gives a plus
or minus readout in hours, minutes
and seconds from - 9.59.59 to
+ 29.59.59. Counter error is less than
0.5%, and the microprocessor auto-
matically recomputes the time dis-
played on the LED counter when you
change tape speeds.

Fast find modes. Press the ad-
dress locate button and the PR99 MKII
fast winds to your pre -selected ad-
dress, which may be entered from the
keyboard or transferred from the
counter reading. Press zero locate and
it fast winds to the zero counter read-
ing. In the repeat mode, the PR99 plays
from the lower memory point (zero or
negative address) to the higher point,
rewinds to lower point, and re -acti-

vates play mode for a continuously re-
peating cycle.

Pick up the tempo? When acti-
vated by a latching pushbutton, the
front -panel vari-speed control adjusts
the nominal tape speed across a - 33%
to + 50% range. The adjustment po-
tentiometer is spread in the center range
for fine tuning of pitch.

Future perfect. The PR99 MKII also
offers a serial data port for direct ac-
cess to all microprocessor controlled
functions.

Much gained, nothing lost. The
new MKII version retains all features
of its highly regarded predecessor, in-
cluding a die-cast aluminum chassis
and headblock, balanced and floating
" + 4" inputs and outputs, self -sync,
input mode switching, and front panel
microphone inputs.

European endurance. Designed
and built in Switzerland and West Ger-
many, the PR99 MKII is a product of
precision manufacturing and meticu-
lous assembly. Every part inside is made
to last.
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To discover more about the world's
most versatile and dependable budget -
priced recorder, please contact: Studer
Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210; (615) 254-5651.

REVOX

PR99 MKII with optional carrying case and mon-
itor panel. Roll -around console also available.
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Power factor (PF) is defined as the
ratio of true power to apparent power,
generally expressed as a percentage.
Reactive loads (inductive or capaci-
tive) act on power systems to shift
the current out of phase with the
voltage. The cosine of the resulting
angle between the current and voltage
is the power factor.

A utility line that is looking into an
inductive load (which is most often
the case) is said to have a lagging
power factor, while a line feeding a
capacitive load has a leading power
factor (Figure 2).

A poor power factor will result in
excessive losses along utility company
feeder lines because more current is
required to supply a particular load
with a low power factor than if the
load had a power factor close to unity
(100%).

For example, a motor requiring 5kW
from the line is connected to the utili-
ty service entrance. If it has a power
factor of 86%, the actual amount of
power demanded by the load will be
5kW divided by 86%, or more than
5800W. The apparent power is 5kW,
and the true power is 5.8kW. The

kW (true power)

kVA (apparent power)

cos 0kw= = PP
kVA

S(N 8 kVAR

kVA

110

kVAR (reactive power)

= the phase angle, a measure of the net amount of Inductive reactance In the
circuit.

kW = the true power that performs the "real work" done by the electrical circuit
(measured In kilowatts).

kVA = the apparent power drawn by a reactive load (measured In kilowatts).
kVAR = the kilovolt-ampers.reactive component of an inductive circuit. The kVAR

component (also known as the phantom power) provides the magnetizing force
necessary for operation of Inductive loads.

STOP GROUND -LOOP HUM!

VIDEO HUM STOP
COIL...HSC 1
Will ELIMINATE HUM and
other INTERFERENCE in
Video Lines caused by dif-
ferences in Ground Potential.

 For Color and Black and White.
 FLAT -DC to 6.5 MHz.
 No Low-Freq. or Hi-Freq. Roll -off.
 No Differential Phase Distortion.
 No Differential Gain Distortion.
 No Envelope Delay.
 Passive Device - Failure Free -Low Price.
 Small Compact Package 4" x 4" x 2-1/4"

ELIMINATES HUM
AND INTERFERENCE:

IN STUDIO
 Between Buildings
 On long runs in Buildings
 Between Studio and Transmitter
 On Incoming Telco circuits
 On Outgoing Telco circuits

IN FIELD
 Betw. Remote Truck and Telco
 Betw. Remote Truck and Microwave
 For Intertruck Hookup
 For VTR Units
 For Monitoring Lines

Available on
10 day tree trial

mew
-am

NEW!

$170
F.O.B.
N.Y.

AUDIO -VIDEO ENGINEERING COMPANY
65 Nancy Blvd., Merrick, N.Y.11566

Tel. 15161 546-4239

same amount of work is being done by
the motor, but the closer the power
factor is to unity, the more efficient
the system will be.

To keep the power factor as close as
possible to 100%, utility companies
place capacitor banks at various loca-
tions in the 12kV distribution system,
offsetting the inductive loading (lag-
ging power factor) of most user equip-
ment. The idea is to create an equal
amount of leading PF in the system to
match the load's lagging PF. When
balanced, the power factor is 100%.

In practice, this is seldom at-
tainable, because loads are switched
on and off at random times, but
utilities routinely (through much ef-
fort) maintain a power factor of ap-
proximately 99%. To accomplish this,
capacitor banks are switched auto-
matically to compensate for changing
load conditions. The actual power fac-
tor of a particular system is deter-
mined by a complicated series of steps
that involves measuring line para-

Figure 2. The mathematical relation-
ships of an inductive circuit as they ap-
ply to power factor (PF) measurements.
Reducing the kVAR component of the.
circuit causes 0 to diminish, improving
the PF. When kW is equal to kVA the
phase angle is zero and the power factor
is unity (100%).

When YOU want

NICKEL CADMIUM

PE 52
Lighting or
Camera

dual output belt

28.8 volt 4 AH
or

14.4 volt 8 AH
in one unit

with
four
hour

built-in
charger

Versatile  Rugged  Economical

YOU want

PERROT T
a name you can depend on

7201 Lee Highway. Falls Church. Va 22046 (703) 532-0700
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New Schneider TV Lenses
Contipuiig the tradition of quality and reliability

Peg

__-
VARIOGON

1.2.1/16-240
RE 2X 1:4.2/32-480

Schneider

11 licis..es

A complete line or -
TV lenses for studio, fie Id
and ENG/EFP combines
Schneider quality with
advanced technology.

The newest addition to the studio and field
lens line, is a 14.5x zoo -n which features improved
color correction, low geometric distortion and high
IkATF. The studio/field lens line includes 15x and
30x lenses for 174", 1" and '/s" formats.

In ENG/EFP lenses, the lightweight 14x zoom
with built-in 2x extender is now being used ay all
leading camera manufacturers. Ruggedly aesigned,
it features 3 built-in zoom ranges (9-126mm; 18 to 252mm,
with 2x extender; 6.3 to 9 mm superwide with aspheric attachment).

Contact us today for a demonstration.

Jos. Schneider Oplische Werke Kreuznc ch GmbH & Co
947, D-6550 Bad Kreuznach, 4106 71 6010, Telex 42 800

SCHNEIDER CORPORATION OF AMERICA Exclusive Distributor for t le U A. and Canada
400 Crossways Pork Drive, Woodbury, N Y 11797 IT (516) 496.8500  Telex: 960 102
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meters and correlating them with var-
ious charts and look -up tables.

Utility company interfacing
Most utility company connections

are the standard Delta -Wye type
(Figure 3). This transformer arrange-
ment is usually connected with the
Delta side facing the high voltage and
the Wye side facing the load. This type

of arrangement provides good isola-
tion of the load from the utility and
somewhat retards the transmission of
transients from the primary to the sec-
ondary. The individual 3 -phase loads
are denoted by Z-1, Z-2 and Z-3. They
carry load currents as shown.

Some utility connections, however,
use the Open -Delta arrangement
shown in Figure 4. Customers often

TO UTILITY SYSTEM

LEG 1

LEG -2

LEG3

PRIMARY

Z.1 CARRYING
LOAD CURRENT

SECONDARY

Z.3 CARRYING
LOAD CURRENT

TO CUSTOMER

NEUTRAL

encounter problems when operating a
sensitive 3 -phase load from such a
connection because of the system's
poor voltage regulation char-
acteristics during varying load condi-
tions. The Open -Delta configuration is
also subject to high third harmonic
content and transient propagation.
The three loads and their respective
load currents are shown in the
diagram.

Other primary power connection ar-
rangements are possible, such as Wye -
to -Wye or Delta -to -Delta. Like the
Delta -to -Wye configuration, they are
not susceptible to the problems that
can be experienced with the Open -
Delta (or V -V) service.

The Open -Delta system can develop
a considerable imbalance between the
individual phases in either voltage or
phase or both. Such an occurrence
can introduce a strong 120Hz ripple
frequency in 3 -phase power supplies,
which are designed to filter out a
360Hz ripple. The effects of this
120Hz ripple can be increased noise
in the supply and possible damage to

Figure 3. The Delta -Wye transformer
configuration for utility company power
distribution. This common type of ser-
vice connection transformer provides
good isolation of the load from the 12kV
distribution system line.

This new portable UHF Field Strength Meter gives
you accurate readings across the entire band.

Someone once said that "Certainty is Security." That is
the main idea behind field strength measurements. They
verify the signal level and rf environment at the point of
reception. You know for certain what's out there.

It is now easy for UHF stations to achieve this certainty.
With the new FIM-72 from Potomac Instruments.
Tune the entire UHF band

From 470 to 960 MHz. The received signal strength is
shown in volts and dB, with a 140 dB measurement range.
Select peak or averaging detection; wide or narrow IF
bandwidth. Seven 20dB logarithmic ranges assures precise
readings. Internal demodulators (AM and FM) provide
audio monitoring of the selected signal.
It is easy to use

Find the desired signal on the spiral dial. Calibrate the
meter using the internal generator, then read the signal
strength from the mirrored meter. The field strength is
easily determined from the supplied calibration data.

OTOMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589.2662

Laboratory applications
The FIM-72 includes a precision rf generator that tracks

the tuned frequency. Typical measurements include inser-
tion loss, VSWR, and filter
response.

Call Potomac Today
Place your order for this

new UHF field intensity meter.
Put it to work. And then you
will know for certain.
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How new broadcast technology
will improve your broadcast quality.



Panasonic® presents the technology

0 0 0
Y I Q

0
NTSC

NTSC. YIQ. Now you can make
the most out of both. Because
now Panasonic lets you do what
you couldn't do before: Enhance
your existing NTSC equipment
with the higher performance and
lower operating costs of the
Panasonic YIQ M -Format. The
result: 1 -inch performance from
1/2 -inch equipment.

Recam:
We've got your configuration.

ENG, EFP, and Studio. The three key Recam
configurations. In either three -tube Plumbicon*
or Saticont versions. And now you can use all
Recam cameras and VCRs with all your exist-
ing equipment because they're all YIQ/NTSC
compatible.

The Recam B -100B camcorder. It gives a
single operator total control of both video and
audio. With video playback and two -channel
audio monitoring in the viewfinder. In the field,
Recam gives you up to two hours from its on-
board battery compared to just 20 minutes
from some other camcorders.

In the studio, Recam cameras can be fitted
with an optional 5 -inch viewfinder and camera
control unit for total broadcast versatility.
*Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips.
tSaticon is a registered trademark of Hitachi, Ltd.

ENG Camcorder

Studio Configuration

EFP Configuration

Any
VTR

or
System

The AK -30 stands head -to -head
with the bestselling broadcast
camera in the world.

Digital registration. Image -enhancing circuitry.
Dual white balance with memory. Three high -
focus -field Plumbicon tubes. It's the Panasonic
AK -30. And it will challenge even the bestselling
broadcast camera in the world. With the industry's
highest S/N ratio: 62dB. And a razor-sharp 650
lines horizontal resolution. ENG, EFP and Studio

configurations. It
works with triax
and has a nega-
tive film switch for
telecine use.

Triax
Adapter

Only Panasonic
gives you 1 -inch
color playback
quality in the field
from a 1/2 -inch portable.

Up to now, if you wanted the quality of 1 -inch
color playback in the field, you had the hassle
and expense of 1 -inch equipment. Now all you
need is the Panasonic AU -220 portable VCR.

It's YIQ compatible. So you get 1 -inch color
performance from 1/2 -inch equipment. The
AU -220 also records and plays standard NTSC.

In the studio or van, the AU -220 doubles as an
ideal source VCR when you add the AU -S220
adapter. It provides power, a drop -out compen-
sator, and a fully corrected broadcast signal
when you add a TBC, vectorscope and WFM.

For field playback on a budget, choose the
AU-100KB and get black and white video
confidence in the viewfinder.



behind component compatibility.

When it comes to post -production,
Panasonic speaks the language.

The Panasonic RS -422 Serial Interface can
improve VCR systems control. Because it lets
you control high performance YIQ M -Format VTRs
from your existing VTRs and editing systems.
The Panasonic AU -300B editing recorder, the
AU-TB30 internal TBC, the AU -A30 full -function
editing controller and AT -Series color monitors.
Complete compatibility for total control.

Panasonic

-.-. 422

AU -3006

1111111111
.AU -A30

MULTI -SOURCE EDITING

AU -300B
with btilt-in TBC

LR-FORMAT LD1 I NG

AU -3008 AU -300B

1" VTR
with

RS -422
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Only from Panasonic. Automatic,
continuous, reliable broadcasting.

It's Ihe MVP -100 and it will revolutionize your
station. Because it lets you program in advance,
and automatically air, everything from news
spots to commercials to station IDs. Even
complete program -length material. All with YIQ
quality, time -code accuracy and computer-
controlled reliability. At a lower operating cost
than conventional cart machines. Its recorders,
spot players, and up to 24 modular transports
operate independently. So the MVP -100 can
even be programmed to override a breakdown
the moment broadcast continuity has been
interrupted to virtually eliminate dead air.

Panasonic Broadcast Systems.
Panasonic broadcast components can en-

hance any broadcast system. Not only will we
make your images look better with advanced
M -Format technology, we'll make it easier for
you to originate, produce and broadcast them.

Panasonic Broadcast Systems. Watch us
improve your broadcast quality.

Call your nearest Panasonic regional office:
Northeast: (201) 348-7336
Southeast: (404) 925-6835
Central: (214) 256-2222
West: (714) 895-7200
Canada: (416) 624-5010

Panasonic
Industrial Company
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Can the PanasoniCAK-30 stand head to head with
the bestselling broadcast camera in the world?

You bet it can. In fact, when you
compare picture quality, automatic
features and price, you'll discover
the Panasonic AK -30 is far and away
your best bet.

Compare pictures. You'll notice
the AK -30 produces a superrefined
video image. The kind of image
broadcasters love to see. But that's
not surprising with these kinds of
specifications: Horizontal resolution
is 650 lines center. S/N is a very quiet
62dB ( - 6dB gain), the highest ratio
in the industry. Digital registration is
0.05%, 0.1% and 0.25%. And
illumination is a mere 24 lux at f1.4
( +18dB gain).

This high level of performance is

achieved with a unique combination
of image -enhancing circuitry and
high -focus -field Plumbicon* tubes.

You'll also appreciate the AK -30's
automatic circuits. Like auto -white
balance with memory for setting
2 color temperatures. Presettable
black stretcher. Auto -black balance,
and a knee circuit for variable
dynamic range. Together, they let
you customize the image you're
shooting for.

Still, the AK -30 has plenty more
going for it. Consider its dual out-
puts. One works with standard
NTSC. The other lets you set new
standards because it's compatible
with component recording. That
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SCH phase
adjust

Digital
registration
with memory

means you can use it as part of our
famous M -format Recam system.

The Panasonic AK -30. Compare it
to the world's bestselling broadcast
camera. And see why it stands out
far ahead. Tr4i.vmgripnsis rrevgcisatemreedralriVeesmark of

For more information call your
nearest Panasonic regional office:
Northeast: (201) 348-7336
Midwest: (312) 981-4826
Southeast: (404) 925-6835
Southwest: (214) 257-0763
West: (714) 895-7200
In Canada call: (416) 624-5010

Panasonic
Industrial Company
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Figure 4. The Open -Delta (or V -V) utility company service connection transformer.
Use of this configuration is not recommended because of the tendency of the ar-
rangement to provide poor voltage regulation, high third harmonic content and tran-
sient disturbance propagation.

protection devices across the power
supply chokes.

Depending on the loading of an
Open -Delta transformer arrangement,
high third harmonic energy can be
transferred to the load, producing
transients of up to 300% of the normal
voltage, which severely strain rec-
tifiers, capacitors and inductors in the
power supply as well as adding to the
supply's output noise.

The phase -to -phase voltage balance
of a utility company line is important
to a broadcast facility, not only be-
cause of the increased power supply
ripple it may cause, but also because
of the heating effects that may result.
Even simple 3 -phase devices such as
motors should be operated from a
power line that is well balanced (pre-

ferably within 1%).

Studies have shown that a line im-
balance of only 3.5% can produce a
25% increase in the heat generated by
a 3 -phase motor. A 5% imbalance can
cause a 50% increase, which is poten-
tially destructive. Similar heating can
also occur in the windings of 3 -phase
power transformers used in broadcast
equipment.

Phase -to -phase voltage balance can
be accurately measured over several
days with a slow -speed chart re-
corder. The causes of imbalanced
operation are generally large single-
phase power users on the 12kV dis-
tribution line. Uneven currents
through the utility company power
distribution system will result in
uneven line -to -line voltages at the

Figure 5. The design layout of a typical motor -generator unit (MGU).

customer's service drop entrance.
When using a Wye -connected sys-

tem, it is important that the building's
neutral lead be connected to the mid-
point of the transformer windings, as
shown in Figure 3. The neutral line
provides a path for the removal of any
harmonic currents that may be
generated in the system because of
rectification of the secondary
voltages.

Sensitive broadcast equipment can
be protected against disturbances on
the ac line in several ways. Three com-
mon methods include motor -genera-
tor units, uninterruptible power
systems and high-performance isola-
tion transformers.

Motor -generator units
As the name implies, a motor -

generator unit (MGU) consists of a
motor powered by the ac utility sup-
ply that is mechanically tied to a gen-
erator, which feeds the load. Tran-
sients on the utility line will have no
effect on the load when this arrange-
ment is used. Adding a flywheel to the
motor -to -generator shaft will protect
against brief power dips (up to 1/2s on
many models). Figure 5 shows the
construction of a typical MGU.

Other features available from a
motor -generator unit include output
voltage and frequency regulation,
ideal sine wave output, elimination of
common -mode and transverse -mode

of utility company
power factor correction problems and
true 120° phase shift for 3 -phase
models. The efficiency of a typical
MGU ranges from 65% to 89%, de-
pending on the size of the unit and the
load.

Uninterruptible power systems
Another method guaranteed to

eliminate spikes on utility company
power lines is the rectifier -inverter
combination, used in many uninter-
ruptible power systems (UPS). As
shown in Figure 6, ac from the utility
is rectified to a given voltage, say 120V
dc, across which floats a bank of bat-
teries connected in series to yield
slightly less than 120V. This dc power
drives a closed -loop inverter, regu-
lating voltage and frequency.

The output of the inverter is general-
ly a sine wave, or pseudo sine wave
(really a stepped square wave). If the
utility voltage should drop or disap-
pear, current is drawn from the bat-
teries. When ac power is restored, the
batteries are recharged.

Many UPS systems incorporate a
standby diesel generator that starts as
soon as the utility company feed is in-
terrupted. With this arrangement, the
batteries are called upon to supply the
operating current for only 30 seconds
or so, until the generator gets up to
speed.
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Eleven hundred feet above Memphis,
Tennessee this Andrew TRASAR''' trans-
mitting antenna employs the latest concept in
UHF -TV broadcasting. elliptical polarization.
This feature significantly increases the quality
of coverage in markets where the higher
start up and operating costs associated with
full circular polarization can't be justified.

The antenna pictured radiates 20% of its
energy in the vertical plane. This component
reaches 4/5 the distance of the horizontally
polarized mileage contours. In addition to
providing improved signal strength and
reduced reflections it shares the features of
all TRASAR antennas. Exclusive traveling
wave slotted array design. Heavy null fill.

FCC Grade B Contour 64 dBu
1000' HAAT HPOL 2500 kW

VPOL 500 kW

Low VSWR. Up to 2.5' beamtilt without
gain loss. High power rating and reserve
capability. Totally protected in a pressurized
fiberglass radome.
Broadcasters worldwide look up to Andrew
UHF -TV antennas. For the TRASAR antenna
best suited to your application write for
Bulletin 1083 or call your Andrew Sales
Engineer. Andrew Corporation, 10500 West
153rd Street, Orland Park, IL 60462
Teiephone (312) 349-3300. Telex: 25-3897

ANDREW
Our concern is communications.
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CLOSED -LOOP INVERTER

THE TRUE
MEASURE OF

PERFORMANCE

ASACA/SHIBASOKU
CD10A1 Color

Decoder

The CD10A1 is the New World
Standard Color Decoder for use
with all systems to decode a
composite signal to RGB.

 Switchable Comb Filter.
 Color is demodulated on

the I & Q Axes.
 2 signal inputs selectable

from the front panel.
 Alarm indication when the

signal is higher or lower
than the rated value.

 Sync may be independently
added to R,G,B, and Y out-
put signals.

 10 Output signals are avail-
able: RGB, Y, I,Q,R-Y,B-Y,
Blanking, Burst Flag, Sync,
Sub Carrier, and Y + Sync.

 Available in NTSC, PAL,
SECAM.

Measure your performance with
the best.
ASACA/SHIBASOKU CD10A1.
The color decoder with
character.

For complete specifications, write:

1151E11
ASACA/SHIBASOKU CORP.

OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice Street. Los Angeles,

California 90066
Sales, Service:

(800) 423-6347  (213) 827-7144
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UTILITY
ac FEED

dc POWER BUS

UPS BATTERY
BACKUP SUPPLY

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

(`Y,.., CLEAN UPS
'''' ac OUTPUT

NOTE This circuit is duplicated
as needed for multiphase systems.

Figure 6. A block diagram of a typical
uninterruptable power system (UPS)
using ac rectification to float the battery
supply. A closed -loop inverter draws on

a this supply and delivers clean ac power
2' to the protected load.
0

Figure 7. A typical UPS using externally
located batteries. The control panel on
the front of the chassis is used to check
the performance of the equipment and
to monitor the quality of the incoming ac
power.

Figure 8. The shielding arrangement
used in the Ultra -Isolator transformer
(manufactured by Topaz Electronics).
The design goal of this type of unit is
high common -mode and transverse -
mode noise attenuation.

IPRIMARY

GNDO

!SECONDARY'
!WINDING

r

GND

WRAPPED FOIL
BOX SHIELD

METALLIC ENCLOSURE

FARADAY
SHIELD

High-performance isolation
transformers

Transients, as well as noise (RF and
low-level spikes) can pass through
transformers, not only by way of the
magnetic lines of flux between the
primary and the secondary, but
through resistive and capacitive paths
between the windings as well. In-
creasing the physical separation of the
primary and secondary windings will
reduce the resistive and capacitive
couplings. However, it will also re-
duce the inductive coupling and
decrease the power transfer.

A better solution is to shield the
primary and secondary windings
from each other and divert much of
the primary noise current to ground,
leaving the inductive coupling basical-
ly unchanged. This idea can be car-
ried a step further by placing the
primary winding in a shielding box
that shunts noise current to ground
and reduces the capacitive coupling
between the windings.

One application of this technology
is shown in Figure 8, in which trans-
former noise decoupling is taken a

step further by placing the primary
and secondary windings in their own
wrapped foil box shields. The win-
dings are separated physically as
much as possible for the particular
power rating, and placed between
special Faraday shields.

This gives the transformer high
noise attenuation from the primary to
the secondary, as well as from secon-
dary to the primary. The interwinding
capacitance of a typical transformer
using this technology is 0.005pF.
Common mode noise attentuation is
typically greater than 120dB and
transverse mode noise attenuation is
typically in excess of 60dB.

Part 5 of this series on ac line distur-
bances will examine ways to protect
broadcast facilities using discrete
transient suppression devices.

Bibliography
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They're in a class by themselves.
Offering up to .i() million -to -one common -

mode noise attenuation, I 'lira -Isolator No.se
Suppressors provide thegreatest broad -band
line noise suppression ever achieved in power
conditioning.

Noise on the power line constantly causes
problems for computers Data entry errors,
memory losses, hardware damage-all can he
caused by power -line noise. But now these
costly problems can he eliminated with an
Ultra -Isolator Noise Suppressor. Installed
between the power line and your equipment,
an Ultra -Isolator Noise Suppressor effectively
prevents spikes, transients and other noise
disturbances from reaching sensitive circuitry.

Available in micro, mini, and mainframe
models with power ratings from 125 VA to
130 kVA, Ultra -Isolator Noise Suppressors are
the ideal solution to noise -related com-
puter problems. They're
efficient, economical
and highly reliable. And
they're guaranteed to
eliminate noise -related
computer problems-or
your money back.

Find out more about
Illtra-Isolator Noise
Suppressors. Call us
today at (619) 279-0831,
or contact your local
Square I) distributor.

TOPAZ
Excellence in Computer Powtr

SQURRE DCOMPRNY
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IBC '84 in Review
By John Battison,
antennas/radiation consultant,
and Carl Bentz, television editor

At the 10th International Broad-
casting Convention at Brighton,
England, the exhibit areas proved a
tight fit for almost 150 manufacturers'
exhibits and 7000 people from around
the world who came to look at new
and established products and talk
technical matters at the Hotel
Metropol.

As a result, IBC management sug-
gested that space will again be ex-
panded for the exhibition for 1986.

A highlight of the convention, held
Sept. 21-25, was the presentation of
the first IBC Award to Dr. Geoffrey
Phillips, head of the Radio Frequency
Group, BBC Research Department,
during the IBC Champagne Reception
hosted by John Tucker, chairman of
the IBC Management Committee. The
award design, suggesting the mar-
riage of technology and artistic crea-
tion in broadcasting, recognized
Philips' 30 -year effort on efficient use
of RF spectrum.

The products in the exhibit areas
showed a proliferation of analog
audio, digital control and component
and digital video. Among them were
no major surprises of new technology,
but rather building on previous prod-
ucts. About 90% were TV -oriented.

A listing of all of the innovative pro-
ducts shown at IBC is not possible.
However, here are some of the
outstanding items:

Audio/radio
 An assignable studio audio mixing
desk by Audix Ltd. uses highly flexible
digital control to reconfigure the
analog audio system.
 The Necam 96 Neve mix -down and
post -production system includes a col-
or display CRT of system status with
advanced software for faster and
simplier use than previous Necam
units.
 The Soundcraft Electronics SAC -2
on -air mixer provides autosequenc-
ing of cart machines, enhanced pro-
fanity editing and the capability to
control tape or disk machines via
keypad from a remote location.
 Pitch correction of the audio as a
result of variable speed film or VTR
equipment and time -compressed or
expanded audio is possible in stereo
with the 2 -channel Advanced Music
Systems' Timeflex.

Battison is director of engineering at WOSU/AM-FM.
TV, Columbus, OH.

A post -production console by Ampex Systems Group for Fountain Television, a pro-
duction company in Richmond, England.

a
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Elektroimpex, Hungary, Hungarian Foreign Trading Company.

 Dolby DP -80 digital audio baseband
coding system is tolerant of transmis-
sion noise errors and does not break
up as quickly as other PCM systems.
 Digital techniques for audio mixing
show wide dynamic range and low
noise qualities in the Neve DSP digital
mixer.
 Philips LHH-2000 CD system is a
3 -player configuration for profes-
sional audio reproduction and editing.
 A newly designed Solid State Logic
SL5000 M series audio desk includes
digital control of analog audio with
special consideration given to stereo
TV production.
 The Sony CDK-7000 multi -CD stor-
age and player unit has sequential ac-
cess to a maximum of 120 discs, play-
ing individual selections or complete
disc sides.

Video/TV
 The Ampex VPR-6 places in-
telligence within the video recorder
for improved tape handling, editing
functions and diagnostics.
 The Aston 3 video character gen-
erator can combine Arabic and Latin
characters and allows time code con-
trolled subtitling and animation.
 An Audio Kinetics TimeLink
system acts as a time code gearbox in
converting from one time code stan-
dard to another, allowing restriping of
incorrect code tapes in real time.
 A Cinemagraphic editing work sta-
tion for the EECO EMME editor in-
cludes a mouse controller for the
operator selection of editing and
machine functions from the CRT
menu. The system is compatible with
the EMME video editing workstation.
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EIMAC moving toward
higher
and performance
in the 1980s.
Varian EIMAC, the world's lead-
ing power grid tube manufac-
turer, proves its expertise with
almost 50 years of know-how in
state-of-the-art manufacturing
techniques.

Continuing in its tradition of pro-
viding customers with maxi-
mum operating frequency and
high gain, EIMAC designs and
manufactures superior tubes for
broadcast service.

Close tolerance control and
modern manufacturing tech-
niques provide improved life and
uniform performance, tube after
tube.

Consider the new EIMAC
4CX40,000G. This 40 kW tube is
full -power rated to 220 MHz. The
tube features laser -cut, high sta-

bility Pyrolitic graphite grids and
a new internal structure combin-
ing low R F losses and high oper-
ating efficiency.

For more information on Varian
EIMAC tubes and high power
VHF cavity amplifiers, call or

write today. Or contact the near-
est Varian Electron Device
Group sales office.

Varian EIMAC
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, California 94070
415  592-1221

Varian AG
Grienbachstrasse 17
Post Fach
CH -6300 Zug, Switzerland
Tel: (042) 31 66 55
Telex: 845-78789
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"OUR NEWS IMAGE HAS NEVER BEEN
BETTER"

-DavilChoate, News Director WSVN -TV Miami

"Ranked as a competitive activity, TV news
would probably fall somewhere between rugby
and wild boar wrestling in terms of fierce-
ness. Which is why we're constantly on the look-
out for anything that might give us an edge.

"Our 6 Betacam camera -recorder systems
are a good example. Their image quality is
spectacular, so we look great on -air.

"But even better, the mobility Betacam
offers is a real incentive to our photographers
to go for that really dramatic, unusual shot.
The kind you won't see on every channel at 6
and 11. Because at least for the time being
every station doesn't have Betacam:'

"THE ABILITY TO SEND OUT MORE
CREWS ON MORE STORIES IS WHAT I CALL
GOOD NEWS"

-Tom Kirbi; VP /News WTCN-TV Minneapolis

"Before coming here, I was with Gannett's
Denver station, KUSA, which was the

winner of the NPRks 1983 'Station of the Year'
award. And frankly, my goal here is to get
to the finals again. A not unrealistic objective
when you consider the talent we have, and

the fact that we recently purchased
23 Betacams.

"After all, it seems obvious, the more
people you have on the street, the better
your chances are of coming up with
a winner. Providing, of course, you give
those people equipment that's as per-
formance -minded as they are."

"WITH SO MUCH LESS EQUIPMENT TO
LUG AROUND,WE'RE SEEING A LOT MORE
EXCITING TAPE,'

-James Ddrrionico, President/General Manager
WRGB-TV Schenectady

"I don't care how inspired or dedicated a pho-
tographer is, eight hours of hauling sixty -plus
pounds of camera,
recorder, lights,

and cable all over hell and gone is bound to
have a stifling effect on someone's creativity.

"That's what initially got us interested in
Betacam, and ultimately, why we
made the decision to invest

in it. The simple fact that you don't
have to be a gorilla to use it. The

maneuverability of this
system is tremendous.
So naturally we're
seeing shots you just
couldn't get before.

And, of course, the im-
age quality itself is magnificent.

"In fact, I'd have to say from the looks of
things, we'll be adding more Betacam systems
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HOW THE PEOPLE
WHO LIVE AND DIE

BY THE RATINGS
RATE THE

SONY BETACAM1.
before long. If for no other
reason than to stop our
crews from fighting over
who gets to use the ones we
currently have:'

"THIS IS CLEARLY A
SYSTEM BUILT FOR THE
REAL WORLD."

-Allan Howard, VP/General Manager
KXTV-TV Sacramento

"You rarely find news under ideal
conditions. More likely you're get-
ting jostled around by a huge crowd,
buffeted by gale winds or caught in a
very tense, fast-moving situation. All of
which tend to play havoc with equipment
life spans.

. "Betacam, however, seems to have been de-
signed especially for this environment. It's
an extremely well-built, exceptionally rugged
system, particularly for its weight. And the
net result is that in the year we've had them,
downtime has been virtually nil.

"Equally important, because Betacam is
totally compatible with 3/4" systems, you can

move into this technology
at your own pace. Which

is another part of
adapting to the real
world, the world

of equipment budgets."

These are just a
few examples of the reports

we're getting from stations that
have made the move

to Betacam. To
hear more, or, bet-
ter yet, to get a
look at the system
behind them, just

give us a call. In the
New York/New

Jersey area (201) 833-5350;
in the Northeast/Mid-Atlantic (201) 833-5375;
in the Midwest (312) 773-6045; in the Southeast
404) 451-7671; in the
Southwest (214) 659-3600; SONY:
in the West (213) 841-8711. Broadcast
Sony Broadcast Products Company. 1600 Queen Anne Rd.. Teaneck. Ness Jersey 07666. Cc.,, 1984

Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark and Betacam a trademark of Sony

Corporation.
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Michael Cox Electronics, a United
Kingdom company, displaying video
switching, routing and color correction.

 Zeno, from IVCC, uses 8 -bit pro-
cessing for zoom and manipulation ef-
fects in PAL and SECAM produc-
tions, with multi -event memory, pro-
mpting, rehearsal mode and external
floppy disc storage for preprogramm-
ed events.
 Merlin Effects, from Gunnerfield
Marketing, uses two full -frame stores
to perform production effects bet-
ween any two PAL or SECAM
3/4 -inch or 1/2 -inch VTR.

split equalizer design for
flawless stereo performance

PHONOGRAPH PREAMPLIFIER
INPUT INPUT

A

HARRIS PX-90 PHONO PREAMP

 Split equalizer meets strin-
gent dynamic requirements
not addressed by common
static specifications.

 Polypropylene equalization
components insure impec-
cable transient response.

 Unmatched immunity to RFI
and other extraneous
signals.

 Adjustable cartridge loading
and high accuracy equaliza-
tion of +0.25 dB from ideal
RIAA curve provide optimum
dynamic performance.

 Performance commensurate
with Technics SP-10MKII
turntable.

 Unmeasurable transient in-
termod and dynamic distor-
tions assure faithful repro-
duction of demanding cuts,
such as the cannon shot in
Telarc's special recording of
the 1812 Overture.

Buy the best-the Harris PX-90
"Mastering Quality" Phono
Preamps...for your "best shot".

Contact Harris for the rest of
the facts. Harris Corporation,
Studio Division,
P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois
62305-4290. 217-222-8200.

HARRIS

A compatible control system allows
the NEC -100 ENG/EFP camera from
Link Electronics to be used with the
Model 130 studio camera in
multicamera production.
 Philips LDM-3005 CVE (component
video effects) uses Y/U/V components,
an integral visual switcher and dual
channels for clean processing of
visual effects.
 Auto scene identifiction with a
shot -change detector simplifies pro-
gamming color or video corrections
in telecine operation on a Rank Cintel
Mk IIIc/Amigo system.
 An RGB, Y/I/Q or Y/R-Y/B-Y com-
ponent signal as an imput to the Shin-
tron MC -1 Component Intermatrix
Converter is converted to any of the 3
component formats.
 Thomson-CSF Genese digital ef-
fects allows easy access to
sophisticated production effects.
Computer control of the TTV-1525C
automatic camera handles nearly
every setup adjustment required.
 The developmental 50kW UHF
tetrode by Thomson-CSF Tube Divi-
sion indicates an in -circuit 74% effi-
ciency from a small 8" x 6", 13 -pound
tube.
 Selection of appropriate com-
ponents for DBS transmissions in-
cludes factors of dish sizes, rain fac-
tor, satellite power and location, from
British Aerospace.
 The Independent Broadcast
Authority C -MAC analog component
transmission system avoids the
degradation of imaging from a color
subcarrier. Planned for use in the
United Kingdom and Europe, the
system includes digital audio
capabilities.
 A developmental Philips/PyeTVT
CVG component video graphics unit
provides dual frame storage for ins-
tant on -air picture swap, simplified
image creation and 4:4:4 13.5MHz
digital processing with 720x576 pixel
resolution.
 Scientific-Atlanta & Digital Systems
B -MAC analog component transmis-
sion system allows secure digital en-
coding of video and audio, multiple
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than any
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A Dynatech Broadcast Group Company
5725 Tokay Blvd Madison, WI 53719 608-274-5786
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NewStar newsroom
computer, a product of
ColorGraphics Systems,
has swept the market in
the past year. Why? It's
easy to see: Fast at any
size, reliable, and fully
featured for radio and
television, NewStar has
been the clear market
choice.

With over four years
field-tested experience,
in large and small
sites, our users tell the
story. Make a point to
ask them, and see why
,VewStar is the winner.

Used By:
CBS News, New York
WGN-TV, Chicago
WGN-Radio, Chicago
WKYT-TV, Leath:Won
WTVF-TV, Nashville
WJ XT -TV, Jacksonville
WSVN-TV, 3tiadudi
WKOW-TV, Madis.in
WCAX-TV, Burlington
it 1.1. -Y -TV, Ittlayetae, LA

WWRC Radio,

KPRC-TV, Houston
KVOA-TV, 'Meson
KSL-TV, Sall Lake City
KSL-Radio, Salt Lake City
KCBS-Radio, San Francisco
KIRO-TV, Seattle
KIRO- Radio, Seattle
ZUE, Sydney. Australia
3KZ, // -Ili, Australia
WDAM-TV, Hattiesburg, MS
Washington. D.C.



IN Are YOU
Ingolved in

POST
PRODUCT1ON7
Then you should

ba out . .

Our 1231 Downstream
Keyer which can give your

video switcher all the
keying capability you

need for today's
complex video editing

Up to 6 Simultaneous Keys
Post Production Editor
Interface
Analog Type Key Bordering
Key Masking
Key Mix In and Out
Program Fade to Black

Our 612 Post Production
Audio Mixer which will give

you all the capability
and flexibility you need
to edit audio the same
way you now edit video.

And in stereo too!

Post Production Editor
Interface
AFV Capability

II 12 Inputs
II Auto Transitions
It Dual Channel

GRAHAM-PATTEN
SYSTEMS, INC.

P.O. Box 1960. Grass Valley, CA 95945

[916) 273-8412

digital audio channels with Dolby pro-
cessing and data transmission
capabilities.
 Sony Broadcast Super Motion
video system uses a 525 -line, 180 -field
format in the BVP-3000 series camera
to produce a high resolution image for
recording on the BVH-2700 VTR. The
recorder includes full compatibility
with Type C units in playback mode.
 Thomson-CSF TTV-2710 slide scan-
ner is based on CCD image sensing. A
2x expansion of any portion of the im-
age is possible through a special lens
system.
 The GEC-McMichael/Marconi SNG
satellite ENG system is designed
around a transportable terminal and
special codec unit. The entire system,
including a reduced size antenna, fits
easily into many small private or com-
mercial aircraft.

In the lecture halls
The 14 sessions, some held concur-

rently, covered almost every dis-
cipline of broadcasting. Eight dealt
specifically with TV, one with radio
transmitters and one with evolving
technology, including economics,
education and DBS. Digital signal
distribution and links, sound signal
origination and satellites filled the re-
maining sessions.

Satellite broadcasting in the form of
DBS and TV standards of necessity
bound to satellite systems were the
subjects attracting the most interest.
Although CATV appeared to offer
unlimited riches and future for en-
trepreneurs several years ago, cable
TV has become passe in the United
Kingdom, with DBS suggested to be
the coming thing.

One of the few papers from a U.S.
company was presented by C.P.
Sidell, Midwest Corporation, titled,
"Design Consideration for Small Out-
side Broadcast Television Vehicles,
Specifically for Low Budget Produc-
tions for Cable Television." Applicable
to broadcast as well, it was well re-
ceived and generated many questions.

Only three papers looked at AM
radio transmitters:
 "Further Developments and Ap-
plications of Pulse Modulation," by
Dr. W. Schminke; Brown, Boveri and
Company; Switzerland.
 "Trends in High Power Broadcast
Transmitter," by R.H. Bradbrook and
J.D. Watson; Marconi Communica
tions Systems.
 "Design of High Power Transmit-
ters Operating in the Long Wave
Sound Broadcast Band," J.A. Brisbane
and K.W. Boon; Marconi.

Great interest was shown for the
presentation by C. Gandy, BBC, on
DBS receiving antennas. Rather than
the dish, a flat antenna, based on the
phased -array principle for radar, may

Cc CORNELL-
DUBILIER

Mica Capacitors

LARGE STOCK

VACUUM
CAPACITORS

ITTJENNINGS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES, INC.

305 Wisconsin Avenue
Oceanside, California 92054

(619) 722-6162
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FREE 3 2pg Catalog & 50 Audio Video Applic.re. PWP SOAP, EO,

III
onoP.' Amn' L

TNN 111C,
TRANS. ACP,
TAPE, VIDEO,

INE, OSC

4144411A1 11-In/2-out, 12 -In 4 -out, 16 -1,14 -out
VIE. A Audio 121.1 Ample. TV Audio 8 Riled Prod Conoloo

OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934-3568
nvir 1033 N Symms,* Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038
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BATTERY POWERED MIXERS
"STEREO
"48, 12 VOLTa ,4x2 - 6x2 * "COMMUNICATIONS*.
"TRANS. IN AND OUT

I AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS
414 N. SPARKS ST.

818.843-7567 BURBANK, CA 91506
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AUDIO PATCH BAYS
IA' PREWIRED
(13 MULTIPIN GOLD CONNECTORS
Fr BROADCAST QUALITY
(El DEALER PROGRAM
A' CUSTOM WORK
BITTREE 1337 GREENBRIAR ROAD
GLENDALE CA 91207 213-507.0418
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Have "TWO -SHOT" Will navel
 Switcher
 Mixer
 Identifier
 Color Monitors

LANG VIDEO SYSTEMS
700 Warrington Avenue
Redwood City, California 94063 (415) 364-1287
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he wraps are off,
and the newest

Community Antenna
system is now avail-
able for multi -station
use. It's a thoroughly
engineered panel an-
tenna. Wider than the

entire FM band. In fact, wider
than CH -7 through CH -13, so
it's made for TV also.

More and more FM stations
faced with the FCC Docket
80-90 requirements are consid-
ering a community antenna
system as the ideal solution to
the problems. It only takes:

 One good site

 One tall tower

 One group of four or more
forward looking stations

 One Cetec BRoacocaster
antenna

Notice the advantages:

One site:
Lower real estate costs

One tower:
Only one FAA and Environmen-
tal permit

Four or more stations:
All at the same maximum
height & power

One BRowkocaster antenna
 Superior circularity & axial

ratio

 Omni -directional, with no
unexpected nulls

id I I r Ani
61 Trr
116 IT1
wirt. I.

Now it's available:

Cetec's BRoAocaster
Our secret of superior operation
at any channel of the band is no
secret anymore. We made each
individual dipole with an abso-
lutely flat response wider than
the entire band. This means
plenty of individual channel
bandwidth, but it also means
there are no nulls generated in
the antenna pattern by uneven
impedances in the system.

Power handling capability is
properly planned in the Cetec
design. Carefully chosen sizes
to match system requirements.
Completely dry air pressurized
feed system. Pure teflon insula-
tion. Grounded dipoles for
maximum lightning protection.
And maximum service is de-
signed into your Cetec
uRcuancaster antenna.

CCetec Antennas

Check today with Cetec
factory sales, or your favorite
dealer for this antenna and
future advancements. We're
ready to quote with a turnkey
response, if that's desired.

6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento CA 95828
(916) 383-1177
Telex: 377321
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/UAW!Winrilinkl&Bk
2X

PROGRAM LINE

With two dial telephone lines and the Comrex
2X, you can have a beautiful, quiet 5 KHz
broadcast channel, instantly, easily and

wherever you want.

For more information, call or write
PO Box 269, 60 Union Ave., Sudbury, MA 01776 617-443-8811
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Into Audio?
Then you need the SP -100!

4k7
0

<1*

The perfect tool for the
audio professional, the

SP -100 is a super rugged
belt pack headphone amp. It

is invaluable for monitor ng
mic or line level signals as well

as general audio system trouble-
shooting. The unit's high input

impedance allows for minim JM
circuit loading, is ideal for tun ng

wireless microphone receivers, sett ng
up and balancing piano pick-ups, quality

testing microphones and as a "listen only"
intercommunication headset amp with variable
gain ... all within a 4 oz. micro -size belt pack.

The SP -100 features long battery life, low noise, wide
frequency response and can accommodate almost any

audio signal source... high or low impedance... balanced
or unbalanced . . . mic or line level. Your toolbox should

include the SP -100. You will wonder how you got by without it!

TM

ARTISTS X-PONENT ENGINEERING
BOX 2331 DB MENLO PARK. CA 94025 (415] 365-5243

1983 AXE

be a viable alternative to Parabolic
types. Changing azimuth, changing
elevation and polarization changes
built into the antenna specifications
makes the design difficult.

Y. Makamura, Japanese Broad-
casting Company (NHK), presented an
interesting paper on the operational
satellite broadcasting system in Japan.
Much of Japan receives high quality
video with PCM audio using a 75cm
dish antenna.

Dr. Geoffrey Phillips, Radio Frequency
Group, BBC Research, recipient of the
first IBC Award.

Richard A. O'Connor, CBS Broad-
casting Group, presented "High
Power Direct Broadcast Satellite Plan-
ning in the United States," surveying
problems encountered in providing a
footprint of the United States.

G. Sampath, Bharat Electronics, In-
dia, described the broadcast satellite
system that employs an integrated net-
work of terrestrial transmitters fed via
DBS. "A Television Service Plan
Through a MultiPurpose Satellite-a
Cost -Effective Indian Model for Dev-
eloping Countries" dealt with the
various political and ethnic influences
to be considered in serving more than
500 million people living in the rural
areas of India.

The session on TV transmitter sys-
tems evoked considerable interest, but
nothing startling for UHF TV opera-
tion was presented. Klystrode
development was reviewed by D. H.
Preist and M. B. Shrader of Varian-
Eimac. If the early promise of the
Klystrode is borne out, it should
become a useful part of UHF TV
transmission.

Efficiency in TV transmission
stressed improved klystron and
amplifier design. Of interest were
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Videotek, in only 10 years, has emerged as an industry leader
on the strength of quality products, competitive pricing, and
an unprecedented record of delivery and customer service.
The Studio 13 is the latest example of this Progress by Design,
incorporating more teatures and a higher level of quality
than any color monitor in its class.

Line Select and 1H/2H Mode highlight the
1984 refinements to the ever -popular TSM-5A
Waveform Monitor and VSM-5A Vectorscope.

As we enter our second decade, our commit-
ment to offer the best product, prices, delivery,
and service remains an uncornpromised goal VIDEOTEK
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125 North York Street. Pottstown. PA 19464, (215) 327-2292. TWX 710-653-0125/9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021, (602) 997-7523, TWX: 910-951-0621
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NEW
DTMF

REMOTE
CONTROL

PRODUCTS
FROM

MONROE
ELECTRONICS

6000 Series Remote Control
From $395

Systems available for either tele-
phone or 2/4 wire and radio
communications to monitor and
control unattended equipment.

 Selectable access code.
 6 or 12 independent relays and

status inputs.
 Audio input to monitor remote

audio source.

 Internal test tone generator.
 Power supply for 117 VAC, 60 Hz.

Write or phone for further
information or literature. Dealer

inquiries invited.
M MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.

E 211 Housel Avenue
Lyndonville, NY 14098

Phone: (716)765-2254 Telex: 756662
Easylink : 62547850

In Canada: Maruno Electronics, Ltd.
297 Evans Ave., Toronto, Ontario,

Canada M8Z1K2
416/255-8231 - Telex 06-967578

Almost a half -mile of mobile production systems lined the Brighton Promenade.
Some were small units for downlinking from a single satellite, but others were com-
plete facilities with 8 cameras and self-contained power.

Kodak stressed film as well as tape.

"The Changing Concepts of TV
Klystron Operation" by L. F. Howard,
Marconi, and "A 50kW Tetrode for
UHF TV Broadcasting" by Piere
Gerlach and Charles Kalfon, Thom-
son-CSF Electron Tube Division.

Digital audio played an important
role in sessions involving new broad-
cast services and sound signal origina-
tion. Although digital sound has
found its way into processing, mixing,
recording and some transmission sys-
tems, the technology has yet to see
widespread use.

An interesting facet of IBC is the dif-
fering broadcast philosophies of
North America, the United Kingdom
and Europe. For example, the small
amount of attention given to AM
radio was exceeded by a greater lack
of interest in FM. Relatively few AM
and FM operations exist in Europe,

with the BBC and IBA operating the
U.K. transmitters and governments
heading radio in most of the European
countries.

One of the problems for U.S. manu-
facturers, exhibiting at IBC and other
international trade shows, is the need
to offer equipment in NTSC as well as
PAL and SECAM. If, and when,
digital TV becomes the norm, the lot
of the equipment supplier should be
considerably simplified with the com-
pliance to only one standard.

New modes of transmission and sig-
nal distribution have been discussed
for many years. At IBC '84, many of
the products shown apply almost
directly to tomorrow's systems. That
these products also fit today's re-
quirements shows an interest toward
the logical growth of broadcasting
technology. I *4)MCircle (59) on Reply Card
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CABLE REELS built for
the professional environment

 Extremely durable tubular
steel construction

 Heavy-duty, permanently
lubricated bearings

 Stackable or with casters
 3 -position brake
- lock for transporting
-soft brake for spooling out cable
-free wheeling for fast rewind

Request Canare's
full line
Cable & Reel
Catalog.

CANARE CABLE, INC.
10834 BURBANK BLVD./NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601

18181 506 7602
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DAY and NIGHT
SERVICE FOR
Continental
AM & FM
TRANSMITTERS

Continental Electronics offers 24 -

hour professional engineering
service and parts for Continental
and Collins AM & FM transmitters.
Whenever you need service or
parts for your Continental or
Collins equipment, phone our
service numbers day or night.

(214) 327.4533
(214) 327-4532 parts
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Phone (214) 381-7161

exnalx_eattal.

I kW thru 50 kW AM & FM transmitters and related equipment

°1983 Continental Electronics Mfg Co ,5332

T6bleshooting

The 1/4 -wavelength
PA cavity
By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor,
and Clarence Daugherty,
senior broadcast technology instructor,
Harris Broadcast Group

The 1/4 -wavelength PA cavity is com-
mon in FM transmitting equipment
today. The design is simple and
straightforward. A number of varia-
tions can be found in different
transmitters, but the underlying
theory of operation is the same.

A typical 1/4 -wave cavity is shown in
Figure 1. The plate of the tube con-
nects directly to the inner section
(tube) of the plate blocking capacitor.
The blocking capacitor can be formed
in one of several ways. In the FM -25K,
it is made by wrapping the outside
surface of the inner tube conductor
with five layers of 8 -inch -wide and
0.005 -inch -thick polymide (kapton)
film. The exhaust chimney/inner con-
ductor forms the other half of the
blocking capacitor. The cavity walls
form the outer conductor of the 1/4 -

Editors note:
The background discussion in this column is based

on a paper by Daugherty, describing the design of the
FM -25K transmitter.

FRONT PANEL
MOVABLE TUNING
CAPACITOR PLATE

wave transmission line circuit. The dc
plate voltage is applied to the PA tube
by a cable routed inside the exhaust
chimney and inner tube conductor.

The screen contact fingerstock ring
mounts on a metal plate that is in-
sulated from the grounded cavity deck
by a kapton blocker. This hardware
makes up the screen blocker assem-
bly. The dc screen voltage feeds to the
fingerstock ring from underneath the
cavity deck through an insulated feed-

through assembly.
Some transmitters employing the 1/4 -

wave cavity design use a grounded
screen configuration in which the
screen contact fingerstock ring is con-
nected directly to the grounded cavity
deck. The PA cathode then operates at
below ground potential (in other
words, at a negative voltage), estab-
lishing the required screen voltage to
the tube.

The cavity design shown in Figure 1
is set up to be slightly shorter than a
full 1/4 -wavelength at the operating fre-
quency. This makes the load inductive
and resonates the tube's output ca-
pacity. Thus, the physically fore-
shortened shorted transmission line is

dc PLATE
VOLTAGE IN

STATIONARY TUNING
CAPACITOR PLATE

KAPTON PLATE
BLOCKER

CAPACITOR
ASSEMBLY

TUBE r.,}

CAVITY SHORTING DECK

INNER CONDUCTOR AND
EXHAUST CHIMNEY

SCREEN CONTACT
FINGERSTOCK RING

SCREEN BLOCKER ASSEMBLY

KAPTON (HOLYMIDE BLOCKER)

INSULATED FEED -THROUGH

Figure 1. The layout of the FM -25K transmitter 1/4 -wavelength PA cavity.

dc SCREEN VOLTAGE
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MAGNA -TECH
THE SOUND

HEARD AROUND THE WORLD

Magnetic Film
Recorders and Reproducers

for Television and Film
Sound Post -Production

TYPE 9-F

MICRO PROCESSOR

BASED DIGITAL
COUNTER

AND

SMPTE/EBU EDIT TIME CODE
GENERATOR AND READER

MA I MIN 1 SEC I FRAME

FOOTACE/MTR5 I FRAME

A LOCAL

REM

INPUT DISPLAY

TIME 24

MTRS 25

FEET SO

FRAME

35 OFF

DROP
MM FRAME

11111111111111111111
ENTER

"111111111111
AA FpYfA:1MT

Frame rates of 24, 25 and 30 frames are selectable
from the front panel with the 30 frame dropframe and
non-dropframe selectable.

Counter automatically converts from footage/frames
to meters to Hours/Minutes/Seconds/Frames.

Input either 2 -phase TTL level with 90 degree phase
shift or TTL level pulses and FWD/REV signal.

9 F COUNTER
IkAONA-1102 ELECTRON!:

Tach pulse generated serial time code in SMPTE/
EBU format.

Selectable frame rate 24, 25, 30 frames with drop -
frame selection for NTSC.

Time code input for jam preset or time code readings.

Output of counter is 32 bit BCD or BCD.

MAGNA -TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036

Telephone (212) 586-7240 Telex 126191 Cables "Magtech"
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resonated and electrically lengthened
to 1/4 -wavelength.

Figure 2 illustrates the paths taken
by the RF circulating currents in the
circuit. RF energy flows from the
plate, through the plate blocking ca-
pacitor, along the inside surface of the
chimney/inner conductor (because of
the skin effect), across the top of the
cavity, down the inside surface of the
cavity box, across the cavity desk,
through the screen blocking ca-
pacitor, over the screen contact
fingerstock and into the screen grid.

Figure 3 shows a graph of RF cur -

TUBE ANODE (PLATE)

CHIMNEY

PLATE
BLOCKER
CAPACITOR

SCREEN

-

SCREEN
GRID SCREEN BYPASS CAPACITOR

Figure 2. The RF circulating
paths for the 1/4 -wavelength
shown in Figure 1.

current
cavity

DELTA's
IMPEDANCE BRIDGES

INDUSTRY -STANDARD

01B-1

The Operating impedance Bridge measures the Impedance of
networks, radiators, and the like while they operate under full
power. VSWR as well as complex impedance of up to
400 ohms ± 1300 ohms can be measured.

 Frequency Range: 500 kHz to 5 MHz
 Through Power Rating: 5 kW Modulated

10 kW Carrier only
 Accuracy: R and X, 2%, ±1 ohm
 Direct Reading In R: -400 to + 400 ohms, standard

- 1000 to + 1000 ohms, optional
 Direct Reading in X: -300 to + 300 ohms, standard

- 900 to + 900 ohms, optional
 Measures VSWR: Zo = 0 to 400 ohms

01B-3

The OIB3 Operating Impedance Bridge provides ex-
tended resistance and reactance ranges, measuring
up to 1000 ± j900 ohms. The bridge has a built-in
carrying case and RF amplifier for improved nulling.

 Frequency Range: 500 kHz to 5 MHz
 Through Power Rating: 5 kW Modulated

10 kW Carrier only
 Direct Reading in R: -1000 to + 1000 ohms
 Direct Reading in X: -900 to +900 ohms
 Accuracy: R and X, 2%, ±1 ohm

CPB-1 (5 kW), CPB-1A (50 kW)

The Common Point impedance Bridge is designed for per-
manent installation; and allows continous monitoring of the
common point, thus facilitating network adjustment. This
model can be provided with one of Delta's TCA ammeters
mounted in the front panel.

 Frequency Range: 500 to 1650 kHz
 Power Rating: CPB-1, 5 kW

CPB-1A, 50 kW
 Resistance Measurements: 30 to 100 ohms Range

± 2%, ±1 ohm accuracy
 Reactance Measurements: ±50 ohms (1000 kHz) range

± 2%, ±1 ohm accuracy

DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 GENERAL WASHINGTON DRIVE
P.O. BOX 11268  ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22312
TELEPHONE: 703-354-3350 TWX: 710-832-0273

Celebrating over 20 years as the leader in RF Instrumentation.

rent, voltage and impedance for a
shortened 1/4 -wavelength coaxial
transmission line. It shows that in-
finite impedance, zero RF current and
maximum RF voltage occur at the
feed point. This would not be suitable
for a practical PA circuit, because arc-
ing and poor efficiency would occur
from the mismatch resulting between
the tube and the load.

Notice, however, the point on the
graph marked at slightly less than
1/4 -wavelength. This length yields an
impedance of 6000 to 8000, and
would be ideal for the PA plate circuit.

The output capacity of the tube
shunts the transmission line that
forms the cavity and electrically
lengthens it. In view of the informa-
tion presented in Figure 3, however, it
is now necessary to physically fore-
shorten the shorted coaxial trans-
mission line (the cavity) to slightly less
than 1/4 -wavelength so that the load
will present the required impedance
to the plate of the PA tube.

Figure 4 shows a graph of the RF
current, voltage and impedance pre-
sented to the plate of the tube as a
result of the physically foreshortened
line. This plate impedance is now
closer to the ideal 6000 to 8000 value
required by the tube's anode.

..IMPEDANCE

8012 to 10000 LOCATIONS

END

......... CURRENT

VOLTAGE

Figure 3. A graph of the RF current (....),
RF voltage (--) and RF impedance (-)
for a 1/4 -wavelength shorted transmis-
sion line. Note that at the feed point, RF
current is zero, RF voltage is maximum
and RF impedance is infinite.

Tuning the cavity
Coarse tuning of the cavity is ac-

complished by adjusting the cavity
length. The top of the cavity (the cavi-
ty shorting deck) is fastened by screws
or clamps and can be raised or
lowered to set the length of the cavity
for the particular operating frequency.

Fine tuning is accomplished by the
variable capacity plate tuning control
that is built into the cavity. In the ex-
ample shown in Figure 1, one plate of
this capacitor, the stationary plate, is
fastened to the inner conductor just
above the plate blocking capacitor.
The movable tuning plate is fastened
to the cavity box, the outer conductor,
and mechanically linked to the front
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SPACES VERS

N EW! Right Angle PC Connectors...
for greater PC board density

Designed for mass production operations
employing automated assembly and
wave -soldering techniques, Switchcraft's
new right angle connectors mount
directly into the PC board with two self -
tapping screws, totally eliminating
costly hand -wiring. Flexible and ver-
satile, these right angle connectors
minimize height above the PC surface
permitting greater PC board density.
Escutcheons trim panel holes allowing
the PC board mounted connector to be
removed without unfastening it from
the panel.

SWITCHCRAPTiwc.
IItsy eeeee Compnyl

5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60630
(312) 792-2700

Available in 2 and 3 pin configurations,
with detent latching, the new RAPC
Series reduces production and labor
costs. Optional snap -in housing pro-
tects connections and reduces PC board
stress. All plastic housing also elim-
inates the possibility of ground loops.
Save time, money and space.
Switchcraft's got the angle you've been
looking for.

For further information, fill in the coupon
below or call Randy Opela at
(312) 792-2700.

Please send me samples of or literature about RAPC
Series Connectors.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone
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PLATE

panel tuning control. This capacity
shunts the inner conductor to the
outer conductor and can vary the elec-
trical length and resonant frequency
of the cavity.

The 1/4 -wavelength cavity is induc-
tively coupled to the output port. This
coupling is usually on the side op-
posite the cavity access door. The in-
ductive pickup loop can take several
forms.

In the FM -25K, it consists of a half -

loop of flat copper bar stock that ter-
minates in the loading capacitor at
one end and feeds the output trans -

scar

IMPEDANCE
CURRENT

.

. '

VOLTAGE

Figure 4. A graph of the RF current (....),
RF voltage (----) and RF impedance (-)
produced by the physically foreshort-
ened coaxial transmission line cavity.

The VERDA" LIGHTNING
DETERRENT,* when mounted on
your TV, or microwave tower, will
prevent lightning damage to your
tower and its antennas and
systems, and virtually nullify
the fire hazard of secondary
sparking phenomena.

Proof of this was shown recently
when a VERDA unit was installed
atop one of the two towers on the
world's tallest building in Chicago.
During storm testing, the VERDA
unit eliminated all lightning
problems for that tower, allowing
an uninterrupted TV signal, while
the second, unprotected tower
suffered numerous "hits".

Stainless, Inc. is now the
exclusive distributor of the
VERDA' Lightning Deterrent*
for the TV Broadcast
Industry in the United States
and South America Why not
call us and let a custom -
designed VERDA go to work
for you?
'Patent Pending

The Tower
People

Stainless, inc.
North Wales, PA 19454 U.S.A.
Phone: (215) 699-4871
TWX: 510-661-8097

The
Proven
Lightning
Deterrent!

VLD0184
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mission line inner conductor at the
other end. The inductive pickup is
positioned at a maximum current
point in the cavity. It is lightly coupled
so that changes in the loading will
have a minimum effect when the plate
is tuned.

Adjustment of the loading capacitor
matches the 501/ transmission line im-
pedance to the impedance of the cavi-
ty. Heavy loading lowers the plate im-
pedance presented to the tube by the
cavity. Light loading reflects a much
higher load impedance to the am-
plifier's plate.

Troubleshooting suggestions
For any transmitter-particularly in

the high power RF stages -the best
troubleshooting measures really are
preventive maintenance. Many prob-
lems in the PA input stage can be
prevented by regularly inspecting the
cavity and PA compartment. There is
no section of the transmitter where it
is more important to keep connections
tight and insulators clean than in the
PA stage.

Loose connections can result in arc-
ing between components and conduc-
tors that will not only put you off the
air, but also destroy an expensive
component. It might appear to the
casual observer that the PA cavity is
mechanically "overbuilt," that in-
dividual sections or components are
secured with an unusually large num-
ber of screws and nuts.

However, the manufacturer puts
every component -even down to the
smallest screw-there for a reason. It
is not enough for most of the hard-
ware to be tight. Everything must be
tight.

The cavity access door is also a part
of the outer conductor of the coaxial
transmission line circuit. High RF cir-
culating currents flow along the inner
surface of the door, and it must be
fastened securely to prevent arcing.

Cleaning insulators is important to
the proper operation of a final am-
plifier stage because of the high
voltages present. Pay particular atten-
tion to the insulators used in the PA
tube socket. Because the supply of
cooling air is passed through the
socket, airborn contaminants can be
deposited on the various sections of
the socket. These can create a high
voltage arc path across one of the in-
sulators in the assembly.

A word of caution is in order.
Although it is important to keep all
components in the PA circuit tight, do
not overtighten. An engineer who
goes overboard on preventative
maintenance can cause problems.

Along these lines, the PA tube
should never be removed from its
socket without good reason. Ac -
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TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION

A good place for your RADIO station to look
for equipment.

Television Technology has been manufacturing TV and FM Translators and Low Power Television
Transmitters since 1967. In that time we have gained a reputation for simple and reliable designs that
offer the highest level of performance available from existing component technology.

But, Television Technology Corporation is also a RADIO equipment company. Our Wilkinson Racio
Division offers a complete line of FM Transmitters from 10 watts to 60 kilowatts, including the FM -
3500J, 3.5 kilowatt FM transmitter, the first of a complete line of transmitters we think will change a lot
of ideas about what's important in a broadcast transmitter. Wilkinson also offers simple, reliable AM
Transmitters from 125 watts to 100 kilowatts.

Television Technology also offers a complete line of audio consoles, cartridge machines, and reel to
reel decks made by our AMPRO/Scully Division.

So when you're looking at new equipment for your radio station, don't forget the television company that
thinks a lot about radio, too.

Wilkinson Radio Division

TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY DIVISION-TV & FM Translators & LPTV

WILKINSON ELECTROWCS DIVISION-AM & FM Transmitters &
Line Surge Protectors

AMPRO/SCULLY DIVISION -Audio Consoles & Audio Tape Equipment

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY DIVISION-Satellite Earth
Terminal Systems and Transmission Systems
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Broomfield, Colorado 80020
(303) 465-4141
TWX: 910-938-0396
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Nady VHF The best sounding wireless
is now also the most user friendly

NADY 601
VHF RECEIVER

NADY 701
TRUE DIVERSITY
RECEIVER

3.

501 LT TRANSMITTER WITH
LAVALIER MICROPHONE.

DIMENSIONS:
25'x 2 6" x

1 0'
WEIGHT:

2.6 OZ.

6011701 LT
TRANSMITTER BOGYPACK
IS THE SMALLEST IN THE BUSINESS.
INCLUDES PHANTOM POWERING
FOR ANY LAVALIER MIC.

NADY 501 VHF RECEIVER-
OUR NEW AFFORDABLE VHF SYSTEM

Virtually all of today's major touring entertainers choose Nady VHF wireless microphone
systems. Why? Because Nady consistently delivers the highest quality audio and the most
reliable radio transmission in the high SPL environment of the performing stage. We
pioneered the use of compansion for increased dynamic range years ahead of everyone else.
And Nady technology continues to set the standard in wireless system performance.
From our affordable new 501 VHF to the 701 True Diversity system, the best sounding wireless
is now also in the best format for production-as well as stage-applications. Features
include a versatile audio output arrangement, full LED status indicators, and the smallest.
toughest transmitter bodypack in the business. Everything you need in a wireless micro-
phone system-plus the legendary Nady sound.
Contact your sound equipment supplier and arrange for a Nady VHF demonstration. You'll
see-and hear-what we mean.
NADY SYSTEMS, INC, 1145 65th STREET. OAKLAND. CA 94608 415/652-2411
CANADA: HEINL ELECTRONICS. INC 14 MARY STREET  UNIT 1  AURORA. ONTARIO L4G-3W8  416:727.1951
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HANDHELD
MICROPHONE/TRANSMITTERS

yAsTD)EMs

The Beyer M 69 is designed for
those who want studio quality
in the field (and in the studio).

In this day and age, you shouldn't have to carry special
microphones when you're leaving the studio to go out in
the field. The Beyer M 69's wide hypercardioid pattern
and high output give you the noise rejection you need with
greater flexibility of mic placement in hand-held news -
gathering situations. Highly versatile and rugged, the M 69
provides superior audio performance for any on -camera or
mobile broadcast application as well as any video/film
post -production job. The M 69 is also available with an
optional Speech/Music switch.

The Dynamic Decision beyerdynamicn
Beyer Dynamic, Inc., 5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, New York 11801 (516) 935-8000
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cidents when removing or inserting
the PA tube can so damage the fin-
gerstock that a contract ring must be
replaced.

A number of problems that can oc-
cur in the PA stage require immediate
troubleshooting to get the transmitter
back on the air. Perhaps the most fre-
quent is the plate supply overload
fault condition.

The first step in any transmitter
troubleshooting procedure is to
switch the transmitter to local control
so that you, not the studio operator,
have control of the unit. The second
step is to switch off the transmitter's
automatic recycle circuit. When
troubleshooting, you do not want the
transmitter to cycle through an over-
load several times. This only increases
the possibility of additional compo-
nent damage.

When a transmitter will not stay on
the air because of plate supply (high
voltage) overloads, check several basic
items:
 Determine the fault condition.
When you get to the transmitter
building, the unit will probably be
down. The carrier will be off, but the
filaments will still be on. Check all of
the multimeter readings on the
transmitter and exciter. If they in-
dicate a problem in a low voltage
stage, troubleshoot that problem
before bringing the high voltage up.
 Assuming that all low voltage sys-
tems are operating normally, switch
the filaments off and make a quick
visual check inside the transmitter
cabinet. Determine whether there is
any obvious problem. Pay particular
attention to the condition of power
transformers and high voltage cap-
acitors. Check for signs of arcing in
the PA compartment. Look on the
floor of the transmitter and in the RF
compartments to see if there are any
pieces of components. Sniff inside the
cabinet for hints of smoke. Check the
circuit breakers and fuses to see what
failures might be indicated.
 After running through these pre-
liminary steps, restart the filaments.
Then, take a deep breath and bring up
the high voltage. Watch the front
panel meters to see how they react.
Observe what happens and listen for
any sound of arcing. If the transmitter
will come up, quickly run through all
the PA and IPA meter readings. Check
the VSWR meter for excessive re-
flected power.
 Once you compile a list of the
operating parameters, turn off the
high voltage, pull out the manufac-
turer's instruction book and try to
figure out what's going on.

Next month's column will continue
our examination of plate supply
overload problems. I :1:41111



1985 calendar
Jan. 5-8
Association of Independent Television
Stations, Los Angeles

Jan. 10.14
National Association of Television Pro-
gram Executives, Hilton, San Francisco

Jan. 13.16
PTC '85, Honolulu

Feb. 3-6
National Religious Broadcasters Con-
vention, Sheraton Washington,
Washington, DC

Feb. 11-15
Video Expo/San Francisco, Civic
Auditorium, San Francisco

Feb. 15-16
SMPTE, St. Francis Hotel,
San Francisco

March 5-8
AES, Hamburg, West Germany

April 14-17
NAB '85, Convention Center,
Las Vegas, NV

May 7.11
American Women in Radio & Television,
Hilton, New York

May 12.15
Broadcast Financial Management,
Chicago

May 14-15
LPTV, Western Bonaventure, Los
Angeles

May 15.18
Public Broadcasting Service/National
Association of Public Television Sta-
tions, St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco

May 19-23
National Public Radio, Mariott City
Center, Denver

May 29 -June 1
ITVA Conference, Marriott, New Orleans

June 2-5
National Cable Television Association,
Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV

June 5-9
Broadcast Promotion Association/
Broadcast Designers Association,
Hyatt Regency, Chicago

June 6.12
14th International Television
Symposium and Technical Exhibition,
Montreaux, Switzerland

June 27-29
Third Seoul International Broadcasting
& Communications Equipment Exhibi-
tion, Kosami Exhibition Hall (Yeoi-Do),
Seoul, South Korea

Reconfirm
your involvement in

the broadcast industry!
Renew

your subscription
today.

July 23.25
WOSU-Broadcast Engineering Con-
ference, Fawce:t Center For Tomorrow,
Columbus, OH

Aug. 8 -Sept. 14
World Administ:ative Radio Conference,
Geneva, Switzerland

Sept. 11-14
Radio Convention and Programming
Conference, Loew's Anatole Hotel,
Dallas

Sept. 12-14
RTNDA Fall, Opryland Hotel,
Nashville, TN

Sept. 30 -Oct. 4
Video Expo/New York, New York

Oct. 8-11
AES, New York

Oct. 27-N our. 1
SMPTE, Conference Center, Los Angeles

I :1:4)))1

The Only Digital Still Store

for less than 540,000

Shct Box
Cor trot Panel

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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DSS-11
Control Panel

The DSS-11 is the world's only digital still store with the quality
and resolution required for broadcasting applications priced under
$411,000. Although the DSS-11's compact modular design is ideal for
OB vans, an on -board Winchester disk drive provides 160 megabytes
of storage for up to 1,000 fields. It can also be simultaneously inter-
faced with up to seven additional disk drives. Superb stills reproduction
is guaranteed by the CC-SPF system. And tl-e fast access time of 0.35
sec even for frames makes the DSS-11 perfect for either studio or OB
applications. Call NTl America for a free demonstration. The DSS-11:
the most cost-effective digital still storage on the market.

NTI America, Inc.
1680 North Vine Street, Les Angeles, California 90028

R Phone: (213) 462-8945 Telex: 215468

Inquiries from sales representative are invited.
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Independent Digital
Audio Delay

Up To 3 Channels?

Call NEC Toll -Free
1-800-323-6656

AS -18 from NEC. A synchronizer with
flexible delay and 16 -bit quantization.
Delivers audio -to -video compensation

with any frame synchronizer. Or
audio -only delay up to 12 seconds. Just

call NEC toll -free. For a system
that makes every second count.

NEC
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

In Illinois 312-640-3792.
650-847
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THE SOURCE
For all your equipment needs

 AKG  Amperex Ampex
 Atlas  Audiopak

 AudioTechnica  Belden
 Broadcast Electronics
 CRL  CSI Crown

 Cablewove Systems  DBX
 Deltalob  Electro-Voice  EXR

 Fidelipoc  Inovonics
 Jampro-Cetec  JBL  Leader
Instruments  Lexicon  3-M

 Marti  Micro-Trak  Nortronics
Orban Associates  Otari  Phelps Dodge  Revox  Russco

Shure  Solo  Stoco  Stanton  Surcom  Topco
 Technics  Telex  Urei  VI F and many more.

Call us for fast shipments
\frrr stock 305- 651- 5752

TLECTREX COMPANY
Telex 51-4733 ELECTREX MIA

18680 N E 2nd Avenue. Miami. Florida 33179
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FCC Update

Continued from page 6

dent location of the FM transmitter. If
an FM permittee is unable to resolve
interference problems, it might be re-
quired to reduce power to level 1 or
below.

Licensing policies for noncommer-
cial FM stations operating under the
new rules will be as follows:

 A conditional construction permit
will be issued alerting the permittee to
its interference responsibilities.
 The permittee must notify the FCC's
Field Operation Bureau of the steps
taken to alert the local community of
possible interference.
 Before a license is granted, the per-
mittee must supplement its license ap-
plication with a discussion of its ac-
tions to supply information to all com-
plainants and its attempts to remedy
all cases of interference.
 Before the license is granted, the
permittee must submit an affidavit
stating that at least two months of pro-
gram testing has occurred and all non-
exempt complaints have been sat-
isfied (this condition would apply only
to those stations operating with
greater than level 1 facilities).

Remote pickup frequency
assignment procedures changed
The FCC has adopted new rules per-

mitting the optional use of narrow -
band technologies in the broadcast
remote pickup service. The new rules,
which affect remote pickup units at
153mHz, 161mHz and 450mHz, do
the following:

 Permit licensees the option of split-
ting channel operation using either
very narrowband FM or Amplitude
Compandored Sideband.
 Incorporate new emission limita-
tions for single sideband type systems.
 Continue the practice of informal,
rather than mandatory, frequency
coordination.
 Allow narrowband repeaters (using
5kHz bandwidths) on VHF.
 Eliminate usage restrictions on cer-
tain frequencies.
 Eliminate the requirement for a
guard receiver on repeaters.

Because the new rules will require
changes to the FCC's computer pro-
gram for updating its frequency
master file, it will be necessary to
delay their implementation. The staff
estimates that the delay will be from
three months to as much as a year.

I :I4ln



AM Stereo Update

Continued from page 12

nels, a response deviation of less than
± 0.5dB (referenced to 1kHz) is a

reasonable goal. THD and inter -
modulation distortion should be well
below 1%, even at the maximum level
to be transmitted on the line. The
noise floor should be at least 60dB
below normal program level.
Crosstalk between the left and right
channels should be at least 40dB
below normal program levels, and
preferably closer to 60dB.

These measurements should apply
within the audio band of interest to
the station. That is, if the station
would like to maintain good perform-
ance to 10kHz, the measurements
should be made within the limits sug-
gested out to at least 10kHz.

The L + R and L -R signals are not
directly available in the normal broad-
cast audio system. They are usually
accessible, however, from auxiliary
outputs on the AM stereo exciter, and
occasionally from the AM stereo pro-
cessor. Feeding a mono (L = R) signal
to the studio equipment will form a
L + R test signal. Reversing the polari-
ty of the right channel at the studio (to
give L = - R) will give a L -R test
signal. The performance of the L + R
and L -R channels should be checked
at the same time the previously out-
lined tests on the discrete left and
right channels are conducted.

The L+ R and L -R frequency
response should be within 1dB across
the measured band (referenced to
1kHz). Harmonic and intermodula-
tion distortion should be less than 1%.
The noise floor should be at least 50dB
below the normal program level, and
preferably closer to 60dB.

More significantly, a L= R source
at the studio should result in crosstalk
in the L -R channel that is down at
least 30dB, and preferably closer to
50dB. Similar crosstalk figures should
be achieved in the L+ R channel when
a reversed phase (L = - R) signal is ap-
plied at the studio. These measure-
ments should be made, as mentioned,
within the entire audio band of in-
terest to the station.

Because of the difficulties that may
be encountered with passing an AM
stereo signal through the transmitter
and a narrowband antenna, it is im-
portant to provide the cleanest possi-
ble input to the transmission chain.
Actually, the better the performance
of the studio and STL system, and
more variation in performance that
can be accepted after the AM stereo
exciter input.

I

BELAR IS THE BEST...
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
AT A LOWER PRICE
For instance, our FM Stereo Monitors provide a
signal to noise ratio of 90 dB, 0.01% distortion and
70 dB separation for 25% to 45% less money than
our competition.

And they are reliable!
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM,
Sieve°, SCA and TV monitors.

111110-AR
15....01.0.01,1

o_ IN INII IOW

BELAR
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. FA 19333  BOX 76 I215) 687-555(7

Where Accuracy Counts . Count an Belar
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 BI -AMP AND TRI-AMP CROSSOVERS
Lcvvtevel at any frequency and slope if

 NARROW BANDWIDTH NOTCH FILTERS
Control of room feedback and ring modes

 CUSTOM FILTERS FOR AUDIO APPLICATIONS
High-pass low-pass band-pass notch

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT CATALOG
r -r--

INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED
P.O. BOX 698
AUSTIN, TX 78767
(512) 892-0752
TELEX 776409 WHITE INST AUS
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Palomar' Gives You
Everything You Need
To Solve Your DTMF
Signaling Problems.

Palomar Engineers' com-
plete line of DTMF tone -
control equipment includes
decoders and encoders as
well as additional modules
to complete your system.

High quality! Field proven
reliability! Competitive
pricing! Fully guaranteed!

For complete technical in-
formation and price quota-
tions contact:

PALOMAR ENGINEERS
1924F West Mission Road

Dept E
Escondido, CA 92025

(619) 747-3343
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CONNECTORS AND
MICROPHONE CABLES

6:,5meLe.Z.Z3 05-21 
BLANK LOADED

AUDIO CASSETTES
.

MO
....-

ww- . - ....

TAPES & CASSETTES
from

AMPEX MAXELL
AGFA TDK
BASF 3M

EMPTY REELS
AND BOXES

Ai(
I

NAB

CASSETTE BOXES,
LABELS, ALBUMS

BROADCAST CARTRIDGES

ACCESSORIES

Ask for our
44 PAGE CATALOG

of

PROFESSIONAL
SOUND RECORDING

& DUPLICATING SUPPLIES

Recording Supply Div. of Polyline Corp
1233 Rand Road, Des Plaines IL 60016

35
(312) 298 - 5300

Strictly TV
Continued from page 10
by an rms-level detector and spectral
content monitor. Spectral compres-
sion and fixed pre -emphasis are com-
bined in the dbx processor, producing
a general frequency response as
shown in Figure 3.

At the receiver, a mirror -image de -

emphasis network expands the energy
content of the signal to match the
original. The variable pre -emphasis
and de -emphasis system is controlled
by a similar rms-level detection cir-
cuit. Control polarity, however, is
reversed. High levels of high frequen-
cies introduce greater pre -emphasis
and low levels result in de -emphasis.

Wideband considerations
Very low-level, high -frequency

signals are difficult to handle with
spectral companding or fixed pre -/de -

emphasis. To counteract these condi-
tions, a stage of wideband compand-
ing adjusts levels of all frequencies
simultaneously to maintain a high
level to the transmission channel.

For wideband control, a second
rms-level detector is driven through a
bandpass filter with a response from
35Hz to about 2.1kHz. This region
contains the majority of energy that
dominates typical program material.
Logically, high-level signals are com-
pressed, while low dynamic range in-
puts are expanded for a more consis-
tent output.

Protection of the pilot carrier is re-
quired for proper operation. In the
FCC approval of the stereo TV mode,
the major restriction was avoiding
energy at or near the 15.734kHz pilot
frequency. This requires that informa-
tion must be restricted below 15kHz
through bandwidth limiting circuitry.

At the receiving decoder, another
mirror -image system with reversed
control polarity is used. When the in-
put to the receiving expander is high,
gain of a VCA element is large, caus-
ing greater expansion. If low levels are
sensed in the transmission channel,
expansion in the VCA is reduced.

The overall result is to recreate the
dynamics of the original signal with a
high degree of accuracy, while band-
width control continues to protect the
pilot carrier. The system effect of
wideband compression and expan-
sion is illustrated in Figure 4.

Handling transients
Large level transitions or transients

in programming to any system risk
overmodulation. Peak excursion of
the compressor output for the
Zenith/dbx system is just as impor-
tant. Controlling the excursions is
handled through an intelligent clip-
ping system.

To cause inaudible action, a clipper

Want More
information

on advertised
products?

Just refer to the reader ser-
vice # beneath each ad. Cir-
cle the appropriate number
on the Reader Service Card
in the back of this issue.
Complete the remaining in-
formation and mail!

BROaDCaSinTG
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212

U.S.A.
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Video/Audio "Network Feed' Model VA -16
1-In/18-out Broadcast Specs
Video (BNC) DC-BMHZ 750 In/out
Audio (XL -Type) BaHn, 10K

Bal-out, 6000
Size: 10"x 12"c 5"13

Black Alum case
Wt: 8 lbs Price: $600

Free 40 p. Catalog with 75 Applications
OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934-3566
1033 N Sycamore Ax LOS ANGELES CA, 90038
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GEWikoSylvania
50% off Manufacturer's List
We would like
to bid on your Supplies
annual needs. Inc.

Box 10 Washington, Iowa 52353
Ph: 800-426-3938  In Iowa 800-272-6459
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HEAD RE -LAPPING
AND NEW HEADS FOR AMPEX
Worn cartridge and reel to reel heads re -
contoured and re -lapped for original perfor-
mance. Send for free brochure.

R.K. Morrison Co.
819 Coventry Road  Kensington, CA 94707

(415) 525-9409

Circle (62) on Reply Card

PRECISION MAGNETIC
TEST TAPES

Standard Tape Laboratory, Inc.
261 20 Eden Landing Road#5, Hayward, CA 94545

(415) 786.3546

Circle (81) on Reply Card
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Look what Arthur has
had up his sleeve.

How's that for a surprise! Now there are car-
tridge machines from Fidelipac. The Dynamax-
CTR100" Series of Cartridge Machines.

And they're loaded. Loaded with capabil-
ities no cart machines have ever had before.
And they're all standard!

One, among many, is the CARTSCAN-
System which allows you to record cartridges
in standard or elevated level, mono or stereo,
discrete or matrix, or any combination you
choose. Play back any mixture of carts with

no operator intervention. No need to toss
out your old library while converting to the
new high output tapes, or to stereo.

If you're about to buy new cart machines,
you simply must see the new Dynamax
CTR100 Series. These new units give you more
than the ITC 99B. And do it at 2/3 the price.

Invest 15 minutes of your time. Write
for and read our new CTR100 Brochure, or
call Art Constantine, our VP Sales. You'll
be glad you did.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC

Circle (84) on Reply Card

Fidelipac Corporation 0 PO Box 808  Moorestown. NJ '8057  U.S.A. 609.235-39W  TELEX 710-897-0254  Toll Free 800-HOF TAPE
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103%

30%

499%

1%

0.1%

I MAXIMUM MODULATION I

30%

17/

INPUT TO
WIDEBAND AMPUTUDE

COMPRESSOR

3%

0.96%

NOISE

COMPRESSED
SIGNAL

1001/

30/

8.99 /

OUTPUT FROM
WIDEBAND AMPLITUDE

EXPANDER

Figure 4. Wideband amplitude com-
pressor/expander response.

may only clip transients of limited
(fewer than a few milliseconds) dura-
tion. Several factors are included in
the dbx processor to allow inaudible
clipping. First, the compressor system
output is maintained at about 17dB
below the level that would cause 100%
modulation, providing some transient
headroom.

Second, time constants of the wide -

band and spectral compressor sys-
tems are short enough that only brief
transients or overloads are allowed to
pass.

Finally, fixed pre -emphasis pre-
cedes the clipper, further reducing
any overload -causing transients.

0," fevii°41- Yejli
bvs RACK MOUNTED VIDEO DELAYS

DL 505 SERIES

 7511, isolated grounds between channels
 equalized to 5.5MHz
 one signal channel per board

16 PC boards in 3.1/2" high frame
 delays from 1Ons to 1900ns
 precise timing via gold jumpers

& fine trim
 wider range per board than Brand 'M'

Circle reader number for full catalog of bvs delay lines and filters.

broadcast video systems
1050 McNicoll Avenue, Agincourt, Ontario M1W 2L8

Telephone (416) 497-1020 Telex 065-25329
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Revolutionary New Concept
In Tubular Case Design

3928 S. Sepulveda Blvd.,
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 391-0491/391-8181

Dealer inquiries invited.

T 4 7 ,&

S, INC.
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LOUDER CARBON INTERCOMS
BOOSTER ONE

 Increase Volume by up to 800%
 Improve Voice Clarity
 Increase System Performance

NO BATTERY NO MODIFICATIONS

OURCOM, /3 Spr,/, Lan, Famonglon. CT 06032
1203) 6776306

VTR AUDIO MONITOR
Self -Powered

7" Rack Mount

1,ANCHOR'
rr (3131 S33-5994rrr ne Collier.. WM

4.111001411

CTII.OonloL

MCOLOADOskiPlusoN

023
..0.000nraT.

Figure 5. Compressor (encoder).

Figure 6. Expander (decoder).

Block diagrams of the encoder and
decoder circuits of the dbx audio
system for stereo aural TV are shown
in Figures 5 and 6.

At the modulator input
Once the special processing of the

L -R channel is completed, the signal
level for the stereo subcarrier tends to
have an amplitude distribution that
will average 10% to 30% modulation.
In the Zenith system, it is important
that modulation of the mono -plus-

stereo carriers do not exceed modula-
tion limits.

Because the stereo subcarrier will
typically average less than 30%, the
mono carrier may be deviated to a
70% level, which is close to present-
day broadcast practices. A high de-
gree of compatibility with today's
receivers is achieved.

Producing realistic stereo
Caution is in order for those that

would plan quick stereo productions.
A stereo soundtrack that is poorly
done will drive an audience away.

Consider the scene in Figure 7. We
would expect audio from actor A to
come from the left speaker and be
louder than that from actor B. As the
camera angle is changed to that of
Figure 8, the situation should change.
Psychoacoustically, we will expect
that the level of A decreases, the level
of B increases and the position of B
changes from center to screen right.

Going to Figure 9, we now expect
that actor B is much louder from
screen right, while the actor A level is
much reduced at screen center.

An automated audio desk, capable
of holding a large number of preset
conditions that are available at the
press of a button, might allow a
reasonably realistic live production.

Continued on page 106
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HUNGARIAN FOREIGN TRADING COMPANY FOR TELECOMMUNICATION AND PRECISION GOODS

RUM0 SYSTEMS
lor TV, RADIO and RECORDINGSTUDIOS

elektroimpex
A

LETTERS: 1392 BUDAPEST P 0.B 296
TELEX EL MP H 22-5771
TELEPHOrs 328-330
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HIGH PERFORMANCE.
LOW PRICE.

IT RUNS IN THE FAMILY.
CATCH THE RISING STAR IN TBC's

nova 500
DIRECT MODE

32 Line Video Storage
8 Bit 4X Subcarrier Sampling
One Rack Height

nova 510
DIRECT OR HETERODYNE
MODES
32 Line Video Storage
8 Bit 4X Subcarrier Sampling
One Rack Height

nova 490
HETERODYNE MODE

32 Line Video Storage
8 Bit 4X Subcarrier Sampling
One Rack Height

Each offers the ultimate in digital performance and time base cor-
rects 3/4" and 1/2" non -segmented VTR's.

Compare nova TBC's with any other brand. Feature for feature,
we offer the lowest priced digital time base correctors. We
guarantee it.

nova systems, inc
20 Tower Lane
Avon, CT 06001 (203) 677-5252

nova 500

OPERATE

BYPASS

VIDEO CHROMA
REFERENCE INPUT

LOW NORM HIGH.    HUE SETUP

11:0WERI

nova 490

OPERATE C L

BYPASS ADJUST

REF. HET. INPUT  VIDEO CHROMA HUE SETUP

LOW NORM HIGH  
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new
products

FM transmitters
Fully solid-state, state-of-the-art FM transmitters from

Thomson-LGT, division of Thomson-CSF Broadcast, are
now available in the United States. Models range from
10W to 2500W power output. Featured are optional built-
in stereo generators with adjustable modulation limiting;
synthesized frequency control; two standard and two op-
tional SCA inputs: low-noise/high-performance
modulators; and built-in modulation monitor circuitry.
Multiple VSWR-protected power amplifiers assure
minimum downtime.

Circle (479) on Reply Card

Carbon intercom amplifiers
Durcom has introduced the Booster One carbon inter-

com amplifier. A small, portable plug-in unit, which stays
with each headset, clipped to a belt or mounted, the
Booster One gives the user the capability of increasing
the incoming headset volume up to 800%. Booster One
also allows the headset microphone to be shut off without
cutting off communications; no batteries or additional
power supplies are needed. These units are compatible
with the 2- and 3 -wire carbon systems used across the
United States, providing an alternative to total replace-
ment of the carbon intercom system.

Circle (481) on Reply Card

Mixing console
The TAC Scorpion, from Amek Consoles, is a versatile,

low-cost mixing console derived from the TAC 16/8/2
system. Principle features include fully modular con-
struction, 16 routing buses plus a separate stereo bus,
4 -band EQ with swept mids and selectable turnover
points, four auxiliary sends, two assignable auxiliary
returns, fader reverse function metering with switchable
peak/VU ballistics and stepped chassis with horizontal
fader section, 10 -degree module angle and penthouse
meter hood. The Scorpion is available in 27- and
43 -position frame sizes.

Circle (482) on Reply Card

Mini -UPS
UL -listing has been approved for a new 750VA Mini -

UPS (uninterruptible power system) available from Solo
Electric, a unit of General Signal. Offering automatic in-
verter restart and an alarm circuit for signaling battery
operation in addition to Sola's standard UPS features, the
new unit incorporates all the design features formerly
available on Sola's discontinued 750VA standard and
deluxe models. The portable, plug-in Mini -UPS is design-
ed to protect small electronics equipment from all poten-
tial ac power line problems, including blackouts,
brownouts, voltage transients and noise.

Circle (483) on Reply Card

New component TBC
Forte] has introduced the CCD Y/C Time Base Correc-

tor, which uses the same circuit techniques found in the
CCDHP TBC, but the CCD Y/C also processes separate
luma and chroma (Y/DC) dub component video. The CCD
Y/C incorporates some performance characteristics of
the Y-688 into its Y/C processing technique, making the
CCD Y/C suitable for use with Sony 5800 series VTRs.

Circle (486) on Reply Card
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PHONE PATCH!

ES 212

HYBRID TELEPHONE INTERFACE

PHONE PATCH! has been evolving for the last ten
years in Los Angeles area Radio Stations, Televi-

sion Stations and Recording Studios. The special
needs of broadcasters are met because the
signal quality is unexcelled. Now ES 212 is ready
for your facility.

PHONE PATCH! reproduces telephone audio
cleanly and quietly-the sound is not tinny, spit-
ting, compressed, noisy or narrow. It is as wide,
clear and natural as the telephone line will per-
mit.

PHONE PATCH! is not just another interface
device. It is a quality broadcast instrument, fully
compatible with the requirements of fine audio.
If you depend on the quality of your audio to stay
competitive, you don't need a "device."

You reed o real onstrument, ESE's PHONE PATCH!

$995

411111T142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245
(213) 322-2136
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Another type of program, the music
snow, offers a logistics question as
well. Music groups, whether country
or rock or symphony orchestras, work
very hard to achieve a proper balance
from right to left. Soloists, particularly
in symphonic or choral performances,
must balance properly with the en-
semble. If the aesthetics of the per-
formance are to be preserved, what is
the function of the stereo mix?

Realistic stereo is obviously going to
take a good deal of thought. Although
being realistic should be a problem for
the production people, engineering
will undoubtedly be called upon to

ACTOR A

4

 ACTOR B

CAMERA

Figure 7. Stereo production where Actor Figure 8. Stereo production where Actor Figure 9. Stereo production where Actor
A is louder than Actor B. B is louder than Actor A. B is much louder than Actor A.

Continued from page 102

Rehearsal for audio will be more
critical than ever before. In a studio
without the assistance of automation,
the live dramatic production could
easily produce some rather comic, yet
undesired, effects.

Dramatic productions are seldom
live anymore. Even the soaps are
taped today, taking advantage of the
obvious advantages of videotape. The
post -production process will allow
time to work out the logistical pro-
blems of a psychoacoustically correct
presentation.

,12:30.17:11

THISTIME
Telcom
quality, ty,

NEXT TIME
and corwelerce. We
guarantee with a 5 year
warrantvo- every time

EVERY TIME. ctomdee

you
ou

1163 King Road Burlington, Ontario, 141 6:681 -2 450

help make it work. Care will be re-
quired, as every program will offer
new and different challenges. Even
the talk show, if stereo effects are to be
wasted on such programming, will
have its problems.

To those initiating local stereo pro-
gram production soon, we wish you
the best of luck. We also invite you to
tell us some of the horror stories and
solutions to your beginning problems.

Editor's note:
Figures 1 through 6 are courtesy of dbx inc.

MOVING?
If you're planning a move in the
near future, don't risk missing a
single issue of Broadcast Engi-
neering. Please give us 6-8 weeks
notice if you're planning on
changing your address. Just mail
in the ADDRESS CHANGE
CARD from the front of this
issue ALONG WITH YOUR SUB-
SCRIPTION MAILING LABEL
from the cover.

BROaDcas,I
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Howe Audio
consoles . . .

( Am. 70% of Howe Audio
customers are repeat custo-
mers 'I'hey know we provide
them wall reliable, quality
products. Here are just four
of the stations thdt have pur
chased more than one Howe
Audio console
KIMN/KYGO,
Denver, Colorado .4 
Chuck Waltman, C. -E.
(303) 234-9500 -- :"-WNUS,
Belpre, Ohio -

 op .

John Patten, G. M.'
(614) 423-8213
WNNC, .,th.

Newton, N. Carolina:,
Dave Lingafelt, C. E. 1,

( 704) 464-4041
KQEU
Olympia, Washington
Dale Zabriskie, C E
(206) 491-9200

Howe Audio has been
making quality audio con-
soles for the past 6 years,
supplying broadcasters
world-wide with quality
products at affordable
prices. Quality in the form of
VCA Control, unparalleled
specs, 22 stereo inputs, 2
stereo outputs, one mono
output, a spare parts kit, and
many other features on each
Howe Audio console.

Call the users listed, or call
Howe Audio for the name of
a user near you. You'll dis
cover even more reasons
why your station should be
equipped with the best con
sole on the market
HOWE AUDIO .. . ABOVE ALL
_QUALITY!!

Above all...

II 56 30 000 705 0011100 000000

how. audio productions, inc.
3085 A Bluff Street 303/444-4693
Boulder, Colorado 80301 I For more information. 800/525-7520
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professional
services

VIR JAMES P.C.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys

3137 W. Kentucky Ave. -80219
(303) 937.1900

DENVER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE & NAB

R. L. HOOVER
Consulting Telecommunications

Engineer
11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, Maryland 20854

301-983-0054
Member AFCCE

D. L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

206 North Bergan
Peoria, Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
Member AFCCE

' RADIO ENGINEERING CO.
CONSULTANTS

c NORWOOD J. PATTERSON
BOX 420

SANTA YNEZ CA 93460
(805) 688.2333

Serving Broadcasters over 35 years

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
SERVICE COMPANY

TV -FM -AM Field Engineering-
Emergency Maintenance-Turnkey Installation-

System Design-Survey and Critique-
Interim Maintenance or Chief Engineer

B E S COMPANY
100 Star Trail. New Port Richey. Fla. 33553, 813-868-2989

Dr. Jeremy K. Raines, P.E.
Consulting Electromagnetic Engineer

Antennas, arrays. parasitics, top loading,
guy wires, and reradiating obstacles
analyzed using the method of moments.

13420 Cleveland Drive
Potomac, Maryland 20850 (301) 279-2972

Member AFCCE

VIDEOCOM
SATELLITE
ASSOCIATES

SATELLITE UPLINKING
FROM ANY LOCATION

(617) 329-4080

502 Sprague Street Frank Cavallo
Dedham, MA 02026 Director of Telecommunications

,ftf,

AUTERI
Associates Inc.

Professional Magnetic
Audio Head Reconditioning

IROPEPT  Ayle.

(516) 331-5022

STEIGER, HURRAY &
ASSOCIATES INC.

CONSULTING ENGINEER SERVICES

6816 Westview Drive
Cleveland, OH 44141

(216) 526-7187

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
Jansky & Bailey

Telecommunications Consulting

Member AFCCE

m5390 Cherokee Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
1703) 642-4000

ALL JAPAN RADIO & TV
ENGINEERING SERVICES CO.,

RADIO '& TELEVISION CONSULTANTS,
BROADCASTING SYSTEM, CATV SYSTEM,
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING & DESIGN,
EARTH STATION WORKS FOR B S

Address: Kyodo- bldg.41- I Udagawa-cho,
Shibuyaku, Tokyo, 150, JAPAN. Phone:
Tokyo 03- 464- 4874 TLX:J 29518 NHKINT

ENTERPRISE ENGINEERING P.C.
Consulting Engineers

F.W. Hannel P.E.
P.O. Box 9001

Peoria, Illinois 61614
(309) 691-4155 Member AFCCE

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Telecommunications

Consultants

2000 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

(202) 293-7742

T & G OPTICS, INC.
71-01 INGRAM STREET

FOREST HILLS, NY 11375
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE FOR COLOR TELEVISION
CAMERA BEAMSPLITTER OPTICS, LENSES, COATINGS,
MULTIPLEXER MIRRORS, FILTERS AND PROJECTORS.
WRITE OR CALL GERALD PINCUS (212) 544-8156 twen-
ty four hour service with pleasure.

SELLMEYER & KRAMER, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

J.S. Sellmeyer, P.E., S.M. Kramer, P.E.
AM FM TV MDS ITFS LPTV CAN

APPLICATIONS  FIELD ENGINEERING

P.O. Box 841 Mckinney, TX 75069
(214) 542.2056

STARLIGHT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Satellite Down -Linking
T V. Satellite Terminals

BRUCE BLUMENTHAL P.0 Box 523
13121459-4122 Northbrook. IL 60062

EVANS ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS

AM-FM.TV.CATV.ITFSLPTV SATELLITE
216 N. Green Bay Road

Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092
Phone: (414) 242-6000 Member AFCCE

FCC DATA BASE

datawcp16
AM  FM  TV  LPTV  MDS

 Directories
 Allocation Studies

130218th St., N.W. Suite 502
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 296-4790 800-368-5754

LI c).R@©hnl,g- RIG@
RADIO CONSULTING ENGINEERS

STATION DESIGN AND SERVICE
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT DESIGN

Edward A. Schober, P.E.
402 Tenth Avenue, Haddon Heights. NJ 08035

1609) 546-1841

SINCE 1952 MSI Tel. 201-627-7400

MICROWAVE SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS
CONSULTANTS  ENGINEERS  CONSTRUCTORS

FREQUENCY COORDINATORS
VICTOR J. NEXON, PE 266 W. MAIN ST.
PRESIDENT DENVILLE, NJ 07834

MEMBER AFCCE

John Aalto, P.E.
Consulting Engineer

TELEVISION PRODUCTION
AND POST PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

(213) 664-9790 1755 North Dillon Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026

BLAIR BENSON
Engineering Consultant

TV Systems Design and Operation

23 Park Lane
Norwalk, CT 06854

203-838-9049

Consultants
Television

Motion Picture
Theatrical

Lighting  Rigging
Facility Design  Programming

72 County Road  Tenafly, New Jersey 07670
201-587.6664

A, HORIZON INTERNATIONAL
dima Broadcast Implementation Engineering

Bost. & Video Facility Design & Installation
Systems Evaluations & Critiques

Emergency Service & Support
3837 E. Wier Ave.. Suite 1, Phx.. AZ 85040

602-437-3800
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ad index
ADC/Magnetic Controls

Co
A.X.E.
Ampex Corp.
Anchor Audio
Andrew Corp
Anritsu America Inc
Asaca/Shibasoku Corp. of

America
Audio Development
Audio Digital

50-51

82
11, 47

92
71

43

72

80
100

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. ... 109
Audio -Video Engineering . . . . 62

B & K Precision, Dynascan
Corp. 59, 93-94

Belar Electric Labs 99

Beyer Dynamic Inc 92

Bittree 80

Broadcast Video Systems ..102
Calvert Electronics, Inc. 16

Canare Cable, Inc 86

Cetec Antennas 81

Chyron Corp 95-96
Circuit Research Labs, Inc ..13
Colorgraphics 79
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Continental Electronics
Mfg. Co. 86

Crosspoint Latch Corp. 112

Delta Electronics 88

Durcom 102

ESE 105
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Electrex Co 98

Electro-Impex 103

Electro-Voice, Inc 39

Fidelipac Corp. 101

Fuji Photo Film USA 45

Garner Industries 32

Graham -Patten Systems Inc. 80
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ICM Video 58

Ikegami Electronics (USA) 15

JBL, Inc. 25
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Lang Video 80
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Leitch Video Ltd 21

Lerro Electrical Corp. 17

MCL, Inc. 38
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Midwest Communications
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Modular Audio 54
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Monroe Electronics, Inc. 84
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Nady Systems 92

Nalpak Video Sales,
Inc. 102
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Omnimount 110
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Pacific Recorders &
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Palomar Engineers 100

Panasonic . . . . . 34-35, 65-68, 69
Perrott Engineers 62

Polyline Corp. 100

Potomac Instruments 64

QEI 55

Quad Eight/Westrex IBC

Quanta Corp. 37

RTS Systems 46

Sennheiser Electronic
Corp. 95-96

Standard Tape Laboratory ..100
Schneider Corp. of

America 63

Shintron Electronics 110

Shure Brothers Inc. 31

Sitler's Supplies 100

Sony Broadcast ...
Stainless, Inc.
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Surcom
Switchcraft
TTC/Wilkinson 91

Tascam div TEAC Corp.
of America 27

Telcom Research 106

Topaz 73

Utah Scienfific Inc. 29

Varian EIMAC 75

Videotek Inc. 83

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd BC

White Instruments 99

Winsted Corp. 54

. 18-19, 76-77
90

nc. . . 61

80
89

Improve the
sound of
your "actu-
alities" with
close-up audio
even when
you're at
telephoto
range. Use
our Short
Shotgun or
one of our
Big Guns.
Choice of
battery or
phantom
powering.
Easy to
hand -hold,
fishpole, or
boom mount.
Complete with
full-length
windscreen.

But the sound is
the clincher: So good
every major network has
bought A -T shotguns ...
and saved a bundle
compared to older designs.

Get the facts from your
A -T dealer or write for com-
plete Audio-Technica AT800
Series catalog and dealer
list today.

audiotechnica.
1221 Commerce Dr., Stow. OH 44224
(216) 686-2600
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classified
Forever

is a long time.
Lifetime guarantee on all 200 -series DA's from Shintron.
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through1000 different
product brochures...

Use BE's
Spec Book

instead!

ARTICLE
REPRINTS
Interested in ordering custom reprints of an article from this issue?'
Reprints of articles about your company or products can be valuable
sales and marketing tools. For information, call or write Eric
Jacobson, Intertec Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 12901, Overlani
Park, Kansas 66212; (913) 888-4684.

*minimum order 1,000 copies

Advertising rates in Classified Section are $1.00 per
word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by
cash to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge, $25.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forward-
ing (blind ads), there is an additional charge of $25.00
per insertion, to cover department number, processing
of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufacturers
unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer
or distributor.

TRAINING
ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. Earn
A.S.E.T., then B.S.E.T. Free catalog. Grantham College
of Engineering, 2500 La Cienega, Los Angeles, Califor-
nia 90034. 7.82 -tin

FCC GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE operators license
through cassette recorded lessons at home plus one
week seminar in Boston, Washington, Detroit or
Philadelphia. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation,
1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266, Telephone
(213) 379-4461. 8-81-tfn

SERVICES

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer
Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32506.

7.71-tf

BROADCAST CRYSTALS for AM, FM and TV transmit-
ters. Oven or vacuum types for Gates/Harris, RCA, Col-
lins, CCA, G.E., ITA, etc. Good prices and service, with
trade-ins taken. Over 40 years in business. EIDSON
ELECTRONIC CO., Box 3751, Temple, Tx. 76501. (817)
773-3901. 8-84-eom

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

HELIAXSTYROFLEX. Large stock - bargain prices-
tested and certified. Write for price and stock lists.
Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakland, Calif.
94623. Telephone (415) 832-3527. 1-73-tf

TRANSMITTER TUBES REPROCESSED-Save 40 to
50%. 3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others.
Write for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS CO., Rt. 7,
Box 628, Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-1243. 6-79-tfn

C BAND SATELLITE UPLINK: Complete Uplink Elec-
tronics with Varian dual TWT 400 W power amplifier
and solid state driver. Frequency range 5.925 to
6.425GHz, includes Up/Down converter, DemodlDe-
mux units and receiver. All equipment mounted In 19"
racks. Meets all ICSC specifications. As new condi-
tion. Mfr. Calif. Microwave. Radio Research Instru-
ment Co., Inc., 2 Lake Ave. Ext., Danbury, CT 06811,
Tel: 203-792-6666. 7-84-tfn

C BAND VIDEO BANDWIDTH MICROWAVE LINK: Fre-
quency: 6565-6875MHz, Transmitter Pwr: 200mw, Car-
rier deviation: ± 3MHz, Frequency response: a .5dbm
from 300Hz to 3MHz. Mfr. Motorola type MR -30. In
stock for immediate delivery, "As New", fully tested.
Radio Research Instrument Co., Inc., 2 Lake Ave. Ext.,
Danbury, CT 06811, Tel: 203-792-6666. 7-84-tfn

115 EMCOR 98 INCH EQUIPMENT racks with copper
grounding. Used 4 weeks only. DLR $150.00 each. Con-
tact Julie at (818) 357-8878. 12-84-1t

BROADCAST RADIO AND TELEVISION Technical
Handbook. SASE brings complete outline. ED NOLL
Box 75, Chalfont, PA 18914. 12-84-1t

HARRIS 9003 STEREO AUTOMATION SYSTEM. Brand
new condition, fully loaded with all available options
and extras. Danny Miller, WNOE AIF, New Orleans, LA
70130 (504) 529-1212. 12-84-21

3 IKEGAMI HL -79A color cameras, $18,000 to $23,000
depending on lense and accessories. Cinema Pro-
ducts DCU for HL -79, make offer. Contact: Bill
Hughes, POEI 10968, Burbank, CA 91510, (818)
845-7473. 12.84-3t

NEARLY MINT RAYTHEON CONSOLE, 9 mixers for 2
studios and announce booth. Electronics re -built. 5
mikes, 2 networks, 9 remote/TALKBACK, 2 turntables.
Privately owned and used at home. Never in commer-
cial use. Goodwin, 4260 Harper, Gurnee, Illinois 60031.

12.84.1t
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ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

DIGITAL AND ANALOG RECORDING HEADS
RECONDITIONING - MODIFICATIONS - MOUNTS

NORTON ASSOC/A TES, INC.
10 DI TOMAS COURT  COPIAGUE, NY 11726

(516) 842-4666
- OUR 30th YEAR -

VIDEO LAB & BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, new and us-
ed, all types and makes, write or call for latest inven-
tory list. Pioneer Technology Corporation, 1021 N.
Lake St., Burbank, CA 91502, (818) 842-7165. 12-84-eom

MARCONI DICE STANDARDS CONVERTER.
PAUSECAM to NTSC, NTSC to PAUSECAM. The
equipment is in excellent working order having been
regularly serviced by Marconi. Price: £37,000 + VAT
ONO. Enquiries to: Alistair Knox, Director of Engineer-
ing, Rank Phicom Video Group, 142 Wardour Street,
London W.1 England. Tel: 01-734-2511 12-84-1t

405' MODEL 80 UNARCO-ROHN standing tower -pur-
chased in 1973 - please contact V. S. Renner, Jr.,
Metropolitan Edison Company, P.O. Box 542, Reading,
PA 19640, phone (215) 921-6201 weekdays between 8
and 5. 12-84-1t

HITACHI FP -21 CAMERA, Very good condition with
case, charger, battery, 14X zoom, Shotgun
Microphone, Rear lens controls. $3875.00. 804-253-
0050. 12-84-1t

MARCONI VIDEO INSERTION Signal Analyzer, Model
TF-2914A In like new condition, only 4 years old. Ask-
ing 12K. Contact Ben Crowley, 800-241-4543. 12-84-11

SCIENTIFICATLANTA 10 METER Antenna, receive
only, 7 years old, owner needs to relocate. Asking 35K.
Contact Jim Stark, 800-241-4543. 12-84-1t

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Pre -1923 radio equipment and tubes.
August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wisconsin
Ave., Oceanside, CA 92054, (619) 722-6162. 3-76-tf

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for 112 Phase Monitors and
for clean, one kw or greater powered AM and FM
Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid.
Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliffe Park Dr., Unit
28, Toronto, Canada M4H 1H2, 416-421-5631. 2-79-tf n

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for used Dolby 334 Broadcast
Units In good condition. 802-862-8881, Call Bill.

12-84-3t

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
10,000 RADIO AND TV JOBS a year for men and
women are listed in the American Radio job market
weekly paper. Up to 300 every week. Engineers, DJs.
Newspeople, Program Directors, Production, Sales.
All markets, all formats. One week computer list,
$6.00. Special bonus 6 weeks, $14.95. You save $21.00.
American Radio Job Market, Dept. 3. 6215 Don
Gaspar, Las Vegas, Nevada 89108. 7 -84 -tin

WE PLACE

TV and Video Engineers
COAST TO COAST

[All Levels, But Not Operators]
ALL FEES PAID BY EMPLOYERS

Phone/Resume

KEY SYSTEMS
Westminster Road

Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702

Phone Alan Kornish at
(717) 655-1458

HELP WANTED
VIDEO MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS. Growing New
York City PBS Station about to install new master con-
trol seeks experienced maintenance engineers.
Minimum 3 to 5 years experience maintaining and
repairing studio and ENG cameras, GV switchers,
master control equipment, and 1" and 2" VTR's with
strong experience on 3/4" VCR's. Knowledge of digital
and analog equipment a must. If you are a highly
motivated individual and self-starter, send resume to
Stuart Lefkowitz, WNYC, 1 Centre Street, New York,
NY 10007. EOE. 12-84-1t

OPERATIONS/MAINTENANCE ENGINEER -KTVI, the
18th market ABC affiliate, is searching for an engineer
with a minimum of five years experience in the opera-
tion, maintenance, and repair of studio and transmit-
ter equipment. Applicant must have a General Class
Radio Telephone License. Salary commensurate with
experience. Send resume to: Terry Clayton, Assistant
Director of Engineering, KTVI, 5915 Berthold, St.
Louis, MO 63110. No phone calls. An Equal Opportuni-
ty Employer. 12 -84 -it

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT POSITION. The Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, located in
Scarsdale, NY, has started a search for a manager to
supervise its national and international standards pro-
grams. Salary based on experience. Requirements
should include degree in engineering or science, and
experience in engineering management, preferably in
broadcast television. Forward resume and salary level
to L. Robinson, SMPTE, 862 Scarsdale Avenue,
Scarsdale, NY 10583. 12-84-1t

IGM MODEL 750 AUTOMATION SYSTEM which in-
cludes: 1 DEC PDP/8m 16K computer, 1 Infoton CRT
terminal, 1 ASR -33 teletype terminal w/paper tape
reader/punch, 1 print only teletype terminal, 1 DEC
TU56 dual tape drive, 7 random access Carousels, 3
random access 48 tray I nstacarts, 1 Revox A-77 reel to
reel, 1 voice tracking channel, 2 time announce chan-
nels (AM -PM), 1 temperature announce channel, 1 net-
work channel, 6 equipment racks, 2 record centers for
tone insertion set of spare audio and control boards.
Contact: Darryl Jacobs, Chief Engineer, WBMX AM -
FM, 312/626-1030. 12-84-1t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: To trouble shoot, install
and repair state of the art television equipment with
specific knowledge of RCA studio cameras and Sony
ENG equipment, tape machines, Grass Valley Group
Switchers, Chyron Character Generators, MA/COM
microwave equipment and RCA TT5OFH transmitter.
Digital video and computer equipment experience
necessary. Must be able to work with others as a
team. Two-year associate degree or equivalent in elec-
trical engineering and a minimum of two years broad-
cast television experience a must. FCC first or general
class license required. Apply to Terry Van Bibber,

46207. EOE;
minority applicants encouraged. 12-84-1t

Soundcraft
BROADCAST PRODUCT MANAGER

Soundcraft Electronics, England's leading manufacturer of audio
consoles, has a unique opportunity available at it's West Coast
Headquarters in its newly established Broadcast Products Divi-
sion.

This position requires a self -motivated individual to establish a
nationwide distribution network for Soundcratt's newest "On
Air" radio console series.

The successful candidate will have a working knewledge of
Radio Broadcast systems and a proven sales record in the
broadcast industry.

Soundcraft offers competitive salary and benefits programs,
along with a modern working environment in Southern Califor-
nia. For prompt consderation, forward your resume and salary
requirements to:
SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS, BROADCAST DIV.

1517 20th St., Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 453-4591 Telex: 664923

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. KAWE, a northern Min-
nesota PBS station seeks individual having ex-
perience maintaining VTRs, cameras, switchers and
VHF transmitters. Must possess an FCC General
Radiotelephone license. Send resume, references,
salary history and expectations to: Jim Landes,
KAWE, Box 9, BSU, Bemidji, MN 56601. Closing
date-December 14, 1984. EOE. 12-84-1t

BROADCAST ENGINEER: Looking for a relaxed at-
mosphere? Paid health, dental, life insurance and
retirement plan + 14 paid holidays a year? This might
not sound possible to you, but it is! We can also boast
of current up-to-date equipment at our television pro-
duction facility and FM radio station. 3 years increas-
ingly responsible skilled experience in the
maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair of television
and radio studio and control room equipment. CON-
TACT: Personnel Services, SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT, (619) 230-2109 for details and ap-
plication. Equal opportunity employer. 12-84-1t

ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT

Our client, a major group broad-
caster, is seeking qualified can-
didates for the position of
Engineering Supervisor at one of
its major market television sta-
tions. Requirements include a
BSEE degree or it's equivalent; a
bright, dynamic leader who has ex-
cellent interpersonal relationship
skills and a theoretical as well as
pragmatic understanding and ap-
proach to broadcast engineering
technology. Annual compensation
package exceeds $50,000. This is
an excellent opportunity for some-
one who wants to hone his/her
management skills in an exciting
and challenging environment and
with a forward thinking, growth -
oriented company.

Qualified individuals should contact:

Joe Sullivan & Associates, Inc.
Executive Search & Recruitment
Consultants
340 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 765-3330

STUDIO SUPERVISOR needed for growing state-wide
network. Installation of new equipment, preventative
and corrective maintenance of technical equipment.
Recommend new equipment acquisition. Analyses
and diagnoses equipment malfunction. Five years T.V.
experience with at least two years as a supervisor re-
quired. Salary open, depending on experience. Ex-
cel.ent benefits. Two other engineering positions also
open. Send resume to OETA, Box 14190, Oklahoma Ci-
ty, Oklahoma 73113. AA/EOE 12-84-1t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. 2 years experience
needed for this state of the art facility. Digital ex-
perience desirable. Resumes to: Kevin Mostyn, Direc-
tor of Engineering KSFO/KYA, 300 Broadway, San
Francisco, CA 94133. EOE M/F/H 12-84-1t

HOWARD UNIVERSITY IS SEEKING TO HIRE a
Technical Operations Manager for the Department of
Engineering, WHMM-TV. The manager Is responsible
for maintaining work record for technical Personnel;
develops and maintains a station operations hand-
book; supervises the Studio Supervisor; coordinates
and makes recommendations as to the best technical
alternatives to achieve desired production effects;
creates and updates the station operations manual as
well as procedures and forms necessary for smooth
technical operations. Minimum 5 years broadcast and
production operations experience with TV equipment
is required, plus 2 years managerial/supervisory ex-
perience with TV equipment. General Class FCC
license is desired. Salary to $38,309.00. Equal Oppor-
tunity Employer M/F. For applications call Trudy
Gibbs at (202) 636-7714 or write to the Employment Of-
fice, 4th and Bryant Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20059. 11-84-2t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Telemation Productions,
a major full service production facility, is looking for a
top notch maintenance engineer. Should be knowl-
edgeable with Sony one Inch VTRs, CMX 340 Editor,
GV1600 Switcher, Digital Video Effects systems, ADO,
TR600s, audio, video and digital transmission
systems and circuits. Applicant must be highly
motivated; salary based on knowledge and ex-
perience. Send resume to: Chief Englneer/Telemation
Productions/834 N. 7th Ave./Phoenix, AZ. 85007.

11-84-3t
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400 EVENT SEQUENCE, 100 SEQUENCES
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OPTIONS:
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PROGRAM A/B

PROGRAM

IP9trlf A DI

6109/7209 (WITH OPTIONS)

32 PATTERNS
RGB CHROMA KEYER
BORDERED WIPES
DOWNSTREAM KEYER WITH EDGE
MIX -WIPE MODE
PATTERN MODULATOR
COLORIZER
MASTER FADE TO BLACK
AUTOMATIC TRANSITIONS
INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL KEYS
BLANKING PROCESSOR
TEST MODE FOR SYSTEM TIMING
AUTOMATIC PREVIEW
TRUE POSITIONER
FOUR EVENT SEQUENCE
"EDIT" MODE FOR STORED EVENTS

INTERNAL SYNC GENERATOR (FOUR BLACK BURST OUTPUTS)
GENLOCK WITH TWO LEVELS OR AUTOMATIC CHANGEOVER
SECOND CHROMA KEYER (RGB OR ENCODED) FOR INSERT KEY

CHROMA KEY BEHIND A CHROMA KEY
DISSOLVE FROM A COMBINATION OF TWO CHROMA KEYS TO A FOURTH VIDEO SIGNAL

DISSOLVE FROM A CHROMA KEY OVER A SPLIT WIPE, TO A FOURTH VIDEO SIGNAL

6109 $6,995. ACCESSORIES

FULL MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL
WITH THE 7209

EDITING WITH THE

FOUR EVENT SEQUENCE
The FOUR EVENT SEQUENCE is the most powerful

concept in programming a switcher for editing
applications. It allows for four discrete storage points with
smooth transitions between them, and a delay before the
start of each transition. Events can be stored easily and
rapidly. The unique CROSSPOINT LATCH "Edit" mode
allows the small incremental changes to be introduced
into individual functions (such as border color), without
disturbing the contents of the rest of the stored EVENT.
Each delay and duration can be set to 999 frames.

Programming FOUR EVENT SEQUENCES is
unbelievably simple. Just set up the switcher to the
required configuration and depress the STORE button.
Duration and delay times can be filled in later. The
operations are human engineered to the point that it is
difficult to make a mistake. The switcher forsees the next
operation and sets itself up in readiness, thus reducing the
number of keystrokes to an absolute minimum.

FOUR EVENT SEQUENCES can be called up and run by
the editor, or they can be called up on the switcher and
initiated by the editor. FOUR EVENT SEQUENCES can be
dumped from the switcher, loaded into external devices,
then later loaded back into the switcher for execution.

The 7209 has one FOUR EVENT SEQUENCE as standard. There is an option for an additional 99 FOUR EVENT SEQUENCES.

7209 $3,000.

AUDIO FOLLOW OR BREAKAWAY AUDIO
WITH THE 6800

=411 Ips
6 a,.

,y??499999999910/4 c hlhl
The 6800 has seven stereo inputs with a gain control for

each of the inputs, a master gain control and the ability to
cross connect tracks or combine the stereo tracks into a
single audio channel. There is a built in 1 kHz tone
generator. This audio unit has been specifically designed
for post production. The 6800 can be controlled in three
ways: from the editor, from the 6109, or manually from its
own control panel.

FULLY CONTROLLABLE BY EDITORS
The 7209 interfaces with most editing controllers or any

computer. There are different modes of operations. The
switcher may be either fully or partially controlled. All
functions on the switcher can be accessed. Any SEQUENCE
can be recalled and run. Any EVENT can be recalled. A run
can be initiated from any EVENT, provided it is not the last
EVENT in the SEQUENCE.

CROSSPOINT LATCH - FOR THE MOST EFFECT-IVE APPROACH

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP. 95 PROGRESS STREET  UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 688-1510  TELEX 9104901990
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INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
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